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FOREWORD . %
./

This document is the second volume of the final report-
Technology// Assessment: Human Rehabilitation Techniowes,\
a project conducted at Texas Tech University by the
Department of Industrial Engineerialg, the Research and
,Training Center in Mental Retardation,'the Department of
y em , and,the Technical and Professional WritingPr gram.
The research has been conducted with the support of Na idnad
Scien.ce Foundation grants' ERP 75-10594 and ERP 75-1059 A01,
monitored by the.DirectOrateelor Research Applications,

_,pivision of Exploratory Research and Systems Analysis.

Richard A.*Dudek, Horn Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Industrial Engineeringhas been a co-pr` cipal
investigator and director of the project. Gerard J. J,Densberg,
Director of the Research and Training Center in Mental
Retardation, andM. M. Ayoub, Professor of Industrial
Engineering, have been co-principal investigators. Carol M.
Sigelnan and Andrew S. Martin of the Research and Traning
Center in' Mental Retardation and Robert T. Powers ofthe'
Departient of Industrial .Engineering haye been program managers
for the project. James _R. Burrs and William M. Marcy of
the Department of Systems have 1)een-,,in ,charge of the modeling
used in the project. Technical writing has been peDformed-
by Charles'W. Brewer and Cynthia E. Lyle ofthe Technical
and Professional` Writing progrUm. In addition, several .

research assistants and support personnel, as isted in the, .N
individual.volumei of. the study, have contributed, to the -/

.project.

. The project team wishes to acknowlidge the efforts of
ndividuals who hate served on'the Oversight'Counmittee,
Elizabeth Boggs, Kan Chen, Beatrix2Cobb,"Ronald'Conley,
,Richard Herman,. Jqhn Noble, Jr., Eftn Ylachos,'and Lester
Wolcott; of Lee Phillips who served effectively as a program
manager for,. short time beflpre leaving,Texas Tech; of
Brian Lambert who served as Mork Session Conference Coordi-
nator; of those wlidlaTticqsated in the `work - sessions
.chaired by Ted Hartman, David Malone. Blair Rqrley, Evan
Vlachos and John Wittman; and of Anne Seitz, the Secretary
of the Project. ".

,..
4
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.Although the National ScienCe Foundation has supported
this project, the finditgs, conclusions and recommendations
expressed are those of the research team and "4o not' necessarily,

4reflect $he views at NSF.
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PREFACE

This volume is a Supplement to the final report-of the project

"Technology Assessment: Humeri Rehabilitation Techniques." It,includes

reviews of the literature on 14 disabilities selected for intensive case-- ?

study in the project. The contents of Volume 2 are as follows, with dis-

abilities grouped 6n the basis of similarities of effects. on functioning'

Section i--Notor Disabilities 1

Stroke .0 Cathy. Manion

Spinal Cord Injury Linda Vengroff

4
Cerebral Palsy Cynthia Spanhel, Linda Vengroff

Section B--'Behavioral Disabilities

i

Epilepsy Linda Vengroff, *aide Schockett

Mental Retardation i Carol Sigelman, Linda Vengroff,
, Jerry Morris,- Andrew Martin

Schizophrenia Cynthia Spanhel, Melanie Salockett

Section C--Chronic Disease Disabilities A

Rileumatoid Arthritis

COronary Heart Disease

Emehyserna..

.4 Cathy Mannion, Cynthia §panhel

'4

Catcinoma of the Coltn/Rectili

Cathy Mannion

- ,

Jody Dixon A

-Linda Vengroff

1

4

Kidney Disease Cathy Mannion, Bernadette O'Farrell Ray-,
Linda Vengroff

Diabetes Mellitus

A

,Linda Vengroff

t
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Section D-- Sensory Disabilities

Visual Impairment

Hearing Impairment

These 14 disabilities were selectedi '

Melanie Schockett

MelaniS Schockett

because they are prevalent,

4 result in severe limitation. are chronic rather than acute, haVe survivors

is need of rehabilitation, and affect a broad range of ages. The current-.

4
literature on each disability was re9iewed to determine: (1) definitions

and classifications; (2) prevalence, incidence, mortality, and cost esti-
...

gates; (3) genc%raphic distribution; (4) etiology; (5) life functioning

. deficieh in the areas of health, mobilpity, communicahon, cognitive-intel-

.

lectual functioning, and socialattitudinal functioning; (.6) functioning .

--. -
.

as members of the comduaity and labor force; (7) technologies.
1 .

. . \ ....

aapplied; and' (8) characteristics of , the service delivery system impacting

ti

.
, .

the disability group. The review papers vary in'thoro:ahness as a function

of the state of thertteraturarabout each. disability and differences among
v

the researchers doing the.literature review. -"They reflect a first attempt.
. .

at the amlittous undertaking of analyzing diverse handicapping conditions

the.same analytical f amework. The disability rep4rts included In

this volume provided the ra material for the cross-disability analysts.

reporppd in Working

Disability," and in

I

Paper 3, "Life Functions: .Scope of ;the Problem of
. _

the final report ,Volume 1.

5
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I. Definition

s

,

1,1

.

t
,

CHAPTER
DIdABTLITE ANALWig::79WSUy, IMPAIRMENT,

r -

. 4

P'

NtAs defined in the. Social iartity, Act of 1967,

An individual shall be cOhsidered to be blind if he has a central` visual'
acuity 20/200 or less in the better eyl,with the use of a correctiVe
lens. An eye whichrieaccompaniedby a limitation in the fields of

- a tz

angle no greater than 20 degrees shall be considered for purpose of the
-first sentence Of'this subsection 1as haviAg central visual acuity of
209200 or leas:

t The .partially sighted are ,generally defined as ,persons with a al acuity .

, . _

g

greater than 20/200 but not gre ter than 20/70 in the better eye aftercorrection. /
,

These persons are Ottasionally r erredto as "forgotten people'. Their visual loss

is not Sao great to suggest special optical aids and yet conventional prescription

tense are inadequate, for them, Patients demonstriting visual acuity that is

declining as a result'of'any cause may well fall into titislcategory.

"Legal blindness", of the first definition, also known as'economit or

P.
induitrial-blindnes44,thts includes not only p4opste who are totally ,blind, that ..:

is, unable to distinguish light from darkness or with no light perception, but

those who are severely visually impaired in both eyes. By, definition, then, the
.

term blindness is not synonymous with 'total blindness. Some persons .defined' as

legally blind can discern shapes and motiad and can see to travel but notto

read. Same can read a few words "1 tinia-with strong lenses, but can do so gor

only short periods of time. Some can see to read but not to. travel, while others

have little restriction-of activity.

Although the definition of legal blindness appears to rest on-easily'

-administered, objectively measured standards, there are great diecrepanciels in

the test_procedares used to detetmine who is legally blind. The Snellen visual

Acuity Chart, which is the baiis of most of 'our examinations, 'measures only

,.
.distance acuity, and in many cases near vision may,be :the critical factoein

I
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determining readint.ability and in applying foioadmission to schools fot the

- -

blind. The c hart also does not measure other components of visual performance

9V:

Such as uniformi4of
1 ,

The.. results of teits.involving the Snellen Chart can bee-greatly influenced. . ,

by the type of lighting, the exact methods of test administration, the interpreti-

2

j 11111111,1 .11 MOO ainly, -in.making-ccomarisons-

s
from area to arer, standardized lighting, and distance parameters are urgently

needed.

About 11 percent of the blind population is totally tlied. The rest have
. I , .

isome repiduipl. vision.. Itis important' for us to &Jo t,a what degree residUal
.., ,

vision has been and can be used (visual efficiency),The Snellen Cllart, taken

by itself, measures primarily the. ability o;the individual to lead a Snellen

Chart. It does not indicate whether the subject has useful travel vision,
4 .

4

reading vision, or otheepisuarcapabilities4. The Snellen Chart is used, in.)
.

. essence, asan abs4utt judge when it might more appropriately be used as one
k . -
tool ina more comprehensive evaluation examination. Rough Snellenguidelines

4:gf 2/200 and.above for possible:usable travel and reading vis on, and 5/200 and
A

_above for even better usable vision are just that--roxigh guidelines There is

Ai
',minimal co elation with visual ability and service needs. moreover, tge'SnelIen. '

Chart 1 ckb graduations between 26/200 and 20/100. It is possible that many
.

* k
individuals who were given an acuity of 20/200 would not hate been, had there '

'' been additionallihe in this region. Finally, the .findings in,the.examination

approach depend...cm-the ski of the examiner. Too often this skill is never.
'. .

I

tepted .(Goldstein, 1972).

,That the use of the'definition of legal blindOess has made the administration
AW

Aspects of programseasielicannot be denied, however, it is in efilett,,an "entYy-
,

ticket" to the blindness system. A person either has vision of 20/260 or less

Ne\.
or he dties not; he is either legally blind'or he. is not; he is either eligible

for entry into the system or he. is not. Ptovision.ofthe various services offered

10
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p.

11.

by the system need not be governed by different Criteria. On the other hand,

bleadiering to this definition, the system diMigthef its usefulness, because.

.
. .

r.
4 ,

I

.ib holds some people who dollot.need certain services to be eligiblefor them
, ..

white excluding others who would. clearly benefit fidm them .(0ETI,' 1971).

'I.'. The definition now Camp:4111y used excludes Ore motile who need services. ,

. rf
0

.
. 0 . .0 .

.

,-the
BoOks'A

for the Blind program ofthe-tibrary of Congrest-excludes7'

people who hanre better than 29/20,0 visual acuity bdtiwho nevertheless cannot

read print'. IThis definitiondOes not take 'Into acciinnt near vision which is

-,1
a better criterion of reading ability than is the distance vision measure:bent

. ; ,

.
presently used.) Large type bOoks subsidized by.federal funds are available to

, Children-within the definition who can read "print but not to chifdren with

slightly visual alcuity,whO stinted large-type *Oka.better

2: The definition dilutes the effectiveness Of certain programs'. For
,. .

. . 1 ., ,

example,, the Federal Ai&-to-Blift-Children quota hasiisiCluded large-type, books
1 .

in recent yearsi which hat had the effeCt of reducing.thegamount of Braille

4

material, tactuel educational aids, and tangible app:ratus available for blind

\ 4
children who cannot use their 'eight in their education. As a consequence, the

. .

nAds of totally blind children for bookeand special educational aide are not
4

\

\

.\ #_

3. The

..

defmnition of blindesstd±ssuades'many people who cone within its
A I

4._.

. . t 2 ' \,/
criteria from using valuable services and benefits, either because they do not

.

Wfr
a

.
consider themselves, to be,blind or \do not wish others yo' consider them so. '

4. - Because t- he definition lumps together both the tcrtaLly,blind and the

being adequately met.'

partially sighted, .nadequae -attention is given to the special prOblerbs.and'

specialized. needs of the several diffetent ups include.
I

I

. 5. the.definition-complicates research on all aspects of service .to the
A

blinde,eince the label "Blind!' is applied to a group with so many diverse visual
.

performance characteristics.

ti
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. . AIL. . ' . .

k ,EI a 'he, defillitiOn further complicates ant already' comp` x problem of public '..1; I. %I .i iI misunderstandng ,of %And, misconceptions about blind and visually impaired -persons No
o o' ' i': ./ >

- A I .

e . .. t
'' 7 74: :.11.1.thouthhe liefinitiol provides usable limits

-
for statistical purposes,-

- . /the.receidting-Aatisti'cs4thay not be :repr,sentative.pf. the complete piobiem.
, . *

'i#411/71041*Tddis ,Oihab:ging the definition have beer the Subject, of ',much
.

discussion. A claiteificatioii by visual afOility, which would 'include all "people

with significant 'visual impairment, would probablyhelp to alleviate some of.. .

t'the proilems listed aboye.: Consideration of' individual blind persons in terms
4 .

1 4 N r
. of both-their actual needs and their eligibilitytor Specific 'serVides may also

ff-

'be of help (AIL 1971)'.'
d .. . - p

II. So5rietal' Characteristics_ of VisualLy Impaired Persons
. -.4

Tke literature Etovides prevalence and' incidence figures for
.. .... . .tiimpairment 44l . SP

1

Arite present.iime it is notIpoedible to assemble adequate and

vitaal

,
reliable

statistics 9n blindness and vision prdblems in-the United States as a whole.

Accurate information is available in all states pa tith number, age, pax and,..-
racial distribution of blind persons receiving fihancial aid or other special

, .

services. These figurer; however, ,donot -proyide :reliable dataon prevalence or
. - .. . . ,

incidence offblindness t is not ,surprising, therefore, that estimates of the
.

5,-- ' .
.number.of-blind,vary wid y.

(Goldstein (1972) distinguishes two approaches_ foe securing data,,,, on severe, g,

visual impairments awl blindness.- ,firsto.f. these is an examinat ionapproach

which utilizes- the 'legal definition of blindness., while the second

dpproaCh ilaing,a functional definition: .

t . t... .,..
. The National Society for the Prevention of Blindne ss. (1966) -delayed the,
former approach with. estimates based on an examination-derived' dis'tande-4Audi''

. . . .i
... ..

.0.

is a survey

t. criteriOR. The prOcedure for calculating the estimated rates of prevalence t on-
r

slated of two main steps. The first was to:determine in relative or proporticindl\ ,
... --

. '
I

!I

,

4
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.

_ 1.-;-5
s

,
5:4 5. : .

.terms the diffkences'to be, pest en the rates of respective states.
. %

16:
.44

.

' 110

Then, a: probable Ape is Selected for ,one state and rates are derived for the other
2

..
states from the relative numbers obtained in'the'first step. From the estimated

'rites, an 'estimate of the number oe.blind perions was found forleach state, 'and
5

byt

ad4ition, of- state figure an estimate` of total prevalence, of blindness in the

'nation.
"J. S.

The estimate of the prevalence of legal blindnesi in 1960'was 385,000

or 2.14 lier 1,009 population. U5Ang
6

.

nuMber.of:legally'blind persons in 1

pfevalence rate the

F

399,300 and to 1965

/
.as 416,460. Population Kojectiolii were staniod.from the U.S. Bureap of the

,

Census so that the estimate for;1970 was 4464500 and for 1980 it was519,200.'
'., .

The basic aksuAption underlying these estimates is that differences betweenthe
4

1
.

rate's of blIdddess.of states can be approximated by giving identiCai Weigtite to
, . . . ,. . ,

the, values forseach State of tiree'fadtors,,n'amelt: 1) the pwoport n of aged
N , ..' de ,

11"

,

.
. . -

pers*ps in the populatio6 2) th paroporeipn of nonwhite population, and 31
. .

. .
.

'-= the in5ipt death rate, which.ii used for lack:of,a better index to represent, the
' 4 .'t'

4 I

.effectiveness of health; eddogtion.add ad Ministration. It is reasonable' twassumew
.

that.higher rates of )31i6Oness will in ieneraPbe associated with higher values
. ,..*-

11y4q; eaCh-of these factor0.4"

.-

, .

.
, .

, .

Inasmu0 as true incidence-isunattailAhie because ,new cases of blindness,
. .

..,
. . .

'are not generally reported as they occur, but rather at the' time they came to,
. r \

*

..

.

itheiiptientian at-the eye eXaminer,,the Socie, y employed en estimate of new cases
1.41
4

N.,
reported during a 'given year,' Their t ted rate° of 'occurrence of new

'

cases

of blidaness for 1960 was 16.9 per 100,000 population. This gave a tqtal_of.

.30;250 Cases. ,The.same rate was, to derive estimates of new cases for 1962
W ' .

(1,350) and 1965 (32,700). Again using the Census Buieau's projections, estimates.
: -

,for 1970,Were 35,000 a1 for 1980 were 41,000. It should be- noted, however ;/
4

thitthe'1940 estimated rate may not be appropriate for determining. nce

1

13
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.

and prevalence of these later years.

The National Health Survey of the T.J,;S:/PublittoHealth Service employed

,wpiat-Goldstein called the'ldurvey approach. ,Forthe purpose of the Survey,

blindness as definedas the inability to rea( ordinary newsprint even with 4
. v

"-brei.4 aid efIlaSses. . (Later documents were lane ded to reed 'severely vieually
.

4."impaired'. ihilfead of 'blind'). The,figurerbased on persons so enumerated are

much greateethan the estimated number of legally blind defined by visual acuity

. . 0

toeasutimiliiati. They Conduct a nationwide household survey of a representative

sampl2 of the civilian,:noninstitutionalized:population on several occasions. .

On the basis-of data collected in the period fr9tm duly1959 to June 1961, the

Survey arrivedl:can-estimated prevalence of ' blindness" of 988,000 or 5.6

per 1,000 populet (Children under'6 years'of age were included on the basis,

_of a report-"Baind in\both eyes" or never having learned to read.) For bite'
\

period July 1963-Jur, 1964 anly.persons over 6 years'of age-were included and

t
the estimate was 8694000 or 6.9 per 1,000. (Using all ages as.the base, this

figure'would be 6.0. Goldstein projected the rate of 6.6 to the entire

populatioii7and estimated there were 1,227,000 "blind" during this period ). The
/-

estimated number of ,"visually impaired" persons was 5,029,000 or 31.3 Per 1,000 o Tf
population, while the number persons having no vision or only light perception-

f
was about 132,000 or 0:9 per 1,000 pdpulation.' A similar starve:van 1971 4

estimated the total number of severely impaired individuals as 1,306,000 or

6:5'per 1,000 population. ahetotal number of alikVisual impairments was found

to be 9,596,000 or 47.4 per 14000.
r

Alipestion arises concerning the relationship between visual acuity of

244200 or less and inability to read ordinary newsprint* Josephion and Sussman

(1965) found that among those who were blind by the standard administragive

definition of the term, 100 percent were unable to read newsprint) however, 62

percent of those who said that they could ndt read newsprint were nat blind by

14
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.accepted definition, and slightly more than one-quarter of them had vision of'

26/40.or better.

Another National Health Survey.attempted to describe the distribution of

/

binocular visual acuity in the civilian, nodinstitutionalized population of

,

5

the U.S., 18 through 79 years of age. Central visual acuity for both distance

and near vision, was measured for each peril= by means of a sight screener, a
--

device that adopts clinical measures of visual acuity for'survey,research pro-
, .

: . ,

grams.' According to the Binocular Visual, Acuity study, r the period 1960-

ii_ri -..
1962 there were an estimated 889,000 blind people. By appliPing this *figure to-

the comparable population for 1965, Scott (1969) estimated there were about

o

,460,000 blind people. ,Fifty-three percent of them had'a
)

corrected visual acuity

. .

_poorer than 20/206; the remaining 47 percent had a corrected visual acuity of

d.00
i

200. The daii iie tnis.report are4one of the clostest available prevalence

estlitates of legal blindness. Unfortunately, thee_ are two sourced of error in
0 .

- - - .

this study. First, (here are the normal errors of sampling and nonresponse that
i li

occur in any survey study. It had been 0elculated.phat, as a result,of these
v

errors, tip: estimates of this study may-1e off by not more than 2 percent. "ei

second source,of error comes from the fact th4 in an undetermined number of

examinations, persons with visual acuities poorer than 20/200 without correction

did not have their glasses with them. When this was the case, the investigators

considered the uncorrected acuity and the corrected acuity to be identical and,_

reported them as such in the actual.estimatew. As a result, the figures of

this survey probably overestimate the true.,prev'elence of blindness.
,-- .

',The absence of unifoxiiiiata on newly reported cases of blindness and on

causes of bndness led to the formation of the Model Reeorting Area for Blindness

of ,the 1.1.5: National Institute of Healqi.' This was a view endeavour, an attempt /-

. rjthrough voluntarrcooperatiah 'of states to agree on a uniforildefinition, on

4,

q
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uniform procedures for =libation of data, on iiniform procedures.in updating-.

registers, on uniformtabillation on a uniform classification of causes.

In the),MRA figures iblinOnessl theans legAl blindness. Data from the MRA for21965,

-

I at which time it included 14 states, showed an incidence rate (;nrial rate of

,

additions on register) of.15.8 per 100,000 pdpulatiod. Extrapolation to a total

of-194,000 000 peoile44ielded an estimate of 290,000 persons `designated as blind

(wn, isp7i)4 The totallappber. of persons on the register at the end of 1965

for all MRA states was 54,892 or about 149.4 per 100,000 population. 1970'data
.

,included ]6 states Abi shawed-99047 persons on the register or 161.7 per

100,000 populations. (Of these percent 1%tribution by visual-seuity.is as
. . .

follows: absoluteblindness - 10.6, light perception - 11.4, light projebtiOn -

1.1,-less than 5/200 - 16.0, !..4;00 to less than 18/200 -,9.7, 10/200 to less

than 20/200 - 15.9,'20/200 U.6, restricted field - 7.33i and unknown- 5,5.

Not that all of these are classified as legally blind.) ;t was found that

° the 1970 total MRA annual rate of additions {15 per 100,000 population-and the

rate.ofrrsons on the register (162 per roomo populatpn) are very similar to

-those reported eight yeaie.earlier when data for only ninestates were available

(16 and 161,per 100,000 respeetivety.) The deVelppmenb of the MRA has made the

outlook for assdegling accurate and reliable statistics on blindness most encouraging.

, As more and morj1 states join,tbe trice picture willebecome elearer.

The figure one in every 500 school children las been in (zneral use for

"-

.

. -.

many years as the4estimated prevalence rate for partially seeing School children.,
i,

'
This estimate is supported by several studies, done some timp0ago, and datafrOm

areas making adequate -provistns for speCial,,education partially seeing.
.

.

The results from these .sources range from about one one per 1,000

school eurollmeipt.'-One per -500 represents a good average and provide a collier-
& lk

,

vative estimate. of the problem. Using this estimate NSF'S ettlAmated here were.
,

in 1465,97,900 partially Leingschool children in the tr.s., not uding those.

who are legally blind.
4

16
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Duane (1965r
/-

estimated the number of Americans suffer 'to a greater or
.

lesser extent from visual disability that 'requires corrective lenses as'90 Million.

1-9

The ;umber of blind persons in all institutions in the U.S. is undetermined.

Two reports by the National. Center fOr Health Statistics in 1963 on such institu-

tionsprovide a reasonable basis for estimielng the amount of blindness in the
%

'institutionalised population. According to these reports, there are imated

to be 6,143 totally blind persons in long term mental hospitals and 17,178 411

totally blind persohs in institutions for the aged.and chronically ill. An

:
- attmmpt wafralso made to estimate the number of plFsons who had "serious visual

f.

problems"'. A person was sOcategoitzed i; he ha

even with the aid of glasses, Some persons who Jere

Cotallylblind, undoubtedly fell into this category.

serious'poblem in seeing

legally blind, but not

The studies estimate Chit

there were 18,839 persons with serious Visual problems'in mental hospitals and

80,830 such persons tin' institutions for the aged acid 'Chronically ill. Using...

,these figures, Scott (1969) estimated there; were about 23,321

jerseys in'these two types of institutions,, and an additional

with'serious visual problems.

totally blind

99,825 persons

. .

In 1968 the Organization for. Social and. Technical Innovaekim (OSTI) a
. ,

subcommittee on Rehabilitation of the National Advisory Neurological Diseases

,and Blindness presented the following tables of a nuMbIF of diAdrent estimates

of the number of blind bersons

r

. r 7,

S.
ipor--47.4.



TABLE 1-1

BLINDNESS ESTIMATED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

1-10

.

° Source .

Prevalence Rate
per 1000 Total U.S.P

'MPH Fact Book (1965)°

National Health Survey (1960)

sm Region OulY (1965).
projected to total population

, . .

Regression on MRA Using Aid
to Blind, Infant",Mortallity
and Non-White, (1965)

Scott t1965) . Jr--

/

- -

2.1

5.6

.

1.5'

.

.

1.6
.

5.5 ,

416,000

, 1,090,000°

290,000

. ,

303,000
.

1,077,000 :

df
4

*Based on total U.S. Population of 194 million

Sburce: OSTI, ,1968

TABLE 1-2:

IESTIMATED NUMBER OF BLIND PERSONS IN 1966

a. NSFB Fact Book 4 of Total

s

YEAR ,

Upper 65
65 and over

Total.

Mfae

YEAR

undet65'
65_ggod.over

'Total f

c. NHS .
YEAR

Undiax14,,4,565 --- over A,'
Total ' .

,1966

245,000
165;000

44

_60
40

410,000

1966

163,000.
La2;000

100

-f

57

43

285,000
.-
4 .

1966-
.

362,0q3
674;000

100

35

1,036,000 100

.Source: OSTIi 1968

Population Estimates for 1966
, Total U.S.A.

., ,.

Under 65 4/179 'Anion
65 or ovar. , 15.3 million

Total -11.0i million-4.
7

18
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The FutUre. Thelastimated number of cases !4,blindness has shown a steady

/ ,

/ ...-

* ,

upward trend since 1940. This increase is probably dud tO sheer increase in:..

_ 4

the population. When the estimated rates/are compared, it is found that the

differences are not too great. Much of the iileese,in rates as weLT in

numbers. is due to the ase in the pitportion of older,perions in the -

ation and the greater surviidl.of Pereans withjisorderd'whOh may eventually

i , i ,.
lead toblibdness. Thus, it is expected that the indreased life span of

,. A. ),
, .

4ndividuals win result in ihcreased degifteratige diseases and blindness. rising

U,S,... statistical- abstracts,, 1967 ind'the MBA register, 1965,-. the OSTI (1968)

'

t " 10* 0 ' ' , , . ,

Objected this prev4enre of blindness in 1970:
'

as,384,t00 pereoms.: AlanwiththesI sources

as 398,800 persons and in 1980

they used the data ,front
.

, .

.- Mationallitsalth.Buity!y",1961-6444nd th;,m5P,B,Fect Book'estimates-for 1962 to
, .

.

,-
I.

. ...

; ' , 1, * A '
. * *,

A . a 6

-projectdhipaatriStics ofltihe blind.' e,pro were made on aslirearlitd '9Eti 'j

, A
basis asd.ruPatilempt:wai made to.Miaathemjecie.sophietie#edby, for example,. 4

7.. '-' 04 i10. i 1 . 4 ,; ,.

Y
. . .'

atteMptie4 to take to"considerition evens which 'bight& affect the characteris-'
.

...

. . , A . , 4, .

,

. , 7, 'f" .

*.-,.
----, .

,
.
., ,. ' c %-

, 1
,

, ,. .. .. -

. - 4 -' 1 .0 s '

deg in :4tuesition. r

. /

' 4he'projectionSindicate tb..I.itltbege will 'bira 30-percent infrepse in the
-. . . . .

.

lc & .
. iii

total' populatiow ok b iiiiia .pOrsail s during 7t4he pexi tld 1965h...1985. withii7EKIS :
-

.
,

, "
.

.,4 -
.. ', . 0 . , 6

6 , ,,.'.' Overall ihdrease,' g(therSA.411-iima4ifferential rates.of growth related

05

'to.verioUe Characteristics ofihe blind.. theProfile-of the blind-population

can iherefore,be expected' to :change ai'ollOWs4
... / , sa...I

, le the number' of,4ied.persons 046i 65 shbuid Increase by 35 percent
,,,

Y . \ ,
,..: . ,comparedAsith an increase of -28' ;Meat in thi-,mmber of blina under 65.

s. . _t

. '., . 2: the' numbdr.of an- white blind persons Shaiid increase by 40 -percent

compared with a 29 percent increase in' the nriiber of .blind whitepersons.

t

3. The rates- of increase of subgroups of :the blind twill pry according
I

1

should
.

...

.
to'etiolon'of the condition. Blindness rekulting from diabetes 'inarease

°

.

27 percent,'forexample,,whileblindness resulting from senile deleneration

should increase' by 36 iercento

19
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.4

etiology group are examined..'En the over, 66 age grbup,:for example, decFeases-

. .

V.

4.' Even greater diSferenoes appear when different age groups within one
-

. .

,
.

'are projected in blindness resulting frcminfectidus aiseases find general

/
diseasea. For the 20-44 age group; on the other hand, increases of 50 to

a

60 percent can be expected in bkiadnesEs associated with senile degeneration,
,

4 vascular. diseases and multiple vitiologies.

III. :Demographics.

,Sex: Information-conceZningthe predominant seat of the blind is varied,.
) ,

- Felton et al.(.966) state legal blindness is more prevalent in men than
.

- The 1,63-64 National Health Survey found :males reported an overly:

higher rate ofivisnal impairment than males, particularly at the older ages.

The de4ree of viruel impairment was also greater in femileb.

- The Binocular Visual ACuitreport (1960-62) indicates that blindnessess

., .

is more commonly found in women than men,
.

.

-----, , , -

./ -----: ......--- " 7- 4- . %

.L'MPA data (196 ) show prevalence and addition rates are-atiroximaaly-

.4

equal fpr males:and femaieslacth overall and for each state.
. ./

-Age: - Prevalence of blindness rises,steadily with age.

- Nearly one-half of the legajay blind population is 65 years of age or
t

older.

, -.About 50 percent of the new

82.34 are 700 years age or older

- Older blind persons tend to be moresevettely impaired than younger

-_blind persons.

In regard to

'blindness registers

perception only%

cases reported are 6r5 and over and of thesv

(NSP8, 1962 data).

WC

new additions, taIroungest persons entering the NsA
N

have the highest _proportion of absolute blindness and light

.
e
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Race:- NOnwhite persons report a higher prevalence rate of impaired vision than

do White persons. (NalAonl. Health survey): -

- Degree of impairmeht is salettihat lower in the white population ' (National

lth sure;ey)

r /

1:''' The ratio of nonwhite to white` prevalence rates increases with age to a

maxim* at age 45-64"and-decreases thereafter (MRA 1969-70)

EIAS.51.Fw
41

a.,The prevalence rate of visit* imp t is considerably higher for the

South (41.8 per 4,000population) than the Northeast(24.6), North central (26.7)
t

and t (29..9) (National Health Survey, 1963-64)

- New Yorkvith the largest population has the highest estimated prevalence

of blibdiAlss: California is a close second.' Alaslia, Nevada,

Vermont #e at the other and of the scale (Nsps, 1966)

d

and -the District of Columbia have the hi0Mt rates of. blindness

(and the highest' nonwhite population) (NSPB, 1966) .

r

- The-rate of new cases each year is higheit forthe District of Columbia

and lowest for Utah (RSPB, 1966).

Education:
I -

..
,

.- Persons with less than 9 years of educix;i1 report considerably higher
4.

rates of vision impairment than persons41th 9 years or more of school
.

(4ational

Health Survey, 1963-64)

---The differences in rates between persons with 9-12 years and 13 or more

yeah of school are vir0111 *(National Health Survey, 1963-64).

- In 1970, 12,812 blind children attended pUbliC schools and 7,951 children

were enrolled in schools,for"the blind, ,(American Printing House for the

Residendel:
S

Persons living in standard metropolitan statistical areas report the

lowest rate of vision impairment.

- Among persons uhdex,65 years of age, farm residents have the highest

t



,prevalence rate (National Health Survey, 1963-64)

- Among'persons 65 and over the highest
.

rate was found for nonfarm

residents living outside metropolitan areas; (National Health Survey, 1961-64)

- The degree of imPairment differs only slightly for these three residence

categories (National Health Survey,1963-64)*

Income:

- The number of persons' reporting visionimpairmenh differs griatly iy

family income'' (National Health Survey, 1963-64),

- The prevalence rate per 1,000 persons with incomes under 42,000 was

92.3 compared with 15.9 for persons with incomes ever $7,000.

Persons under 65 years of age with incomes under $2,000 had a prevalence

rate more than four times larger than persons in the same age group with incomes

over $7,000.
. .

Persons 65 years of age end over in the lowest income categories

41181,1elted vision impairments at a rate almost twice that of the highest income

)1.C category.

- Persons with lover incom reported a greater degree ofilimPairent than

thoSe with higher incomes, particUlaky among persons under 65 years of age.

The higher prevalence of visual impairments among.lower income groups cannot

be explained solely by the inability of pexsons'in the lower income groups to

obtain corrective lenses., It is reasonyie to assume that, at least in families

'where' the major breadwinner is visually.impaired,'the inpairment itself is

probably a factor contributing tollilrincame.
-r

Limitations of Activity: Among,all visually impaired per sons'under 65, 78. 7 percent

-were not affected (between 1959 and 1961) idtheir ability to wok, keep house, Or

go-to school; 5.4%-were unable"to engage in the major activity of their group

'because of their vision; and 15.9% were, partially limited (National Health Survey;

1959- 1961).

22
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4

- Among the males, 17 through 64 years of age, who had visUalimpairmenglik

20.9 percent were reported to be either unable to work or limited in the amount
, r

or kind ok,work they could do (National Health Survey,'195971961).

- Among' *the estimated 4 million persons in the population who. are unable

to engage in the,majOr activity-Of their group because of

The corkesponding figure for personis with tartial limitation is-3.9 percent

(603,-000)--(Mitional Health Survey, 459-1961).

- The proportion of persons with limited activity in the visually impaired-.

11.1 percent 442,000) are limited to this degree because

chrdilic,conditions,

of visual hapirments.

was 58.4 percent about twice that of the general population with-chronic,

conditions (27.9). This ratio of two to.one decreased with advancing age

(National Health Survey, 1963-1964).
4

;
Other Handicaps:

S

- In a comprehensive study of multiply handicapped blind'youngsters in-
.

. ,

Califoinia,',it was found thattmore than 50 percent of the 1900 blind children
--'

.
.

surveyed were definitely classified as multiply Stnd4dripped (Lowenfeld, 1968)-

V .

11141966 Graham (1968) Collected descriptive data on 8887 multiply impaired
.

.14,,e

blind Children 41r-estimated that there are about 15,000 such chi

U.S.

The American Printing House for the Blind (1955) conducteda

multiple disabilities among children in schools for the visually mired and

found 19.6 percent bfvisually impaired children had one or more - 'disabilities

in additibn to blindness. Metal retardation was foufid in 7.9 perc

in the

ey of

Am1-11.4968; using the data from NSPB Fact (1966), U.S. S
1 i

tistical

Abstracts'(1967) and Josephson (1968) estimated thec\were 241,500 blind adults

over 20 with one or more chronic conditions. Projecting this to 1970 and 1980

they estimated 254,000 and 320,200 respectively.
.

23



.There are no reliable data on the Causes of blindness for the nation as a
1

whole. Differences in the classification - schemes employed have made r
.

it possible to compare or combine figurer. The most frequently-used system
)

7

is probably the andard Cliaigification of Causes of Blindness developed by

the Committee'on Statistics of the Blind. It is a two-fold scheme which,

provides der the classification of each case according to 1) the site and type

of the vision-impairing affection aid 2) the gene]. etiology or underlying

Muse of this affection.

,

The leading ne4:es of blindness appear to be senile cataract, glaucoma,

diabetes, vascular diseases `and prenatal influendes.

Senile cataract. NSPB estimated for 1960 that senile catarac accounts for an

estimafed 15.6 percent of blindnesi (59,980 cases). This is a degenerative
.

.

"'disease occurring as part of the aging process. It-is a condition in Which the

4

normally transparent lens becomes opaque and clouded, and, makes vision difficult

orrimposaible. It is predicted that most persons will develop cataracts if

they lino Lang enough. For only'a very small proiortion;Showever, de the

cataracts progress po the point where they seriously interfere wits vision.
-

Senile cataracts cannot be prevented, but restoration of vision is successful
f . , 9 ,5

in avast majority of cases. (qkce the cats ct is mature, however, prognosis

for Burg al correction is not good) .

Glaucoma.
..

According to NSPB glaucoma account, for an, estimated 13.5 percent (52,010)

of alt cases of blindness. Nisbev(1973) est ted that 15'percent of thelbgally
N>, 9

blind personl'-in the U.S. have'glaueoma, whil Weldon et al, (1516) state it
,

a

accounts for 12 percent of blindness and affli ts 2 percent of the population

over agi 40. ,(All patients over age 40 are routinely tested)., Affording to

the MBA register as of December 31, 1970, the prevalence big...glaucoma was estimated

,its por 100,000 poptilatioh. iciloncoma ronult, from excessive prossuro within'

24
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the ayeball-lintraocular pressure). As theilisease progresses the fie4d of

,

/ vision (peripheral vision), slowly diminishes untilit is entirely, gone unless

the process fa arrested. The diseas e prodess, however; is not reversiblev;Aont

. . .. .

vision. cannot be restored, ;Glaucoma may be secondary to anotheAisease but
-

. .- k . '
.

.

most often it is primary. There seems to be's familial factor in its prevalence,

and it occurs more commonly in women than in men., . -

1,

Diabetes is now the third'leading cause of blindness in the bnited States (APB,
. - A

. .

1966, 1969).-It was estimated that in 1962 Ziabetes Accounted for 11./ percent ''

-,

-4-41----------- -, ---: .

(42,990.cases7 oF the' blind. Ac ding to MRA dateas of De ember 31, 1970v-

prevalence of diabetic retinal disease was 6.9 per 100,0000population. Diabetes

constitutes'12.7 percent of the first additions to the register in 1070 or 1,059,
.,

/ , .
.

cases (though this probably_ underestimates the incidence)., Using MitA data and'

U.S. Statist/CA Abs acts, OSTI estimated for 1966 32096 cases of blindness due_

to diabetes. The p jecte4 number for 1970 and 1985 are 34,189 and 41,129

, ,respectively,1Whan_ ey also incorporated the data from the NSPEi Fact Book

their es sates were somewhat higher. The most canon diabetic defect is known

as diabetic retinapathy,a nonin t ry disease of the
.

,
-

'Vascular Diseases, including arteriosclerosib, hypertension and nephritis account
.

for 71.6 percent (29,130 cases) of all blindness in 1960' ONSPI(Flik Book,- 1966).

:44
.

' .

'6 percent of the'first additions to MRA register in 1970 were due to'vascular

diseases. (The number of-new additions for that period was 2 Skcases). OSTI

1971) using U.S. statute of Abstracts and NRA data, estimated 8,303 cases in

46 jnd projectect8,692 cases in 1970 and 10,922 in 1985. The majority of the

c es due to vascular'diseases are retinal degeneration, principally macular (the
, .

e ,

low spot, the small area.of the retina that surrounds the,fovea, a small
'1

ession in.the retina, and-which, with the'fovea, comprises the areas of most

acute vision ) .

25
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- Prenatal Influeces. According tb NSPB's 1960 data prenatal conditions were

. , ,
responlible..for an ,estimated 16.7 percent' (64,200 caSeS). Pnenatai influence. .

.
v . 1

.

constitutes ;.4;4,Parcent of first addition (or 1206 cases)' tomRA-register ef- ..

...

,,ii:

1970. OST 1971) estimated 45,055 caats.for 196e,and projected t'1;401 and,
.

. .

.

10,922 in 1970 and 1980 raspectively. Conditions in this category are those
4 ',

which are hereditary and those which are congenital, butwhOse exact -cause has
i

not been determine or is uns pecified. The group includes the congenital ;nal-
a'

formations;' such as cdloboma and absenceof all or prt.cif the eye;, congenital

cataracts and glaucoma; albinism, hereditary retinaldegenerations, such as

retinas piqmentose. Excluded are conditions caused by prenatal infections, such
4

as syphillis and toxoplasmosis; rubella in mother. during pregnariCy; and

hereditary neoplasms, such as retinobAltoma.
s* N *

Nr, Life Functir
,

. .

Mobility. -The restrictioyJ.n the ability toget.ebouz.is regarded ,by many

gs the most severe single effect at blindness. AithOugh most blind persons who'

are not toil old or infirm to travel are mobile, only about 30Z of them are
.

'

I. .

as mobile as they could be. This probably,, reflects the fact 'billet only 15 percen
,

N,,, I
Of the blind have had mobility training: MOXeover, although half-of the blind

,( b ,....
travelers are dissatisfied with their travel abilities, few are taking any AO

.

measures to improve them. These two facts suggest Actiit more troining programs
,

Ammobility and more publicity for existing progr

,

be- rieeded ratherthma,
-At

that present techniques are inadequate.

,-

A
Most experts accept that there is a broad spectrum cit:neited "for mobility on.

the part "of the blind.' SOme requiie a great deal ofmability-and some require

very little indeed. -This. results in quite,different ways of,navigating,'with
0*

or without aids, Motivation, then, is an,important fact9r in dweerminin the
.

.mobility needs of a blind person.

26
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A survey WAS Conducted'by the Committee on Sensory Devices in 1944 tq

- _......--4
, .4".-- .

. ,

. obtain a,list-of objects and envir ental situations considered to present
ft- .;-.

serious difficulties for the.blirid.likit seems, that the, informants, in assigning
.

.

degree of igportance to various items, were primarily concerned with the physical
.

.
,

harm that results frOm inadequate adjustment when these,,objects are encountered.
. -.

4.-. ,.
The freqdbncy U

%
lith which the objects are'encountered,.they considered to

.

be
.

,
1

olreskagelary importance. .The items which received the unanimously,highest rating,

as being- the most trOubilec00 or dangerous, were 1) =sting streets safely,
. .,

%
2) Adequate warning of the edlig of a:gatform, 3) mail - foxes, 4) open manholei *and

5) open cellar doors. Only slightly less disturbing were telephone and light

Oles, curbs, doors half open', pipes or ropes at head-level, stairs and die
. ' .`,,, ,,

in curbs (low on one side of-the street and high On the other).

Orientation ie.acquired by.theyisually. handicapped through audition (the

Only'means'by which distance and depth can. bar perceived) echolation the

-J - .

activity'of'emittind a. itopnd and perceiving the qualitiqh-of the reflected echo),

tactual senses, kineethesis (the'seilsitivity to muscular'and jointvaction),

vestibular genite (provides infoimatpn concerning the vertical, position of our
..,

beay,and.linear and rotati yomponents of movement, of factory dense, taste, and

. residual vision. . -

tr.

'41

ce

Although research evidence:on the total Problem is scant, one aspect Of

Ai
:that received considerable attention: the ability of blindtindividuals Erper-.

.

that

....

.

ceive-obje tiftheir path before sthdy have any direct contact with the Object.
w

,.. .

A repear teen_ Supa, Cotzin, & Dallenbachl 1944) at Corne,ll University proved

conVinllingly that aural. stimulation byreflected high frequdnoy sonic waves its

responsible for this phenomenon". Obstacle perception'is.m4st,usitfulwhen the

1\411.bl person moves-indoore-es there are lesd,drbwilhg-out noises*

In a study ,conducted by
-

a (1964) it .vas concluded thatechildpen with

Th

-4 2 . ,

se
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remaining vision could idprove their visual efficiency to the degree that they

.111,

*would be...able to usb their low vision more effectively for educational purposes
.:

J ,

.

if a planned vision stimulation were available to them in their ear

..

school years.+ It has been noted q many that even low degrees of Vision imprare

L.
mobility greatly in the hlind,'and thus these visual stimulation methods may be

a great aid.
. .

Good hand coordination, skill

. .

by visual impairment. Furthermore

in using the body, and walking may be retarded

dr,

jumping and skipping must Usnallyihe taught,

siiwe the blind child cannot learp these skills by imitation.

t=

4

Finally, it has been noted that blind persons unacquainted with the rehabili-

tation system give very little thought to the alternatives presented by different

mobility areas. Those in the blindness system will find little matching of the

device to their capabilities. (The exception Jelin the prescription for the use

of the dog guidp).

Ciatty (l968). and staff Members of the Perceptual -Motor Learning Laboratory

at the University of Caliirnia,;os Angeles have conducted investigations on

perceVii.l.-moterbehaviorwith reference to the blind. An analysis of their data

revealed the following details: in theCabsencewof auditory clues, it is

predictable that a blind isdividuei will Veer about 36 degrees of angular
v

.feet of forward progress; the blind are more sensitive to

incline, or to left-right tilt in their-walking surfaces; con..

are more sensitive to 1c'iialterits and veer less than olddr adventit-

rotation per 100

decline than to

genitally bllnd-

iouely blinded; the longer an individual

4
veer and the more accurately he can detect

wires, indicating the amount and direction

has been blind the lees he will tend to

gradientsl.tactually inspecting bent
so

of an individual'etveerini, can

joblind- individual using the presentlysignificantly reduce his veering' tendency;

_____ _advodated cane techniques can successfdlly

'

a
d1

2d

detect, the curvatura.,of a.curb if it

I

s..
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TABLE 1;,.3

'1*---.FE.FUNCTION TABLE - VISUAL IMPAIRMENT: MOBILITY

Statement of the Problem Dyriamics Source

_VW
Restricted in ability to...
get about.

Insufficient numbers of
training programs in
mobility are available to
the blind. Also, more
publicity for existing
programs is needed.

Inadequate adjustment to
hazards such as acoRsing
streets, approaching edges
of platforms, mail - boxes,

open manholes and cellar
doors, telephone and. light
poles, curl*, doors half
open,ldpes or ropes at
head-level, stairs and
differences in curbs.

Decreased obstacle perception
outdoors due to drowning-out
noises. a

- unable to jump and skip.

'Decreased hand coordination
and skill in using the body ,

and walking.

/Aide of matching of mobility;

aid withyepability of deaf
person (with exception of
dog

Veering tendency When wal)Ong.
inaehsitivity to gradient
incline compared to decline.

/About 70% of the blind,
not including those too '

old or infirm to travel,
are not as mobile as they
could be.

Blind persons dissatisifed
with their travel ability.

Blind persons dissaiisfied
will their travel ability.

Committee on
Sensory Devices
(1944)

Jerome &
Proshansky (1950)

14!

,-

I -I (2

Persons Who cedit Supa, Cotzin &
Obstacles their path Dalledbadh (1944)
through.aural stimulation.

Blind children - unable to
learn these skills throligh

imitation and sent be taught.

4

Congenitally blind 'persons -
this -tendency decreases with

, length of time during which ,
individual has been blind.

t

Cratty (1968)

.29
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...

has a radius of at least.5 4et. Those an other of 'their findingi have
.

.
.

/

importantImplicAtions for mobility training.

as
Jerome and-Proshansky (1950) examined the problem of t obstacle sense.

They concluded that, "whew other-sources of information have been excluded, the

1 -22

a P

blind person is capable of avoiding obstacles on the basis of aural,clues alone"

1 .-

HealthaThere is a higher prevalence of selected chronic conditions among
. . .

... .

.

visually.impaired persons than among the total population. When concentrating

on persons 65 years and older, visually impaired personi have more cases of

bearing. impairments, diabetes, vascular lesiongvof.the.central nervous syqtem,

, hypertensive Aitart disease and general arteriosclerosis. ,The National

Health Suggrey of 1963-64 reported. that overall, 22.9% of the visually impaired
' NO0

have hearing difficulties (See-Table 1-5).
r O'

The degree,of vision impairment is also a factor in the number of other
4

chronic conditions which visually impaired persons report. In the National

Health Survey, greater proportions of perpobs with'both eyes involved reported

other conditions than did personswith one eye involved, and persons who could

not read newsprint (severely'visually impaired). reported more conditions than

thbse who could teed newsprint. (See Table 1-5).

:)\ Communication. Whi1e'the visually impaired person is obviously limited

in the capacity of receptive communication, the problem may be aggravated by

the presence of speech and hearing defects as well.

S each Del er. Speech deviations may be somewhaf more frequent among children

who are blind lin sighted,although research is not,in full agreement-on this

point.' Stinchfield (1933) found, is a jUrvey of Perkins and Overbrook residen-

ttal schools.for the blind, that 49% of the children evidenced some speech

,4 4
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TABLE 1-4

1- 2

6 do

LIFE FUNCTION TABLE - VISUAL IMPAIRMENT: HEALTH

JOStatement of.the Problem Dynamics
-

/ Source

.

Higher prevalence of certain_
chrOnic conditions among
visually impaired than among f
total population.

Nbre cases of hearing impair Persons 65 years and National Health
meat, diabetes, vascular older. Survey.t1963-64)
lesions of the central'herirous

syStem, hypertensive heart
disease and general aiterio-

22.9$ of visually impaired 4 A
stave hearing difficulties.

I

TAB 4-5 4
PAUCENT OF PERSONS WHO REPORTED SELECTED CHRONIC CONDITIONS FOR THE TOTAL'POPU-;
LATION AND FO:=LLY IMPAIRED PERSONS AGED6 YEARS AND OVER, BY AGE AND.' .

DEGREE OF IMP : UNITED STATES4 JULY 1983-UNE 1964%

.0?

. Selected chronic conditions

VTotal
population Visually impaired persons N.

All
ages,

_6+

years
1Iir

65+

years

43.1

ages,
6+

years

f5+
ydars

Both
, eyes
Involved

'One eye

involved 4

Hearing impairments
Goiter or thyroid trouble
Diabetes
Anemia..

Vascular lesions of the
central nervous-system

, 'Selected heart diseases

Hypertensive heart disease
Hypertension without heart'

involv t
Genera arteriosclerosis

5.0
1.7

1.4

0.6
2.5
0.9

4.7

0.5

20.6
1.6
5.2
1.0

3.6
11.2
5.1

16.2
'3.6

percent

22.9
2.8
6.8
1.4

4.2
9e6
6.1

14.4.

3.4

34.7
2.6
9.1
1.7

7.0 .

13.7'

10.1

18.9
6.3

28.2
3.2

9.3
1,8

5.5
12.5
8.4

16.4.
4.8

` o N
16.9
2.1
3.8'

p .s

2..

6.3
3.6

\12.0
1.9

Source: Nptional Health. Survey, 19631-1964
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problems, rangl.ng from mild oral inancuracies and letter substitutions to

Lateral lisping', sigmat40mr(a fOrm of stammering with "imperfect pronounc..ati
4 -

b.

41 I I, ,

'1- of they ' ' sounds)) and severe oral inaccuracies. She found more dyilalia
.

if ( ,... , ,

'',(speech defects of organic or functional origin, dependent upon maif2rmation
-,'

,.

4t,

or imperfect inner4itim of tneN0pgae orsoft palate) than any other type, of

defect, Miner (1963) surveyed 293 pupils classified as blind 'and found 33.8%

to have some speechidevfStion." He points out that,this is four to five times--

higher than incidence,in public schools. Articulation problems were found to

be the largest ce6gbry and were present in'25 phrcent. LeZak and Starbuck

4 .

A1964) made a speech survey of 173 children-andf9und

speech disorders, with 36.,9 percent falling into

Weimer ti964) found that stuttering.in blind children

that 49.8 percent showed

the articulation category.

is within the range of

ihbidence fdr the general population Practically el data on speechde;Aations
.

e. .

. A ,
...

'bile 6

of-blind:children are derived from surveys of tesidential school population and

A carrot id considered as representative of blind children in general.

Hearing defects. The register of the American Foundation for the Blind shows..

ft
372 blind 'children in the U.S. as of January 1, 1960.

44
The 1964-65 rubella. -

epidemic resulted kaa dramatiC increase in the population of deaf-blindenildrimi'

in the U.S. Salmon (1967) states that estimates of the numbers of deaf-blind

Reople in the U.S. center around 4,000 or 5,000 7 though there may be twice

as many as this:

Readingv. According to OSTI (1971) only about 50 percent of the blind read to
-

N '

any extent (even a smaller percentage'of sighted people do so). Ap measured
t

on reading tests, there is no significant difference between the comprehension

4

skills of the sighted and visually hindicapped childien. They go on to say,

treitapa 0i - quarter at all L1L,id parsoua a iaaa ltldillo, Lut ouly 4 j.e4.-caut

of adults, use 'it to any extend If chi ldren are inOluded, the percentage

increases to 8 percent".

32



TABLE 1-6
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ON TABLE - VISUAL IMPAIRMENT: COMi4UNICATION-

1 -25

Statement ofProblem Dynanapsa "source% .

Central visual acuity
207200 Or 14Sts iEhe

better eye alker cor-
rectioil

characteristic of a legally
-*iced blind' individual.

Social Secu'rity

Act, 1967

LimitatibUs in the iield
of- vision

,

Visual acuity greater
than 20/200 but not
greater than 20/70
in the better eye
after correction

Conventional prescription-
.enses inadequate

Need for special optical\-\
aide

Unable to distinguish
light from darkness

No.lightierception

characteristic
defined blind

-

characteristic
tially blind

for those with
vision

for those with
vision

chiracteri
individuals
blind

of-a legall
LndiVidual

of a par-
individual'

.

Af .

partial

partial

is of those
judged legally

N
S.

,N N

Oil

Goldstein,'1972'

. (

.
tt

. .

- Severe visual impairment
in both eyes.

Ability to discern shapes
and motion

Ability to,see to travel
but not to read

For a short period of time,
able to read-a few words
with a strati* lense

Ability to see near ob-
jects critical factor'
intetermining reading
ability

Ability to see near ob-
jects critical factor
in applyifig for schools
for the blind

Need for large-type books"
S.

some persons defined as
legally blind

0

'for those with reading Vision

Na

o

. .

, 33 2,
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TAMA °1-6 , Cont'd

1-26

/ .

Statement, of She problem bynamics - Sohice

High incidence of speech
-deviations. in blind chil-
dren--4 to 5 times highai
than in children ttublie
schools.

'Braille, k0 used only by
about 8% of the blind,'
population tpough 25%
can read

Braille requires About
twice as much reading ,

as sight reading.

49%,of children in schools
for blind had speech pada-
lama, with dyslabia (organic
speech defects, most common.

,49.6% with same speech dis-
orders, 36.9% concerning,.
articulation.

High incidence of deaf-blind
children estimated 4,000
to-5,000.

- 33.8% of 293 blond school
children surveyed had
speech defects. Articula-
tion problems in 25%.

*This.includes children
as well as adults.

4th through 8th grade.

a

Speech survey of 173
children.

Due to 1964-1965
rubella epidemic

Miner (1963)
Stichfiel& (1933)
LeZak &. Starbuck
(1964).

OSTI (1971)

Lowenfeld, Abel &
Hatlen (1969)

Stirchfield 41933)

4

Zak & Starbudk
(1964)

Salmon (1967)

t

or
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Lowenfeld, Abel & Hatlen (1969) investigated the Braille readii,g rata and

found that on the fourth grade level, blind childrenoteed-about :twice as much

time and .on the, eighth grade level, about one half to twice as much

as seeing-childred;

. - Cognitive Intellectual. The'pioblems in'psychological evaluation of the- .

' . ,

blind are many and complex. Intelligence may be mealured by sighted tests modified
,

.

for the blind o r-tests specifically developed for the blind'population.. Inas-

much-es modified standard intelligence, tests may not be comparable to confentional

test results, it is difficult to ascertain intellectual ability of the blind.

Using the Interim Hayes -Binet Test for the ilind, Hayes:11941) followed

the distribution of IQ's of pupils in schools for the blind 6tm 1915 'to 1940

,

and-found, in practically all years, a mean intelligence of slightly-above 93.

There Were considerable Variations ig the. percentages falling inta varioua

intelligence groups with"no trend apparent in'the Changes the years. The

percentag4 in the inferior group; however, was consist ly higher than that

in the superior group.'

,Crowell (1957) summarized 19 studies'in which the Hayes-Binet Intelligence

Telt and Wechsler Bellvue Verbal Scale.were.given.t6 a total of 3,178 blind

children In residential schools.. Their mean IQ's were between 92 and 108, not

significantly different from the average except that the distribution tended

to be bimodal. 2t appear6d that fewer blind children were of average intelli-
,

q.

gince and more were -puperior or'inferior than the general population. Numerous

other studies have reported the same conclusion.



Tillman (14k7)/used the tesein evaluating the-performande of blind
,

. , ,,,

childrenand concluded that 1) blind children retaiA experiences ps facts

equally well as normal, children, but these experiences are less integrated-

and tend to stand'alone; 2)1.blind children tend to approach abstra4t.conceptuali-

,

zation prqhleml: from a concrete and functional level and consequently lag

, A
behind thesighteaRchildren; 3) for blind children vocabulary appears tobe

only a word-definition whereas it is. much more than a word-naming function for
0

sighted children; and 4) the blind are quite comparable to the sighted iA ..

.
,

numerical ability. .

-

It seems generally accepted-that the congenitally blind'function primarily

on concrete and functional= conceptual level; abstract,concepts to a far

leaser degree than, the sighted, .

Defectainivocabularly have been reported by nuMerOus_inv stigatort (Barriga,
,!

. . ,
1964; Nolan & Kederis; 1969). There has been much'controv sy over the verbal'

unreality or verbalisms (the use of wordi not verified .concrete experience)

blind. Although ineonClusive recent research does not support this

concept.
OM.

Paraskera (1959) in a survey of 29 residential schools for the blind. found

that appro2imately 15 percent of the blind students were also mentally 06iarded.

.
. ,

.

A 1965 investigation of multiply handicapped blind children iri residential_

/
,

schools gave a prevalence ratio of 25,mantally retarded children per 100 blind

.

Children (Wolf, 1965). Retardation may` be associated with the inferior

environment in which many blind'grow pp.

Kessler (1966) writes that the blind are eduAtionally'retarded; they

bt gin :school rate and road 10:;a. .*There f,n,vma to.be some oviante that

intelligence varies with tie etiology of b14.ndness, which may partially, account

-:
A

ft

.
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LIFE FUNCTION TABLE._ - iristim., IMPAIRMENT_: COGNITIVE-INTELLECTUAL
... .

TABLE 1-7

Stateient of the. Problem Dynezticfi Source

Experiences retained as
fact's are inferior in
integration and tend to
standalone.

5-

InferiOr abilityto con-
cepthalize vocabulary.as---
more than a'word-nampg6
function.

Lag in abstract conceptual-
. izatiom problems due to

tendency to,approach 'them
from functiCnal-conceptual
and concrete level rather
than abstra!t reasoning. °

. High prevalence ratio of.,
MR among blind children
possibly associated with
inferior environment.

Educational retardation due
to later beginning in school
and less reading than
average.

Occurrence of subnormal IQ's
and congenital 36normali-
ties

Moreinferior and superior
IQs among the blind,,though
mean IQ is about average.

Defects in vocabulary

Conclusions awn from the
WISC evAluat of blind
children.

Blind. children

7

Blind children.

Tillman (1967).
I

Blind children in schools,
15% MR. Among multiply
handicapped blind in,
schools, 25% are mentally
retarded.
Blind children

Persons blind due to Ac
congenital anophthalmoT

Paraskera (1959);
Wolf (1965)

Kessler (1966)

Bachelis (1967)

Crowell (1957)

Barriga (1964)
Nolan & Kederis-
(1969)
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'for the bimodal distribution so often found. Blindness due to congenital

, anophthalmos was investigated by 13achelis. (1967). A majority of the cases in

the study had'submormal'IQ's, many of them requir custodial care. In . * .......

. . .

addition, there as a high incidence of associated, handicaps and other congenii- s
(- e

I

tal abnormalities. On the other hand, blindness due to retinoblastoma may

A

'result in' selective cognitive superiority (Levitt, et el, 1972emilliams,'1966).

t .

Social-Attitudinal Functioning TA surveying the literature. dealing with the

emotional adjustment of the blind, one finds they are differentiated from the

sighted on a number of dimensions. Various experimenters have found that

the blind are more anxious, more docile, less active, more rigid, lave a higher

'degree of intropunitiveness, a higher incidence of neurotic tenden ieS," and a

lees adequate sexual development. .0n the other hand, (Cowen et ai con-

ducted a three year research program onthe adjustment to blindness in adkescence

andfound_ho systematicor'Consistent differences in persOnalitY at ibutes

J
or adjustment among visually disabled adolescents attending public day school,

visually disabled adole4ents from residential schools for the blind and a 4I.

-4mmatched'group of sightedHadolescents. towenfeld 1973) states "The,self-

---

'70

concelts'of visually hand4apped and seeing adolescents appear to be essentially

similar and, in general, itcan be said that *mere is no typical 'blind

personality', Thus, it evident that among professionals there is little

agreement in this are. Since the handicap itself influences how or with what

,means a periOn will reao to his disability, research 110.the areas of emotional

Maturity, dependency, self- concept, are reviewed here.

,

EMotional Maturity. Uhl '0.962) reports that among all the neurotic manifes-
r.

tations that Occur with the blind, the most debt tating is inadiciimate

emotional response. The resulting emotionally i±ature personalityle aprime
. ,

1

Cause o the
3i1

lind individual's inability to relate to 00-"workers andladjust
----''' ,.

,

on the job. It is dtie td this emotional immaturity, according eo Cudworth
....... ,

(1962), that the blind individual fails in establishing himself in his\social

.
, ,3d*
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relationships which'-axe seen as necessary for vocational and social success.
, . .

Dependency. Barker (1945) in, his summary of various authors cited dependency

f.
conflicts as being prevalent among blind individuals because of their specific

handiCap. Cutsworth (1962) reported that the idba of.the blind beIngepen-
.

dent on others for functioning in the world is so widely accepted that the

concept is actually taught to :the blind individual in schools AnWhabilitation
__.

.f.

centeisakcifically for the blind. Feting (1955) in a stud rating
- ,.. Ib

dependency to emancipation from home found that those individ al /who hid not.

graduated from a school for the blind were More/successful t those who had

completed training in establishing their own houighoIds outsid 44e parental

hames'and in gaining meaningful associations with sighted individuals. Green

(1966) found evidence that dependency in the form of "help seeking" is a

concomitant cond4tion of blindness' andhat.this dependency generalizes to other

. _

behaviors. Imamura (19p) concluded that blind children are much more dependent

than sighted children; that mothers of the blind treat their children's
Ar

succorant behavior differently than mothers of sighted children by.ignoring

rather than refusing their chilirrees,succorarit behavior; and. that there is a

relationship between the children'S behavior and the way their mothers react

to it. Succorance is the behavior characteristic tha Most clearly distinguishes
.

blind from sighted children.

Self- Concept. Cutsforth (1962) suggested that the blind individual 410:s not

' live long in his social world without incorporating irfto his Aelf-concept, in, .

a greater or lesser degree, the attitudes of others toward him. Because the

blind individual accepts'the attitudes of society detrimental to his self-

Concept', he is restricted to occupations of less significance and importance,

4
and often he does not aspire to vocational accomplishments in areas where he

'is fully capable, ,Ilrhis review of the handicapped worker, vonHaller Gilmer
ter .

(19611 lends support to Cutsforth's findings. Cutsforth further eulkested that

this, conflidtu:al pattern is actually a greater handicap to the 'blind person

39
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in social and vocational adjustment than the actual physical bstrictions
.

Imposixt by the blindness..nS Compared tcisighted adoieicents, rvis (1459)

.found that blind individualetended to be more apprehensive about their fUture,

,
more aware of the need to get along with others, and felt less able to

, -. '''

control outbursts of temper and aggresiion. Also,,more of them felt that
D -

----"--.-----
.. t

people in'general did not expect enough of them. Jervis observes,' that,
%. .

"Blindness may b.cOnsidereemore than sight:deprivation but note

completely crippling factor,, The fact that, tine blind 'subjects ihshed
4

either to an extreme negative or extreme positive attitude toward 44,

themselves would indicate that ihey lave-difficulty in normal.

wijustreinit."

I

Olt

J

I
.101'm -3

.44

PS

a.

f-

411.1
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TABLE-1-8

LIFE FUNCTION TABLE 7 VISUAL IMPAIRMENT: SOC

4

. of.

-t

- ATTITUDINAL

Statenait of the Prodblem Dynamics SourCe

,
-

Inadequate anotibaa response.
Lessened ability to relate
.to co-workers and adjust to
lobs.,

.

Ilzf in establishing
e sT litionshipt due to,'
anotional'inflaturity

Dependency on o ers for
functioning'in world.
.Dependency cts and
hifilpseeking.

Succorant. behavior in .blind
children more pronquncect
'then in sighted children.

-

Acceptance of attitudes of
sop by blind individual

, °

are.ditrinental to
selfh6oncept... °

Greater apprshensioitaboet-
feilre; and lets abTetb
mmontrol utbursta of itemPlir
-and nagressio4 than
sighted adOlescents.

v.-11;4g.

Mind adults.

eBlind adults.

-

:!L_
Alf concept is actaally
tauglit to blind indiviftuals

in schools for the blindpb

#,
Blind children.

Blind itdults-"..?"'

BLiiid adolescents

r V,

v.

1

Zahl (1962)*

4

.

*
Cuts worth (1962)

a

Cutsworth S110).
Green (1966y
Fitting (1955)

Imasszra 01965),

V

Cutlertbilii.962)
9

ervis (1959)

1

0 .0

41
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VI. Functioning.as-a.Memb of Society
,

.Emotional immatar ty, in some visually disabled, an result'in

failurooto establish social relationships which are 'necessary for both
t

vocaponal and social success _Kutsworer1962). In additioh, the

integration of negative societal attitudes into the blind

salt -concept-Often restricts this/her'vocational.aspirations (Cutsworth, 1962;,

litzHarier Gilmer, 1961).

'HoweVer there are a number Of.visually impaired individuals, whd

a'
are able to ovetoome these _psycholog ical barriers and participate more

.

. fully :in the labor force. andWoder 1962) in =investigation
: 4i ... ApJ

of blidtprarsionaloilatervi ea 4os'persoll;; whose visuelhikdicips.
..:

ranged fromabsoiute:blinlhess to'the.ability ip use,visionfonthe job

inkh the aiaCof special megrcifying equiftiont. 'Ixceptlo
.

i4personaewith,,

.

ill .
..,

onAt minimal impairment, all the/ professionals qiitiN .
, i. ..

assistance to cobpensate ler,impatted sight: (such es
II

hiving veriteries%
*

4 r -4 and wives read to them,''using BrO.lieffor readlnrand writing, loving
,

, -'
, -

, ,taie'rectrds:I/o,stc.).. The following Akclusiohtliteralmada:;"

.
-

.

1 1..... -

- . , ' II

z
. - , at

I 1 I C : 4'1. di
1. the more successful be-haodidepped person AA in his professi4W NF
__actiVitiesi.theiese conspieubus.is his need for assliten9C..

.
...

zSinCe people ineuiervieury'positiont =temerity heVelsdbordi ...,.

hates to assist.themOjt is entiftly Obwentional for a blind -. I.

Apagineer, fav,instiece, to have a staff assistant make ewineering
. =:.arawings for_hieand alecreterylmAdle.hp correspondence and

place his teIephone4calie.

41
. , ,

2. In seme.of-loprofessional acti the visa are
served by per ns with dipmparhb 'disabilities! Thatli,"some
teachers arremployed in residen 'ieschodle for_ blind pupils' or
by agencies which train visually capped adults, while others
teach sighte4 pupils. 'Similarly,' some social worker's are affili-
ated with agencies which serve.the blind,' but.others.serve the
gonorvil populniiott. - .

.
.

.,,

. .

..,

. . .

.1.,
A

. , ., . ;\ '

. X ,
. ,

. a
. . .. k.
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3. Many ofthe.piofessiOnal groups have responsibilities which
involve travel, and the pervasive attitude among the visually

'handicapped is that they are willing and able totravel.
Wit of them un travel without anxiety, and report that
they are entirely ortable in requesting help when they need
it.

4. 74though.blind person] are not.admitteWo medical schools,
some persons who have acticed medicine and lost their sight
as adults (subsequent to receiving their training) have been
able-to continue to treat patients. peteopathic colleges at
one time admitted blind students and a number of blind osteo-
paths practices. successfully.

5. Among theitsmil,of
and the visually handi
responsibilitiek arec
Braille slate and sty

in place of b

ialized equipmenifrutilized by the blind
Aped in carrying out their professional
=gifting machines with Braille dials, .

, Braille stopwitches, Overhead pro-
writing, special apparatus for

1=35

blood pressure and temperature, Braille music and other
e-dimensional reproddctions of music, and a variety of files
other recordkeeping-devices involving Braille attaChments.

To,the &ent that a generalization can validly be made, the
psychologic configuration of these parsons seemed to be related
more liosely.to sighted.persons in the she profeaiton than to
.otherim4ho shared their disability. For example, the teachers
and social/wokkers-tended to adhere to the stereotype of being
dedicated and serving, while thosewho wre in business tended to
be ehergetiC, decisive, and competitive.

No field of work need .be' totallysclosed to a blind parson. Except
fOr cases in which blindness is associated with mental retardation
rd Other disabilities, the blind person is vocationally limited
enly:by his general education, specific vocational training, and

";psychologic adaptation to or acceptance of'disability.

3

t
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VII. Technologies/

A. nobility

1. Trained dog guide

42. Long cane

3. Sighted guide-

4: electronic devices

.B. Communication

.

THE BLIND

1. Audiattechniques - T"alking books, records, tapes.
(Division of the Blind &Physically Handicapped of.
the Library. of Congress).

2. iraille
,

Reading .Machines Clippohone

. a) Direct translation
1.0 tette* recognition - machines

c) 'Braille system - electrified Braillewriters, high
speed ossors, typewr,

Braille emboss g machines, Brai
time Braille c Alter programs to
tapes to Btadie.

I

1,
.

.

Residual Vision. .7`."-.31

1. Surgery -'ihtaracestirgery, corneal transplants

er-key-board-to-
belt; line-at-a-
vert.campositors

2.9, Photo-coaghlationor14-er method- for retinal holes

4111 which arephOt at yet detadhed; spot irding or closing

of retinal hole mvents retinal -detachment, tyro g ry
. 6.

ddiathermyoruses'tiskuescars to, weld the edge:poi

eetinal holes.

3. "tru -gs - iodo-deoiroridine (IDO)

4. Low vision Las - enlarge

' ,

that it4will appear to be

the.image by optical leans es,

cleter and easier. to see.
411,

5. 'Optical aids - help develop residual vision mechanically. -

A,
6. Near tsion aids -

pin legglassel,

miotics to modify

largi size print, chews in illumination,

slits, mirrors' prisms, ,mydriotice and,
4

$

theAriAlliZe.

4 4

\- .
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D, Educational Programs

1. Pull time special class - spend at least 3/4 of (lacy there

2. 'Cooperative special class - less than 3/4 day

Resource room - enrolled in regular classrooms -

special intervals.

4. Itenerant teacher - most day in regular classes bu receives

from itenerant teacher's who'travel amongspecial instruction

two or more schools

instruction.

5. ,Teacher-consultant - special teachers

devoting more than 1/2 their time'to this

I
s

serve as itenerant teachers

kipt spend at least 50% or more time inmore general duties. (i.e.,

consulting with regular school personnel, etc.)V
(' '6. Residential school - boarding facility.

Daily living skills - IHB - Industrial Home for the Blind

piobility,eatipg skills, grooming, money coring,, telephone etc.)

E. Vocational Counseling

F. Psychological Help
s

4;. Teacher Preparation

-\

45
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CHAPTER 2

DISABILITY ANALYSIS: HEAR/NG IMPAIRMENT

2-1

- .

I. Definition

the absence of a legal definition of deafness points to the difficulty

in defining it. Since deafness is the dgncern of many disciplines', each ten

to introduce somewhat different factOrs inrdelineating this condition. The

, 1

terms 'deaf', 'hard of hearing', 'acoustically impaired', 'auditory handicaps',
,

,
,

.' ' /

etc., have different operational definitions for various investigators--and

ofttn these are not made clear in their studies. Semedinvestiga tors regard ,

deaf nly'those children in school progriMs for the deaf, whereas others

may regard as deaf only those children who do not respond to speech, even with

amplification. One factor, however, in the various definitions concerning

which there is gineral agreement is that deafness is not a disease but a function-
,

al disorder or impairment of the hearing sense due to,dilease, injury or emetics.

The factors concerning which there is disagFeement relate to:

1. Chronicity: whether or not a hearing loss must be permanent to be

r

included under"deafnesim.
c

%
.

2. Causal factor: whether or not the etiology of the oss hKIS relevance

to a definition of deafness, tte basis of the classifications as exogenous (all

factors othe than heredity) and endogenous (includes only heredity).

3. Locus of the affection:" whether or not deafness is't
$0
o be restricted

to a dysfunction of a particular portion of the auditory mechanism (such as

sensorinearural, conductive, mixed, perceptive, central-or cortical).

4. Age at which deafness occurred: whether or not the term deafness

,should be limited only to those wht-are mute as well as deaf, the teasis of

the classification as congenital (present at the time of birth) atd adventitious.

44'
# (onset after birth).

5: Speech ability: whether or not,the tin deafness shduld be limited

only to those who are mute as well as deaf;

52
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"Earedness": whether or not a heating lost which occurs in only one

ear, regardleis of its severity, should qualify a'person adbeing.deaf.

7. -Correction: whetheeor not a definitiori of deafness sho uld stimulate

the posSibilities for improving hearing with correction.in-View of the fact

that haring aids a) are-expensive, b)require upkeep,,c) do notcompletely

compeAlkte for a hearing loss.

8. Degree f loss: whether or not hearing loss beyond' a single point on

the continunaLseof hearing impairment should be taken as signifying deafness.

9. Measurement of *ring ability: whether,oi pot the determAkation of

pure tone thresholds wiihout%concemitant determination of speech reception

to.determine degree orhearing impairment. Two other
_

#

classifications Used in the study of deafnesd add, in educational and,isycholo-
.

thresholds is adequate

gical work with the hearing impaired are: a) Preablcusia: natural loss of
,

heigg which aciamlianek advanfement in age; and b) Deafeneeprofound sensori-
.

neural deafness occurr g subsequent to the Age at which the use of language is

retained, after afProx ately five years of age.

Most authorities divide hearing impairments into. three types (Lloyd, 1.968;

NINDS, 1970; & Goodhill &Guggenheim, 1971). A conductive loss or impairment

is the term applied to a,loss of hearing resulting from any dysfunction of the

outer or middle ear- -that is,lone in which there is a defect in the conductive _

pathYey of the hearing oigan,or.anything peripheral to the round.or oval-window.-

The primary effett is a los's of perception of some,degrees of noise. Perception

of sounds km restored when the loudness of sounds is, increased. Loss-resulting

from lesions of the outer or middle ear may vary from mild to moderate and

rarely exceed 60 dB (ASA) or.70 dB (ISO) through tie speech-frequency range.

Theis/lesions are oftep preventable and a.considerablenuMber4espond well to
,

7.
I . ,

. ..
medical treatment, including surgery, when discovered early.. Since the neural ..,1

I

0
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mechanism of

44.4

the ear is unaffected,-the use of a , hearing aid is generally Very

.satisfaosnagy..

the term applied

A sensorineural impairment (nepie or perdeptive iiineirment)- is
1,:

to a loss Of hearing resulting'from dysfunction of. the inner
I.

0

ear or the nerve pathway from the inner ear to theaain 'stem. The primary

, 't
effeqt is a loss of tonal clarity as well as-a loss of loudness and sound. It

-

-is usually the, perception o higher tones which is most affected, b1.4 when the_

loss is severe both highand low tones are involved. When the speech frequencies

are afficted, the clarity of words is,distdrted and' intelligibility as well as

awareness to sound is impaired Since the sensciri and neural machanisms'areI

N.involved, the benefits-of a hearing aid Mey: be limAed.- That is;'the experiende

when using anaid be one of increased'loudness, but limited clarity. Sinsori-

A

neural losses may vary from mita to total. medicaktreatment can as yet do

little or noUthg:for this type of'ir,apairment once it has become established.

prevention and early education are therefOre of prime importance. A mired,

hearing impairment is one in whiphthere are defects in both areas, that is, a

cOmbinatiori of conductive and sensorineural impairments.

. .
.

Sometimes the trouble lies beyond the ear. The signals from the ear mil,
. , --

* . ,

not be-'reaching the brain because of trodblealong tbecodillgar nerve,orthe-.

4 "
.,

brain ma not be twoperlvinterpretiogtthem. Persons affected ilfslidh a way
,

4

to have a central hearing loss. Although relatively little factual in-1'1.-are s

formatiOn is known concerning this disorder, the primary effeipappertils to be

interference with the-ablity to -Perceive and interpret sound, particularly
0. . .

speech. Lqss of loudnesi is not -generalt signifiCantand,-censeqbently,, the'

deciternotatiob-iii,ina.deqUitter desp;ibing-this'type of_impairdent: Thus,

. centralAeafness is not a hearing loss problem in the same dine as the previous

. .
.

deflations. It is a neurological.disoider for which medical trirmenecan do
e .

.

.

.1rittle O.1\nothingt therefore,- the value of early education.cannot.pe 'Overemphasized.

Loudnes s is,not a primary factor.. The value of a hearing ai

5 4 .

this .type
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bearing impairsent pinains controVersial.

ion 'on Children (1968) eiployed,fiie general.claSsiti-

. ,

.cation io/ hearing in ired:

1

'2 :4

1. 9iight Empaimaentresulti4n difficultyAn.hearihripeemh

than ,ideal acoustic conditions. A child with a,
:

able to dam faint or distant .speech clearly,

..'situations, and probably will not have defe

Mil entreeults insane trouble understanding conversational

peech at a d tawe of more than five felly A child with mild loss will pro-
lib

bably. miss as much as 50% of dies* discuipn if voices are faint or if,the
facelsnot visible. He niaty have," defective speech, if loss is of high frequen

is

under less

sight hearing loss will not .be

11 probablyorakalong in'iChool

ve speech because ofTta hearing

'ag

441111,

type andmay have limitedwodabdiry.,. .

a.

3.. Marked Tmgairmen-t-,.re gults in trouble, hearing speeclOdridermost'c itions.

Conversational 'speech amAthe'idlid to bebundersiood.
,,

child will have conehper-

able difficulty 4;1 following clasaioom-discussion, m Tem:hi:hit diviatiorm of
,

,
'';.,.

4 articulation and voice; may misunierst4lid directiOns-at times, may Wave limited
. - . ,

.language, 'and: his, vecabulary and usage may be, affected.

4. Severe impairmentresults in inability to, heir speech unless smOlif
6-

,
,

intsine.manner. A child with severe impatrment may .hear a loud voice, at one
.-la , .

, .,'
,

. -1 .
-

..- 4
:fOotrfiCli the eai and erete voice several inphes fray ear. He will.Se able'

. .--,: ...,,- '

to hear loud noises su assirens and airplanes. His speech and iangusdn will-1,

'lint 'be rearned normally without early alplification. He may be able.04disr

tinguishvdbels but notigall consonants even at close range..
6 40

,. 0 ' AExtrene (Profound) ,Dnoairientresults in inabilityto'he'ai and
"

apprecisete spec by ear alone

. I pihfound impairment in both
. .. .

lolly hear a lotd ihodt one in

*71'ill14a
..

-aware of load nis
.4th: Ip7 .0 '

or

even with ompleication o sound. Deafness is

ears which precludes i gearing. 'A child

from his: ear or nothing at. all. He may or may

and hss speecfrandiangvage do not devell*Tormallf

40
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.

,
.

Mott surveys'have um* the pure tone audiometer to determine degree* ,omer
,

.- 4

hearimg-loss.c The- puree tone -frequencies which give thebeseestimati of speech
.

reception are 500, 1000, and 2000 HZ.' The Syaroleli stindsfor a unit of

vibration frequency whiohhas been adopted inieidationally to replace the term

qycies per

physicist.

ratio unit

another.

second. It was named after Heinrich Rddolph Hertz, the Gerrian.

Sensitivity to sound isexpressed in decibels '(or dB), a logarithmic
. "( 0

iddicatilbyehat proportiio one intensity level, differs from

Studies Prior'to 1964 generally used the l951 reference threshold

which wasitleloped by the Araerioan Standards Association '(ASA). 'In 1964, the
.

International. StandirdskOrganization (ISO) adopted a reviset-reference threshold.

the American Standards Association; renamed the American National Standards

InstiVte (A&S;)'in 1969, adopted reference thresholds that approximate

il
1964 ISO references (Lloyd, 1970;. Melnick, 1971). Hence, in some recent,

studies, a reference to ANSI is given whenereferring to the newer threthold

levels of ,the ISO. The followinipktaibreshor the relationship of the ASA' .

standards to theISO and ANSI standAtd. As dth be seen in the table, the ISO

and ANSI thresholds-are approximately ten decibels-lower at each frequency

. (X
.

14a4 the older ASA thresholds. This shift was (hie improved sound treated

roams, equipment, and techniques; and means that the person with average
i

aringwcan perceive a tone' 10 dB lower in volume thtn _was indicated under the
.

4 *"

, previous standard(Beesberg & Sigelmani, 1975),

c

a I

A COMPARISON BETWEEN

I

/ABLE 2-1
..0!

ISO THRESHOLDSASA THRESHOLDS AND
.

Preleency (cps or Hz)

1951 ASA

1964'ISQ and 1970 ANSI

.

dB differeve

125

54.5

.45.5

. 10.0

250

39.5

24.S

45.0

-14110trell.000

25.0 16.5,

0. 11.0 6.5,

14.0 10.0

2000

17.0

8.5

8.5'

4000

15.0

9.0

0.0

(Bonsberg & Sigelman, 4975, p. 19)_

5.6 .
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Eleven states new, have some type of screening program for'chil&en entering

into kindergarten or first grade. Although the states vary in the criteria used

when deciding' whether further testing is requirsp, generally it a hearing loss

ofgreater than 20 dB (ISO) in either or both ears for one or more frequency

within the speech range (Bensberg & Sigelztan, 1975).

There have been numerous classification systems developed in order to

better categorize individuals with yarying degrees of hearing loss. A simpli-

fied version of the classes of hearing handicap is presented blow:

IML.E_4

8F HEARING 4ANDI AR

!eating Level dB Degree and Class
1951 ASA Ref eace of Handicap

,

lo Hearing Level dB
1964 ISO Reference

15 dB or ass

r6 - 29 dB

30,- 44 dB ,

45 = 59 dB

60 -7

80 die 0 'two

k

NONE (A)

SLIGHT (B)

MILD 4C)

MARKED (D)

SEVERE (E)

EXTREME (F)

26 dB or less

27 - 40 dB

41 - 55 dB

56 - 70 dB

71 - 90 dg

01 dp or more

fource: Illinois Comraistion on Children, 1968, p. 19

.
.,

This classification is intended. primarily for statistical purposes. It is

not related to the problem of medical diagnosis alihough,it may beof medical
;

significance. Neither can the table legitimately be used to classiVchildren
qt

ilr 'educational purposes o; for eMplc:Tment without otherpertinent considerations.

The classes of hearing han4iCip as defined here indicate the usual handicap of
.__

OCums.the average individdel under'theAiarying c tancesof everyday. life..

The Illinois Commission on Childzian (1968) report also included a table

relating degrees of impairment to functional limitations and edhvtional

7"
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/ TABLE 2-3

FASIONSEIP OF DEGREE_OrIMPAIRMENT

TO EDUCATION NEEDS
-

Avera the ''''IiNeet
Speech Fru*. ass

in Better Ear

it Hearing Leda
on the Uaderstandiag

et Language aad Elmo*

,

Educational Needs sad Programs

a'

Slight
IA to 29 dB (ABA).

. or .
17 to 40 dB (I$Ok

. ,

MrM
a
'dnocudly

is anit:
ryth;Xperience sonle
&moult/ With thehomage in* ow e&

,,

pat should be reported to school
eT r

bin it from a hearktg aid as loss
amoaa 40 dB (ISO).
ItitY need attention to vocabulary
development. . ,
Needs favorable seating and lightlagt
May need liereadiat
May need speed therainglietbmik

Mild
f

" t°" d: (ABA'
41 to 51 dF a8°1 '

-

`Understands eonvusi-
tional at a
distance S-5 feet
(fate to ace).
May miss u much g.as A
50% of class cliscusdoms
if v oices are faint or not
in line of vision. -
May Mt limited .

and speech
anomalies. .,

Childiiiluld be ieferred to siedal
education for educational follow-pp.
Individual hearing aid by evaluation .
and training in its use.
ravorable mating and possible spedar
class placement, especially for primary
children.
'Attention to vocabulary and !iodine.
Lipreading instruction.
Speech conservation and corraction, it
indicated.

Narked
ts to sn dig (nisi)

54 i;itedig ago).
1, ,

-

Conversation :dust be
loud to be understood.
Will have increased
&faculty in group*
discussions.
Is likely to have

MEitistorobe dads*
in adage land
comprehension.
'Wilt bare limited
1-1"*. g..1f1T

Childhould be referred to e.- al A
education for educational fol -up.
Resource teacher or special etas&
Specialinlp in language skills:
voeabu development,'wtim
reading. writing; gramma; ete.
Individual hearing aid brirralaatIon
and maw training.
Lipreadbig imibucuon.
Speech conservation and correction.
Attention to auditory and visual
situations at all

. St
90 to 7941174ASA)or
11 tote& MO)

-

_

- t

May hear loud voices
about one foot from

41111N

beak to Wendt,
'Wands.

May be able to
dideriminuta vowels bug
not all masonants..
SPeern and lanufell
defective and likm1 ie
deteriorate.ir

Chad should bageNti
education for
Full-time special Pinfiroal for
children, Irak manikin, on 111114ninage
skills, tonooPt'develoPtamtt liarioading
lia_42toh.

needs specialised supervision
andrivivgreZaiittelionalva lal.Ment sarriona
Wividul hearing aid by evaluation.
Anditazdatatruirdng with individuel sad
group .

-time regularelaseesPalrea
.prolitable.

Ns

-
Eatrema

90 all or num

91 dB or moredB
(MO)

I.

May b ar eon* land
sounds but is aware
vibrations mace dila

l
"Relies on vision rather
than hell " Prb°11117avenue f
communication.
Sinech and_ilatellir
defettiv° "I" "a"1, t°'deteriorate.

1111

Chad shotdd be referred to .*1
_wi for educational fou°1"P

Pled-tmee in specialchum, sp eomcipalporloa p
on

a m
a l l

olar

n
deaf

skisecncipt
h

deVolornsat. liereadinag
e
t

and speech.previa, was speetatood supsrebion
end compreketsivo supporting 111/614111.
continuous appraisal of needs in
mord to oral and manual
communication.
A tory training with'grove and

aids.
Part4bne la regular clashes mdp for
arofully selected &Adm.

- _ 11 ...... JI&1 ....mon
.

Medically istimmdble OOMltisaa and MOSS =ateA
(Illinois coaissijI00 Children, 1968, p. 20) ;

44/0
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Thus, there are many terms which refer to the deaf and hearing impaired.

The Heal, Education and Welfare's Advisory CoMmitter on the Education of the

-peif (1965} -presented the following.definitigns:
. , .

1. The hard of hearing -- "those children moderate hearing losses, who
.

are still able to understand readily flueLt'speech through hearing whether or.(7,

not fication is used. Educationally speaking, these are the children who,

with some assistance, are able to attend classes with normally hearing children

ti

2. the partially hearing-- "those children whose lose of nalang is so

severe as to require a special educational curriculuth and grogram of training

that involves fullttime auditory, training along with vision for developingo
ci

language and communication skills; childrenewho becapse of the severity of

#

-their loss of hearill, nee0 the full-time services of a special teacher for

their education. !I re children, who, as a result' of early identification

of hearing fossand early aUditorY-training, are able to princess academically
I

at a somewhat more rapid rite than those classified as deaf by virtile of more

efficient use of 'their residual hearing (p.8)."

, ft

3. Ihe deaf-1-"those children whose principal source for learning language
4

and communicatioh skills is mainly visual'andwhose loss ohsaring, with or

without maplification,'isso great that it is Oflitile or no practical value

in learningto understand verbal communication auditorially, and -whose loss

of hearing was acquired prelingually (p.8)." %*

Berg (1970'p.
oW
7,..identifiedothe hard of hearing, deaf, and normal hearing

Child as folios:

*the hard of child is a hearing impaped individual who can identify
. T

through hearing and without visual receptive cammunicatibn enough of the dis-
..

tinguishing features of speech to permit at least partial recognition of

spoken language. with the additioA of visual receptive communication such as

speech reading, he may understand even more language provided the vocabulary

. 59
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and ayntax are icpart of his linguistic code.
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The deaf child is a hearixig impaired person Who can'identify through

hearing-at best-only a feue the prosbdic and phohetic features of speech

and then not eneugh'to permit auditorytrecognition olt.sound or word combinations.

o

He relies mainly or. entirely upon speech readIng or some other form of'visual

receptive Communication for Vag perception of the spoken or manual' form. of

language. Provided the communicative content is within his linguistic code,

he understands" language in pam,instances. His linguistic code typically .is'
_ .

less developed than that of a hard of hearing child.

The normal hearinstchild,-in contrast either'a hard of hearing of deaf

Child, can recognize all the distinguishing features of speech Ander good listen-

ing conditions and without the.aid 9f speechreading or same other visual form

recepreceptivecOhmuLication, His" linguistic code characteristically is moretive
,.#

developed than that of the hard of hearffig and respeci4ly of that of the deaf

,

d."

O'Neill (1964) employs ihreetoncaptgel headings in distinguishing tetween'

the terms deaf and hard of hearing.

1. Developmental Hearing :Lossdeals with the age at which the'hearing lobs

occurred. A child who, has sustained a total.or nearly total loss of hearing

early in infancy, before speech and language patterns have been a94uired, would-
.

be considered deaf. The child who has iwurred such a hearing loss after speech

patterns hasedbeon established would bye considered hard of hearing. We would

prObablynot have any serious retardatiOn in his speech and language development,-

and he -wouldbe able to develop normal communicative habitsip
w

2. HeSr4eg Lops and Rehabilitation--Thi pump itth impaired heirin;`thait

Can be brought up to an adequate, functional level through the use of a hearing

aid or surgery cannot.te4confidered deSf. Also./ if the same or somewhat similar

t'

60
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.
.

., ' . -

results can -,be obtained through aural rehabilitation, we cannot consider the

e 4 .4.
-parson deaf. The 9hild who is-deal or who has a severe hearing loss and could

- not benefi ch procedures; hp cannot use the auditgiy channel as,,a fully
a

. . _

operatianal,inf tional input system, so he must use other channels. Be has

no auditorylmonitoribg syitem. Therefore, hemust learn speech kinesthetically.

/Also, he will have to watch, (tie lips or the.gestures of the, speaker in, order to
-

receive speech. .
3. Severity of Hearl'ILLOss---invo1ves the quantitative evaluation of fearing

i
. ..

loss. there are several numerical or
.

percentage systems for evaluating'the
. 4' *

.
.

severity oda hearing'loss. lithe most canmonot these systems the averagg loss
...

.

of hearing'for pure tones Within the so-called speech range (500 to 2000'cps)
41*

is

c--;tused to indibate the severity of theihearing loss for each ear. An average loss

p

of hearing from 20 to 40 dB throughsthiS range would be viewed as a mild hearing
N /

-
In average of 40 to 60 dB would be considered moderate. Losses

t, , ' .
ter than 60 dB would be considered severe hearing losses, While

.
losses

greater than 80 d8 would place thejodividual in the category of dealk

;oyd's (1968)-,operaiional or functional definition ii as foil

"Bearing-impairment" refers to a deflation in hearing sufigamat to
impair normal aural -oral communication. The degree of hearing im-

''painment is the result of degree of deviation in hearing (sensitivity
and/or other auditory abilities) interacting with a number of other
factors, e.g., age of onset, age o f d etection and intervention,
duration, type of pathology and'related,fiotors, use,of amplification,
habilitating programming,, family factors and resilience or compensatory

(or adaptive) abilities, -

1,10yd reserves use of the taint "deafness" for the extreme and of the can=

tinama Where the normal acquisition of oral languagg is precluded.'

Cutler (1974) developed the followingiarminology: ,

S.'"Totally deaf, unable to speak; an individual with-no residUal hearing;

inability to'taIk,' educated in a residential school for the deaf; means of

2
4%.
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communicatipn are through lianual alphabet and sign lante or pencil and paper.

-

2. "Totally deaf, with deaf *poach, but refuses to speak: an individual

with nd residual hearing; canak (quality poor); educated in a residential

.

school 4or thedeaf; means of comminication are through manual alphabet and
iL.

sign language or pencil and paper. ).

3.. Totally deaf, oralist: an individual with no residual hearing but wears

hearing aid, in many cases to keep him aware of sounds in his environment; has

4mo
excellent deaf speech, educated in an oral oriented. residential school or day

Classes for the deafl.meams of communication strictly through reading lips.

Many of these individuals resent being haruivia:pancil and'ped or being asked

J;Jo reaka written message.

4. Deafened: an individual who hem had normal hgerihg and speech but ,

5.

'is now totally deaf. He or she has been'eduCated in regular schools for normal
, /

Ilihearing. Their ens of communication now are by reading .the lip* .of whoever4 ''-

is speaking to them or by pencil or pad. Their speech.gradually detpriorates

ova a period of time but is quite understandable. sb

5. Hard of hearing: an individual who has a partial loss of hearing

function, =Ay be aided by medical or surgical treatment or amplification plectro-

.

nically or ;locally: He has beenwimpeascated inacgular schools for n8mal hearing.

His meats of communicatioM is by havilig spaedhsogndi amplified and his' speech .

*
is affected by the degree of loss of hearing. 411h.

6. Hard of hearing signer: an individua 'has- a partial loss of.hearing,

usually refuses amplification. He off' Sibs f sled in regular public school and
. r .

thus was educated in a residential school for the deaf where be.leained to

communicate through use of manual alphabet and sign language. Sometimes he'is,

referred to as being communicatively

he Can speak, bit prefers to use the

associates with the deaf rather than

lazy. He-can hear with amplification, and

language of signs and finger spelling and

his hearing peers."

444%
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The following is a Asst of definitions of deafneis by various disciplines

as presented by the Conference gn the Collection Of Statistics'on Severe Hearing'

lmpairmenIK and Deafness.in the United States, 1964. -
B

. 1. Common Parlance--"Congenital or acquired lack, loss, or impairment-

of the sense'of.hearing whether due to defects.in: 1) the sound-transmitting

mechanism, 2) the organ of Corti or auditory nerve, or 3) the 'interpretative

centers; of the brain - called also respectively, 1) transmission deafness,

1 a
conduction deafness orwconduotive deafness, 2) perceptive deafness or nerve

deafness'and 3) central deafness, cortical deafness, or psychic deafness."

(Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language, Vn-

abridged, 1964, P. 581).

2. Demography --A. "Deaf -mate- -Include as a deaf-mute 1) any child under :

.

eight years of age who is totally deaf, and 2) any. older' person'whoahas been I

totally deaf from childhood 04 was borndeaf. Do not include a person who

became deaf fter the age of eight from accident, or from disease, or from

old age. A person is to be considepd as totally deaf who cannot understand

loudly shouteg conversation orkcan understand it only with the aid of an eat

trumpet or other mechanical device. In case of int#nt6 or young children not

a

old enough to stand conversation, the test should be whether they apparently

hear when addressed in a loud tone of voice." (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1931,-

1."..

.

B. "Specific rules employed by enumeratorsDefinitions and. accessary

procedures 'in exact detail governing the enumeration of deafness Were as

k
follows: a) The enumerator,asked whether illy member of the household is deaf.

If the answer was "No," he passed on to the net schedule item; if,the answer

was "Yes,"'he was required to specify degree for each perton, as determined
. 1

fram information elicited by asking further questions. In chin4teriiing

63, ,
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degree, the following definitions were applied: i, partial deafness, stage
tok

one is defined as that preventing person from understanding speech at the
**.

theater, in church, or at a coed rence of five or, six people; ii. partial

deals, stage two is defined as that preventing a person from 1nderstanding
, .

.41,(

someone speaking to h from a distance 2 br 3 feet directly in front of him;

partial deafness, 'stage three is defined as it preventing a person

from understanding speech over the telephone'. iv. t deafness iI defined'

as that.preventing a person from undersndAg speech under any conditions;

-

v. deal-mute is * person who was born deaf or acqpired-severe deafness at'

Al .

-such an early age that he did not learn to speak. c) Enumerators were in-

6
structed not to ask whether any member of tla household is "ftbidly" deaf;

..

this information was to be recorded only 'if Wen voldntarily.,d) Degree of

deafness was ascertained _independently of any consideration of benefits

derived frakaechanical (or electrical) hearing aids or-from lipreading.

Since enumerators were cautioned not to encourage informants in the

reporting of deafness eases, it is expected that fothe survey as swhole

ai*anderhnianeraaon of moderate degrees of-deafness was obtained,. Exclusion

of beneficial aids.in determining degrees should result in the reporting'of

deafness oases strictly' on the basii of the degree of social handicap* involved.",

(National Health Stirvey, 1935-36, 19380 p. 12-13).

C. "Acco264.4124 a person is tp be looked upon as such
16

in whom 8 sense

of hearing is wholly or practically wh011y absent or.nonelistent,)ir who is

in possession of hearing too slight to be of material service, Or to be of

Avail for the understanding of spoken language; of in Ohm' theraists little

or no sound perception*(even with mechanical devices or other artificial re-
.

course),-ortwho is not responsive to sounds addressed to theearl`Or who :

does not recognize the sound of the human voice or other sounds loud in volume

issuing nearby; or who has rot sufficient aural power for the ordinary-affairs

64,x.
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of 140and who at the same time, and largely in consequence of the.

said conditions is without the faculty of speech, or is more or less deficient'
--/ \,

in speechsuch speech as exists departing in greater or less recognized

measure from the -rural or usual speech of human society, or from that,in use

2 -14

'by persons having e faculty of hearing, or from that employed as an

effective means of c atiom, and so fir as it exists, such' speech having

in. general to be acquired or having had to be retained in form in which it now

appears, only by special instruction and. training --With the result that this1
- .at. ---

speech is a more or less, artificial one." (S. Best, 1943, p. 125).

3. 'DemographyA. "Pram( the audiological point of view, a person who

has a hearing loss approaching 75 decibels across the, speech range is likely

to need special teAniques for the development of expressive communication,'

and can perhaps specify what those tech4ques should be. The audiologist

a1so tries to assess the deaf person's ability to ;receive Communication,

From the standpoint of the staff of the Bearing and Speech Center the deaf

person, audiologically speaking, is one who dOesnot use hearing in a

reliable way with the best of amplification; one who understands very little,

if anything, through hearing alone; one who is basically visually oriented.,"

(D.R. Prisina, 1962, p. 469). 4

B. "We propose to confine the term 'deafness! to hearing levels for

speech of 82 dB or worse. A good reason fo'selecting this particular

boundary is'that the most authoritative rule for estimating the handicap

,*imposed by hearing loss reads 'the handicap '(for hearing of day speech)

is considered total at 82 dB hearing'loss fOr speech'. Our criterion thus

has medical sanction in a social and economic' context." (H. Davis & S. R.

Silverman, 1960, p. 81).

FJ
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41 EducationA. "%he7deef are those Who were born either totally deaf

or sufficiently deaf to-prevent the establishment of speech And natural languages

those whit became cieif in childhood before speech and language were...established;

or"tbose who became deaf in childhood so soon after the naturalStabliShment
111

of.speech that understanding of speech Ind language has been prectidally lost

-to them."

J

the ordinary purposes of-life. This general group is made up adekwo distinct /

I'
cusses based entirely on the time of the lois of tearing:, a) the congenitally

deaf- -those who were born deaf; b) the adventitiously deaf--thoSewho. were born

with rural hearing but in whom the sense of hearing is non ctional through
, .

later it ess or accident."

"The hard of hearing are those who have established speech and ability to

understands dh and language, and _subsequently developed imiairment-of heating. -

These childr are sound conscious and have a normal,' or aldost normal, attitude**:7
.

toward the world of sound in which they live." (White House Conference on,chiZd

.

e
Health th and Protection, 1931p. 277).

B. "The deaf: those in' whom 'the sense of hearing is nonfunatidnal'for
4

"The hard of hearing:.those in when the sense of hearing, al

As functional with or without a he ring aid." (Conference of Executi4its of

American Schools'for the Deaf, 1938, p. 1-3).

defective, .

C. "The deaf are those in whom the sense of hearing, either without
.

a hearing aid, is insufficient for interpreting' speech. The 21-e14nguege deaf
c,

i

mare those in whom deafness preceded a firm establishment of, language end speech.

.

the sostlanguage deaf are those in wham deafness occurred after good language
.

and speech had been acquired."
o

"The hard of hearing are those in-wham the loss of hearing is educationally

Significant, but Whose residual hearing, is sufficient for, interpreting speech

liith-Lif not without --a hearing aid."

66
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NINA natural- language group is one composed of.the hard of hearigand those

.
. .

.

r

post-language deaf who hpse retained their normally icquiSrepedch andlan4hage."
1 I

. I' r

.5. Medicine--A. qdeilky, hearing impairment Should be;evaltiated in' terms
.

. l'

otrability to hear every speech under everydareOnation.:.",(Guide for

the Evaluation of Hearing impairment, 1959, p. 236-238). L\_

. .,.. .
. .

B. "At the other extreme of the bearing range, there may a total.loss
. ..

(H.Z. Wooden,* 1963, p. 344).
r.'

of hearing or a

'are not precise

total inability tohear speech. As commonly used, tAse tenor

nor necessarily,synonymous. It is imi:Irtant to define thedihnd

,to determine the relation hetmeen them. This.cannbt be'done until. more ex-.-

_perimental dataare available." (Council on Physical Medicin9 and2.ehabilitatioft,'

195, p. 1408 - 1409).

.

C. Deafness:- "Lack or loss, complete or partial, of the sense of hearing."

(Dorland's Illustrated Medico]! Dicti 1957, p. 354).

0
6. Military Services--"Cases of true deafness involvinw. ing leve

. _

of the outer ear if 60 dB or more in.the speech range." ($.s. Atalem 40- 530 -55,

1960, p. 245).-- e"-

A. "As to the diagnostic criteria tb be used in classifying the literate

deaf in our main sample; deafness was defined as a stress-producing hearing-loss,

from birth or early Childhood, rendering a perdOn incapable of effecting meaning-

ful and substantial auditory cream* with the envircoment," (J.D. ranter; K.Z

Althshuler, F.Je Ullmann, & 1963,4). xiv).

B. "This is the situation that Characterispl'the smallest but most unusual

section of the hearing-imOairelpoiAlation,

a millionpersme throughout the country. .

numbering less than one quarter of

Commonly known as 'deaf-;Mutes' or the ."

'deaf and dumb', its members are technically tenmed'the deaf'. They are. not

pute, for there is no vocal impairment.
4

Neither are "they dumb, for many are
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.
,

taught to speak through special instructional techniqSes. The great hand ip
.. .

of the_deaf lies'in the faCt that perimanently impaired hearing occurs during
. .

the east vulnerable time of life --fran birth through early childhoOd--and is

so. 'severe that it deadens the most powerfurdevelopmentalstimulus of all =-the

sound of the human voice." (p. 28).
v.

"In the preceding chapter, discussion was cent *d upon the smallest category

of acoustically disabledpeilsons--the deaf. The preient section deals with ttia
,

largest,'made up of-several million,inAriduals who are technically termed

'the hard of hearing'. Two major subgroups of this vastbody will be considered

hereT further illustration of the multiple implications of'hearing loss. They
,

. .

are a) the progreiiiveiy deafened and b) .the suddenly deafened in adulthood."

"Whereas the prbblelms of the deaf illustrate the results of severs auditory

.dysfunction'sinCe birth or early childhood, those of the progressively deafened
. ,

, .

lostdemonstrate the results of slow; gradual 10-14 of hearing that'mayAmegin at. any time
t ,

of life." (E.S. ievine, 19 0, p. 56).

C. "In the psycho 'of deafness it generally assumed that the 'hearing

loss has resulted from peripheral nervous system involvement, in which case a

ip vocal relationship exists between the type and the Cause of tite deafness.
i

If the type, sensory-neural or conductive, can be established, an infeFence can
. vow .

made concern cause. Likewisei if the cause can be determined, an in-

.

ence can be made concerning the type. 4oleoier; Postulations as to the type'tg
of deafness Can be made when it has been determined that the condition iS'exo-

*

genous, congenital or acquired, and when it is that the person is deaf or

hard othiaring: E stablishing the etiology also h implications for the
......

%logical fectswhich eight follow! 1p. 29). ,;t
"All..degrees of hearing loss are founded in the sensory - neural'- neural' group:

ff

0 .

4owever, in general those with conductive deafness classify as hard ofhearing
E

while those with sensory- neural loss include many with profound or total deafness."

(p. 40) .

A. .t

6d

11.
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""0%., %. . A.
ar ... "Deafness occurs pecausiO three atajor types 'of disorders. . The one <Lich

l's _>, ,
is most- fraguent,dand to which the re in the foil sections ,pertain,_ is`

. that which results franc peripheral nervous system egts, -from end-organ
, . .

- def ienCifs. The otker types are central 'and ,psychcitenic dei.&1313." (H .R.
.: t * ' . .' 4 . .

V r
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II. SocOtal,CharacteristiRsI/Of Hearing - Impaired Persons
t

, - ., i

'imp ear4pg is
k

the single most Prevalent chronic physical disr
.

..,,,

.,

agaiti in the thirted itatei: More pers6s suffer a' hearing defeCt An have
. 1-...

visual -impairments, beart'diSease, or other-chronic'disabilities. Jet despite
.'

. . . , A,

:philOrmency with which it occurs In Oct.:general population, hearing impiirment,

Yi"
receivis far'less attention than would 111 fied by the number of persons

affliCted!. iien.basic data' meths- igOidenc and prevalence of various degrees

2 -19

of tearing impairment haVe,ndt been gathered as often and as carefully as infor-

,

'-
elation on far lefs common health problems.

.... 6 ,

. , . .

r... . .
..

The last nationwide study of deafness--the extreme end of the impairment
. .

'continuum --*as conducted by they.Sk Bureau of the Census in.1930. Since that 4

. .

. *
date, studies of deafness have ,been confined to a few states or have provided'

little more'lch,iedge about the deat population that its approximate size.
4 0

The National Census of the Wei Population (NCDP) came Into bein cause

. *

tation services gehuous.

4

the forty-year ga001n data made planning for social,,eduabAczl, and rehabili-

The NCDP sought to determine the si2e,.distribution

and principal demographic, educational and vocational characteristicirof the
. , .

deaf population', In order up contribute current data Whibh avid improve program-

* 1
r7-- F

ming and provide a baseline for the evaluation of present and futurelifograms.

While hearing impairments of all degrees and types dese

NCDPILSed on the extreme end of the iinpAtirmeAll.Continnum.

10,r .

attention, the

RopulatiOn of

interest consisted of-those persons "who could not haar'od undirsabd speeops.:
,

. 4

and who had

deat,finition off'

and the are 'at

had) that ability prior to 19 years of age." /The

e-targe;w6pulat;pn takes-intotaccoUnt the degree of impairment

.

onset. Both factors are critical to explicatiag the effects s'of
-

.

hearing impairment. Damage to :hearing.. of the ;same, occurring at' different.

stages'of ontology will have different psychological consequences. The,,NCDP

%Material in this section, from p. 19 'to p. 25 is taken from Schein &

Delk. (1974). This is a major study ofprevalence aid demogiiihics.

a
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concentrates on those persons whose loss occurre &before adulthood.

Design_o the NCDP -- Determining the Size of Deaf Population. To

determine tilknomber of preliocationally deaf people, the NCDP followed f mode/

used to determine the size of rare grodlos in large populations.. First a

national list of deaf persons was compiled: Then the persons on the, list

were,contacted in order to establish that theymet the NCDP criteria for,prel-

vocatictialfteafness, were alive and residing at the given address. Next, a

:' prObability,samPle of 42,000 hodseholds in the,United States w

interviews conducted to locate all preVocationally deaf persons

drawn and

the house

holds. By comparing the prevocationallrudeaf persons in the households to

those on the verified list, the completeness of the list, could be-estimated;
As

i.e., the household survey prdkidedan approximation to the size of the unlisted.

44.

4

group. . Adding tha number probably 'Rot on the list to the actual number:on the

verified list yielded the total number of prevocationaliy deafspersOns. .

4 Determining the'Characteristics of Prevocationally Deaf Persons.- To
.

-# Vatheziketailedinformation a:Wilt deaf persons, a natiOnalSemple was drawn

from the verified list. Specially trained interviewers were sent'to question

i listed ons and member, tf 'their households. Their responses were then

ighted to reflect the verified deaf population: The results'provide the

of.the,matekial'on education, vooltion and related mataSs in the following

-
Aillmaterial:. 0-

*
The dtgirign of the NCDP called for combining the results Ef list building

.
11 b

. ,

,

With those from.a strat4fied random Ample of the civilian, non-institutionalized

f ..

.

population. The verified list yielded a total of.1.50,448 prevooa4ionally deaf
..

.persons. To tOis total was added the unduplicated estiffate of prevocationally,

deaf .persons from the Health Interview suiveir (=S)' of the National Health

SUrvey--412,074. 'the total of.410,522 when divided by the Civilian noninstitu-
'

ow :,

tionalized population yteldaa prIval ce rate for prevocational deafness of

7
/

0,//p
.

#,

4

111

ft.
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.lb
20,3 peF 100;000. The correspondin% rates for hearing impairment and deafness

-ix.. .

0 at all rages are shown in Table, a, which
,
places the' esAixaates in a context

. '

I 2 -Z1

(Clis,aying the. relations been degrees and.. ages at onset of impaiimett..

6.6,percentincludes all

.trouble hearing in one

':Ihe figure for total hearing impaiwentsabout

persois who *espanded in iAn 'interview that they "had

or both ears". of this group, half reported difficulties in both _ears.. A
. ._1 ,/ 4i

little more than 13 percent of the hearing izataired group (0:87 percient of. .

.the' population) . indicated that they could., not 'hear,ond understand speech; i.e.'.,1'
. ' ,the -are deaf. .., ..

..'t,
. ..

When the deaf group is subdivided by it 'onset, a little 'less than 'one
,.

. ._

. .fourth fall into the prevocational category (hearitig abilitY lost ise!ore 19'
'
years of age) and 11.4 percent- in the prelingual category (hearing ability fil

i ''
-lOttbef 5 years of age).- . ., 44 t % ,,

Sizethe NCDP e4timates preStocational deafness at ,2 per 1,000-rtwihe 'the"'-----
- 4

fbrierly accepted rate--ol, more preciselY, 203 per'1A0,000 'population.

A disCrepancy betwein eApectation and result of 'this magnitude naturally
`c

rases questions about its accuracy. statistically, the 'standard error for' the

estimate is 6.3 percent. This means that the' "truV ,r,ite will:fall between 190..

and 216 per 100,000 in.2 3 i4stances affected by' sampling errors only. .95.
- ...

. of 100 times the true rate will be between 117 'and 220 per 100 ' 000.. If 'noi-r . . $

1.
I a . .

.4 ran dmi errors intrude, then these 'calculations do not hold. The examiner's oval ,

'...

-, t
appraiial is that the rate of 203 per l00,000 nay be tot:. low

' lower-ratesi for nonwhite, persons. The statistical model used by NCDP,- a
-

ever,. -

. . 4

, has been well accepted and should produce a reasonable approximation
. ,

1'actual figure. .1

4, 4 1 .
AP

*1 1"
4 ,,r (....., t.t,b. nurialr or du af poksoitq 114 4i:owa eancla 1 30, arty

because the, United. States has a greater population: 123,203,000/La '1432,
.. ,,.* .
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TABLE 2-4

a

PERCENT OF DISTRIBUTION OF AGE AT ONSET OP DEAFNESS, A
BY SEX *ND R OF RESPONDENTS: UNITED maw,' 19,2

.

2-22.

Stec, and Race
'Born
Deaf

. Less
Than.
-One 6 1-2 3-5 6-11 12 -18

13 GRIT° 100.0 41.4 ; 12.6 19.6 14.9 7.9 . 3.6,
Wide . 100.0 41.3 ... 14.2 19.1 13.4 8.4 3.6

100.0 42.4 13.9 19.4 13.5 7.3 3.5
Noewhils. 100.0 ,' 31.4. 17.6 116.7 12.7 3 4.2role 100.0 41:6 10.8 20.0 16.5 . 4 )1.

. Whist 100.0 42.1 11.1 20.9 14.9 7.5 3.6
Nosnirhist. )00.0 311.0 8.1 -13.1 29.6 7.1 4.0

Le

4

al.:, 1 .

Source: *Sp Oi* i Oak, 1974,p: 114.

. ...'.
& . . a ,
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'203,212,00 11970. The rate for deafness' is anothe matter...the Bureau,.

IP

of thetensus counted 47 deaf perhons per 100,000 in 1930; we now letimate

203 pei 100;000. Why the increase? Is deafness occurring more frequently?

..
..'

Or have the earlier enumerations been ,so inaccurate?- Or is some of theidis-
4r. ,

4 4 , '' .

creponcy, due to different-definitions?
,

. The answers to each of the three questions wouleappear to be yes.
,

)
Though we can only speculate as to the Amount, there seems to 'be little doubt

amat there artproportionally,.aswell as actually, more deaf people today

than 40 years ago. The lack of specificity as(to,the extent of growth arises

from the_natureof prevalence rates. Differences between two prevalence rates
* ,

.
can be attributed to'cbanges in the denominators as welfas the AlleratOrs.',

.

.Incidence data, not' available in ahe United 5tates, are 'reflected' to elucidate
. .

-the Observed trends. Neverthelese, the sheer size,df the contrast betweek the

1930 and 1971 estimates of deefnirs. argue for a true ,increase in deadness**,

With respect tniunder enumeration, it'amitihe noted that the bureau of

Census itself declared its procedures in7,1930 to be inadequate. From 1810

to 1930 the Bureau's 11 decennial enumerations of the deaf population produced
.

rates varying from 32 to 67 per 100,000. 'The range of those figures

loaf deafness , thiefore remurins highly

;
.

alone

casts doubt on tee techniques being used.

The biggest proplei seemed to be the definition used. 'Each census taken.

!

mode thedeterminatelonlbf de In the NDC1,1eafness was
.

.. '. $ U11
.

defined bi.reip?nses to a'seriesof qd estions andnot by the interxeuirs judg-

ment. the Bureau.cofisidered a person to be deaf 'if he leist the ability to hear

I

e
before 8 years bf age. The NDCP used another upper age at.

When, adjusted to the sate age at tineet as used ,in '00'1930

rate is .160 per 100,000. The° new rate,is,more than thr

the-193.0-rate, That it 'reflects an actual growth in the r

Oa

)111r

onset, 18 years.,
I

otA

census, the NCAP'S''....

tines

.1-f

40.

than

veprevayancet.

t

A ,
) '0'
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Relitionkof Degrees Rearing-istpapment-When attention to the full

. 9'4

-range of=hsaring impediment replaces a focus solely on the severest degree, then

the frequency of deafness in the population becomes more credible. TO0eNDCP'

eatimatei that 13.4 million persona have'at impairment of hea,g. Of these,

1.8 Gillian are deaf, and about 0.4 million became deaf before 19 years of

'age. Seen in these terms,' the size of ems privocationally deaf population

does not appear overly gross, occurring in abort 3 perbent of alt hearing

Impaired personi.

Age at Onset-- Definitions of deafness haye tended, to take the age ft
. .

which the loss occurred into account.. The reason probably involves the fact

that the earlier hearing is lost,the,more severe are the consequences to

speech and language development. Persons'who become deaf alter developing

- speech usually retain*, while prelingually deaf cfildren have great

caty in acquiring,speeCh. Language development is also more seriously d

rupted by .early childhood deifneserthan'by deafneseoccurrimg.in teenager;7-,

These relationships translate
,

directly into economic consequen:a'-'
4 ..''

. .

°Personal earnings are lowest for thcee7born Aid and highest for those deafened

'after 11 years Of age,with proportihnal-gradatias between these two categories.

N's

PreIlkesually deaf perSone'do less well in the job.markee,:holding fewer pio-
. AF

fASSIC4111 aba.techdOal pOsitioni than postlingually, deaf persons. An
4 '' - c.

P .
. t

. interesting features of the.NCDP data deviates from,this gedgral finding4nd
.

/0 II 0

dese1rves being followed up:, born-deaf workers held proportionally more high--
41 .

.
.

grade jobs than those who lost their hearing afteribirth but before age 1.
r /-

The consequences Of early'is opposed to later deafness are not'indepelpent
,

,
of education. EdUcationalipreperation stbvioully differe for the two groups:

, , .

,

:,,The majority of priliagua/ly deaf adults'spent some of their academic tenpre
.._ .' . . .

, )1.40,
,

.

in residential schools. T4e iajority of those-whose deafnekfoccircred betwen .

41
.Nto-

, ,
,

,

( , , 4°. it . 4 . :._,---> 4 , ( . i i +7-

e

1

. 75., ._

.

. ..,,
. ,

1
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1
.

12 and 18 years attended nosCh4als for hearing impaired students. Since the

amount, 404ciabnbly the quality, of schooling bear a strong relationship to

occupational status and fixsonal income, the relationships between these out-

comes and age at onset are likely to be some joint function of it and education..'

:),,rhekikid of education received depends, in part, on Ihe age at appet of deaf-

ness. In turn, the economic factors associated with age at oet also depend
f

'upon education.

Demographically, tJe skewed distribution of ages at onset in the Nan)
ql10

data arouse interest. file incidence of deafneSs maybe inferred to be U-shaped.

Deafness occurs most frequently in infancy and old age. Acquisition of deafness

appears to decline rapidly from birth through five years of age, and to radian

!fairly constant until. the fifth decade-when it begins to increase markedly.

Systematic idaidence data would also Kovide important epidemiological infor-

matton now lacking in the U4 Led States.

.!

qr

ti 0

4
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The following material, from .it to' p, is takeiffrom Schein & Delk

Relation to Eatlier Prevalence Rates--How do these rates compare to others

. . .0 ,_._.
calculated at different points in time and gathered by various- method? In

. .
. , .

order to answer that question, care must be given to the definitions underlyihg

.1
the terms used andoto the means by which data were gathered. The studies

reviewed below are presented so as to aid in the assessment of the NCDP's

findings. 4

it-Tinited States Census--From11430, the United States Bureau of the

Census in011ided an enumeration of deaf persons in each decennial census. The

prevalence rates from 11 decennials are shown in Table 2-5, which reveals the

c '

extreme flucthation from a low of 32.11er 100,000, in*1900, to a high of

\ 67.5, in 1880 - the larger rate being more-then twice the smaller rate. lir
)

erratic nature of thede data caused the 'Bureau to conclude, "No high degree of

accuracy is to be expedted in a census of the blind.and of deaf:-mutei carried

out by the methods which it hai been necessary to use thus far in the United

0.,States" AU:S. Bureau.of the Census, 1932).' The Bureau gave up the enumeration

of deafness and other disabiliflafter 1930, recommending to the, government

a separate agenc be established for that

Mk-

. the lash Census prevalence.rate,'47 per 100.,000,

froM NCDP,'including that for prelingual deafness

United deafness to those whose hearing loss occurred prior to 8 years of age.

purpose. It is apparent that

is far less than the rates

. The Bureau's 1930, instructions

Using that same age St onset, the NCDP presently estimates deafness at 160

per 100,000 or 3.4 times as great a rate AS reported .in 1930." (p. 17).

. The Trational Health Survey - -In 1956, 41

the.National Health Sniv (NHS), alOivision

and Health sraa.t 'fats is charged With '

Congress appropriated fqads for

01 the National Center for Vital

idotormEning the health of the

4
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4

f

TABLE *2-5

FOR PRELINGUAL DEAFNESS: UNITED STATES, 1830-1930

-Bate Per'
N 100,000Year umber

1930 57.084 40i
1920 44.885 42.5
1919 44.708 48.6

,1900 24.369 32.1
1890 40,592 64.8
10880 33,878 67.5
1870 16,205 " 42.0
1860 12,821 40.8
1850 .9.803 42.3
1840 7,678 45.0
1830 6.106 47.5

I.

Source: U.S. suresi of the Census, reported in Schein &
Delk, (1974), p. 18.

.70

r
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nation" (National Center for Health"Statistics, 1965). Each year NHS inter-

views a stratified ranioUsample of the United States population to inquire

about various, conditions affecting the'physical well-being-of the household

members. Questions about hearing' ability are routinely included in the

annual Health'Interview Survey (HIS). ,In 1962 and agin in 1971,-a more

extensive series of questions about hearing were included. These data will

4
be referred to as HIS !62 and'HIS '7 respectively.

NHS also 'conducts physical examinations4of samples or-the population.

Iii 1960 -62 a samplewor adults aged 18 to 79 years was given audiometric

tests (Glorig and Roberts, 1965). Hearing ability of a sample of children

6 to 11 years of age was tested in 1963-65 (Roberts and Huber,,1970). Results

from these audiometric examinations will be referred to as HES '60 arid liEs '63

respectively.

HIS '62- -For HIS '62, degree of impairment was determined by a series of

statements, which will be referr to as Hearing Scale I.
. ,

The its making up Hearing Scale" rm a hillerchy of hearing impairment

such that once a person responds No to .a statement he will respond No to all

those succeeding it.

Persons reported in the household interviews to have a hearing
4/
.prnblem

*,

were mailed a questionnaire which included Hearing,Scale /./(p. 18).
,

.

Tile estimates, of hearing impairments are based on the responses to the

mail questionnaire plus informationgathered in, 4 household interview.

The survey design is explained fully 120,Gentile,'Sgheini-amd Haase (1967)*'

Briefly, it involved a:stratified random sample:of the civilian, noninstitur

,

tionalized population of!the united States, consisting of about 134,000
.

et

"perscmis in 42,000 households which were visited between' July 1962 and,june.

1963..

.2"/



TABLE 2 -6

:LAL .41 " - b 'se :4;,414: . V .4*,: ,e;, II a.rW 1:41

4

4

. .

HAVING TROUBLE IN HEARING IN THE HEALTH-INTEMIEW SURVEY OS 1962-63

S

(}12S '62) BY DEGREE OF IMPAIREPT: UNITED STA 1962-63.

Degree of Hearing Impairnifuit

All a

Number

sat onset
.Rates Pet

00,0d

All persons'

Reported hearing good )

8,005.000

647,000

4,390

330
*

Unilateral impairment only 2,470,000 1,350

Bilateral impairment 4,0115,000 ;;239'

Unable to understand speech 855.000
Able to hew understand'a
few words 736,000 400

Able to hear and underitand ;
. most speech 2,439',000. 1..330

N'onresponse 804,000 440

to

aDoes not-include. pe)r.scns under 3 years o ago.
bincludee 54,000 persons for vhCon degree of loss is

Source: Gentile, Schein, and Haase, 1967, reported

ak
:44

in Schein i Delk, 1974, p. 19.

.A

I

s.

.r

A
0



Table' 6 dhows the estimates of. hearing impairment from that

4

2-30

TheleteOry "unable to understated speech" includes those persons answering
-.-

:
statement in Hearing Scale I (PI can hear and understand

a little of whAt a -person ,iayeg-vitihout seeing his face Ana.lips")', as well

as those responding No to the previous statements. When age at onset is

taken into account the categories are dividedeinto those with onset:sprier

to 1.7 andthose at or after 17 years of age (Table 2-7).

1 If only those in the categorY !unable to hear and understand speech"

*
.

, 0 , 0,

. Are considered deaf, then.the HIS '62 preValence rate for prevocational deaf-
.--

I , , 4 .

.

ness.ls 126 per.100,06 to.0 compared NCDP's 203 per 100,000. in000. Some - increase
-2

l

the HIS''62 rate should be made for.the tw.year differential in age at enset;'

but,the...adjUstment would be shall.. Much larger adjustMents are in order gor

;01,0!?the 1:unknose:e 54,0b9 for when degree of impairment was not determined and
410'

443,000 missile; ageTat onset: Some r of these latter. persons would be

-

4

severe hpndiCaps - threshol ds of 45 dB' or vore, including those whso'have

V "

expected to fall into the prevocationally deaf category. Furthermore," Hearing

4
.4

..Scales I
..

and II are not precisely coordinated; hence same portion of the group
, , 1, 4

2.ClaSSifiOdas"abro to hear and understa3 9 a few words" on Hearing Scale I

might have0fallen intot4e deaf category on Heaiing Scale II. The combined
11

rate'for-the two mosr'severe.-Categories of Hearing Scale I is 212 per 100,000

. ilithoui7adjustments for ulnowns' add lower age onset. ',, This latter figure is
.,

.
.

. .

.

. - r . .

- well Within one standard error of the NGDP rate for provoca42;a1 deafness.

- nil '00Th o Its alth ri...xorain,ition survey (uN::) provides-an audiometric
Ali

.

essesasent of, in adults. -The proportioft et the population with
.

. .

. .

difficulty in understanding loud speech, Asa who unierStand only amplified ,0

liotsch, who cannon rvon 46-7-nt-ntiA npr,r.ch

V

I 81

4

-44
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TABLE 2-7

PREVALENCE AND PREVALENCE RATES FOR PERSONS CLASSIFIED AS HAvnic)--

A

I

BY DEGREE AND AGE AT ONSET: UNITED STATES, 1962-63.

I.
Degree of Impairment/
Age at Onset

S

AU Ages at Onset

Significant Bilateral Impairment
Unable to understand speech
'At,le to hear and understand a

few words
Able to hear and understand
most speech

Onset before 17 years:of age

e to hear and understand a

Ificant Bilateral Impairment j

le to understand speech

few words
Able to heaand understand 'I'

mint speech ,

Let at or after 17 years of alga
- -

. Significant Bilateral Impairment
-/ Unable to Understand speech

11

Able to hearjnd understand a
- few words If

..

Able to hear and understand . ,
most speed! ' . .

Age at Onset Unknoir -

Significant Bilateral Impairment
Unable to understand speech

'Able io hear and understand a
few wards

Able to hear and understand
melt speech

v
.f

Rate Per
Number 100,000

4,085,000 2,230!

856,000 467.

736;000 402

2,439,000

% 231,000-
84000 ' 460

26. .1

157,000 '.86
'' 1.1*"'

-450,000 . 246

. .
-

2'579961:MN°
'''

1,528

293 -dif

f 1,682,00 irs

IP

443,000 242,-''':
64,000 --, 35 -

43,000 . 23

30000 167

-

0

&Does no lode persons under 3 yeArs of age. _

bIncludes 000 pe..s.ns. for tdicar,degree of loss is unknown.;

'Source: Gentile, Schein and Raase4 1967, rsOoqed 'in

0,

Schein & Deik, /974,4). 20.

4.

/IP

. I
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1

,
all persons between 18.and 79 years of age:

the adult ioptlation have sdch A handicap.
4

4.-

4

'

111'. -
444

do%

410

2-3,2

- 4 ,
An estimated. 1.2 million persons in

f

As shown in Table 2;8, the HIS 65 data'probably underestimates.sigdificant

biladlerai hearing impairment when compared to HES If a. hearing level for

-
sp4e0p.of 25 A. is:accepted as the point.beyond which a lie ring impairmleneis

1 1 4
. us

,OonSidered signa.flc4nt (e.g., Glorig and Roberts, 1961S), the the' preve3.ence

',.

,-

'.:.rate\i's 7,309 per 100,000.aampared to theIHIS '62 estimate of ippriocimately-

4:00. The 1971 Health fhterView iurveysiestiMate of significant bilateral
-,. A 4

a a .

hear impairmenttL; evenless - 3,236 r(er 100,000. The discrepancy may bef

..
.

,
. ,.

I

accounted for by.the'relativelY 104 audiometric threshold considered ikicant;
. 4 .

\ ,

4 ..
perions.

0 4

with better-ear-average hearing levels between 26 and 39 dB- it-haVe

. E.
.

', ,

.

difficulty only with faintippeech. An. interview may fail in many ins ances to
.

.
)Q .,

).dentify'the p Oblem because .It causes too rittle.discomfort to the iniividual
. .

,

o readily Ipparent,io:as,proxy respondent. ..

.r

. .

.4
.

or because it

Persons withbAaring levels -t 76'dB haVe a sensOrpleural Component

-

whichimeanit that theeeechaignal they. receive will be distorted.:0sually

they can hear an4,understan8 only shouted or greatly amplified Speech, if
4 .

at all. ,
4eyond'90ABlittle speech caapre1 nsion Occurs, even with best

, .

availablt amplification. .If persons W heating levels greater than /S"dlr

are oonsidered444f-, then the audi

less tan half that found in the
ipt

'ey yilids
40.

ie. X 414 versus

. .

Apparently, more than sampling error

a prelia4nce rate'

873 per 100,0Q0:

nee:3ft° explain the di

a-Ace in obtained rates,.. The results1sUg est -that most individuals, find
*

. .

leardwng.level of 26.a. less-diSrUptiva:of commuoicationand-,76 dB Irre,

*eruptive thtt has generally born assumed. Thus,,in an interviej0la pa

1104.t.ix,a-sm11, 41t medically -significant, hearing loss would tend not to
n .

/report it; while at the otherwend, person with a loss AdiCally conS1 eredt1 . id.

. .

,A
) e'`.d

r

' 1
I.. . .1'.

.83
.:, 4 --.,
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o TABLE 2-8

PPSVALIniCE .RXTES PER 109,00 FOR BETTER-EAR-AVERAGE REARING LEVELS

(1E ADULTS (18 TO' 79 'YEARS OF AGE) BY AGE, ?EX! AND RACE:
0,

UNITED STATES,.1960-63.

10

1,

Sex/Age/Rams

Rate per 100,, bw.I3etter-Ear

Avers acing Levelea

26 and Oyer 76 dB and Over

Both Sexes
(

7,309 414
18 to 44 Years 1,770 136

:ItS to 64 6,942.. 240
.11tH -and over 32,269 2,073

'Males 7,686 443
6,969 389

'White 7,400
Black 6,600'

4
00

or
2-433'

aDecibel level is converted*td ISO.
vailable.

e

411

Source i

8

'Glorig and Roberti, 1965: Roberts and Bay1iss,.1967,
reported in Subein A Make 1974 ;p.a

4
J,

Om

.0 .

f

a

4

416

4°.

1

.1

s.
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only to be severe would describe it as pro4pund. the development of Hearing

Scale II (Schein, Gentile and Haase, 1970) corrob ates this reasoning.

Persons denying the ability.tb-hear and uAderst syjeechhad avierage

- . .
,

bearinglevels of'81.8 B. This latter group includes persons who even

Stated they could not hear loud noises._ The Health Examination Survey..o
,

1974 (Miller, 1973). should provide additional evidence on the fUnctidnal sig-
.

"0.
nificance, of the hearing levels.

gg.

44,

An earlier attempt to reconcile the prevalence rates frcm HIS '62 and

HtS '60'10 to the comparison s hown in Table-2r10.4 By making the adjustmeAps

at the mild and severe end4 of the contiEtum, nearly identical rates are pro-4,
duced:/ That these independent studies' yield such cloAstimiteszutuall/f

. 4

'suppoats then methodological adequacy. -.
. N.

r.-

Surveys. of Children--Two national audiometric studies .have been made of .

Ammo'
,

.

isemplde of children. lIgne Hearth txamination Survey. th 19831-65 '(EIS i63)6tested
-r .

4'

'7,119 Children representing the nOninititUtionalized 141pulation aged 6 ia

years (Roberts and Federida, 1972). In 1968-69, the National. Speech and '

I: ..
)

fearing 4-vey teSted.38,568,stuctents in a national Sample, of grades 1 to'12..%
If *a -

-,':,. .

'14.4CaUse the small numbers involved, results from both sttdips shoW wig,'
6 s f

tf

those having a significant bilatekal hearing impairment; i.e., a hearing. level

for speechlreater th 25 dS:(see 'Table 2-11). The rates are reasonably close,

ccounted.for by crerenoes age 'ranges and samplingthe. difference being
..i.

error. Whabo,ia.also
.

noteworthy are the riolp.ively large numbers of childreA

havinsigaifiCant. hearing lods.."Both sampros exclude children in residential

s s- the National Survey excludes thildren.in all speAal khools, day or
,,j,

rcir.i.lf I I I i n i w11 I t I hrst19 I I l i n i t i l i l A its MI lid , ..=;iii.frd iii ci iiiii1 Y tpw 1;,11111 .11 aril a to,. rzi 11

0

4'.

85
,^

1
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''TABLE 2e9

Am:J'f/MATED DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING IMPAI FOR SPEECH

THE ADULT:POPULATION AS DETERMINED,BY AUDIOMETRY (HES '60) .

Al, AND SELF - ESTIMATE (HIS '62).: UNITED STATES, 1960-63.

Speech.ComOrehension Groupa

400,, RatesgWF100,000.
HES '60 HIS '62

'Some difficulty (40 dEi-)
,i-

% .

hear and understand most spoken

Cords ,(40 t 54 dE)

,
t

- --/-1

Can hear and
,

derstabd a few spoken *

;

ifde 6 annot hear and understand

Y (55 dB+)

2,700' 2,700

1,600. Woo

1,100 1,0001

4

aTh vekbal descriptions are from HIS '62. The numerical values are hear-
..ibg.,levels for speech in the bettei ear ,converted to ISO (origjinar,in ASA),.

SpUrees: HES '60 fr GIorig and Roberts'(1965): HIS '62 from Gentile et al.

(1968k ported in 'Schein and Delk, 1974, p.

lb .

411p

7
TABLE -2-10 *

ylanymacE RATES roil UNITED giATES S(14100L CHILDBEAa'WITH BETTER-EAR-A

SHEARING LEVELSLEVELS GREATER THAN_ 25 DECIBELS (ISO),
7t!

1

FROM TOb -A DIOMETRIC SURVEYS.

"Source pf Rate Rate per 100,000

Health ekaminatioA.Survey, 1963-65,11.

National Speech'ab4tHeiring Survey, .1.968-19b

6 1-

ti

,7 V ".'
As children in reaidential schools.

icapped'childrea..

es-childreWin'gradis 1-12.

I

Schein 4pd.DeIkA:197i, p. 24.

$

887k

730

othei Anst tutions fot

ti

4

,
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P.

: * ,

the, serious .extent. "hearing' problems among today's children, sihde specie
-.

a.

C

36

prOgraus , for ',such children

One. oft the best, es

'ess than'half of thee.

k es of the prevalence .of hearing loss Among public

school children was derived from 4V.study of. P
/

l., 196a). ,They fold that 1.7% of .ch
,

. .

y

greater thin 26 cam.

.

41.!,

,,HoGoverd and, ink (1967) analy-ed*the records

burgh*soh* children (Eagles,

en 510 years of age had losses

of 1000_school

childreilfkz, o had been screened during a five year. period. All children who
. ,. ,

fail at' 2vdt; (Iscn- in the speech range were re erred for Idditio tudy:

Aft further testing, the prevalence - hearingaring loss remained at approXi- ,

v. . .. .:-

. .3
mate 3% using, ,a definition of. 40 ,41H (ASA). qr. greater in either ear,

National 'Society for the Study of Education (1950) found' that,
.1.

5% of the general School population possessed a' hearing 14ss.
, , A 'wok,: - ;

the

on the average,

Lipscomb (on) report's on -Bearing. examinatiOns of 7,119 school children'

considered .to be representative of the.6:11 age group: He found that about
. .

. .

'20). had";dt least one c

About ,14% had occluded

9.7% had abnOrmal tym

or abnormality ilian ear or in hearing acuity:

tory canals which, prevented an examination. Same

eiobranes on both sides: Some 4.2% of the illts

_repor L64:1 that their child had a problem in. hearing.
41

though it is plearly t to arrive at generalizations. Oven the

diversity of _Samples studied riteria need it' apppars.that ,approximitely.

r i .2% of the ichboil age population are severely .7snia bilMterallimiaired 8r
I i

i' AL set :' Approximately 3.tag 5eof schoo

.'hearing .loss, and some types of hear

.

. age 4Bensberg

!

;

a
f agtelman, 11,975)

.

IIL

ldren manifest some degree o
1

crease as a, function

Jl
1

intent
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Institutionalization' -The NCDP's.target,population was the civilfan'non-
.

itutibnalizad population. ,Residents of mental hospitals, prisons,insti-

titione for mentalry'reterded persons, atc., weresnot included. Since,there

is saner/deuce indicative ,of a.aisproportionate number of premesstionally

' V . _

.
i

c

deaf persons in institutions (e.g.', Webb et al., 1966); the likelihood is.
.

'

thatthe,previlenee rate for deafness in the institutionalized populltion would

4
exceed that for,the noninstititionalized population.

Sur,eys.of institutionalized groups may pill* partictrlyqaluablef
. f . . ..- .

becaus of the suspicion thst sifte inmates suffer from nothing but, deafness.

Deaf persons' have-ibeen unjustly iMprisoned, mistakenly diagnosed as psyc
. -

. 4.,

and inwrrectlyp labelled mentally retarded. A study which aimed at det
. .-. ii

It .,.
_r , 1

the prevalence of hearing' impairmedt in an institution might uncover-some
'N

of tiese imiroPer/yincarcerated individuals, through serendipity if not

design.,Inany event, t h i l reader :hoUld.bear in mind that tke WC:DP did.not

'4 include institutionalized leaf persons (Whein & Delk, 1974, pee33). .

ft

Changes in Prevalence 'and Future Trends --One of the unfdrtunita 'con-

. sequences of the earlier lack.of attention tostatistics on deafness is
IL

,present iitar lityt t determ'ine with any high.aegres of certainty the tre
J.

prevalence. The po years 'of census data (Tilde 2=6) yielded eccentfic senses

,..of,rstes. The eleven figures do not All along any.A.form'tAndline. It
, .

-4S1,.
1 ',,,

semis_ likely that's sizeable'portion7f ,he diffef es1
.

, .1 -

fdr:exini al
..,

rates an be attributed
.
to MethodOlOgical.;actors - initiOns, interviewee-101" (1

r .

bias, *.app...,raiher than tcrtruWAlifferences in the'pop4ation(
. ,,

i . /

dr I

a r

on'

-*Ng. tKer,-'d.O we respond to the important .quedtion, Oat the prelklence'

of deafness in the United States increased or decreased? This question closelyjd
. . , ,

NT
relates to the predictive query, Is deafness becoming 'more otqlesi,prstalent?

A

'r

I '
.+1

.., .1 V'i ,The MCDP prevalence ate tors deafness or
,

befote age 8
)

de. ..-
-- , *

.
.

, .

,the 19i0 Census figureiv orethan 3 t 1,160 to 48 ,per 100,D00. We .use ,

..
.

-1'

98 .
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the. earlier age it =let for the NCDP estimate tO.coniorm to'the definition

. -
. used in the,1930 decennial' E4en if the aureau of Ile Census counted only

half the 'deaf population - an;unlikefr"event - there remainse substantial'
I 0

increase in prevalence. It appears-highly fikelky That early deafnesihaei

become relatively, as well ail actullio.y, more prevalent over the last '40 yearn.

'Bette's' medical carehas probablycontributed to the increase: D4eases
'

.

like meningitis need no longer cause Reath; but the high ievere' and the
.4

destructlie invasions of the meninges acccaianying these diseases docause

.... - . 6
, , 1

deafness as a function of. inner-Tear daiage. Paradoxically, further improve-
.

.
.

. ,
.

Rents in health care may result in a loweringlof,lIe prevalence of deafness
. .

.

.0 .

.

.:

.
.

. .

by preventing infeotions-' yet some antibiotics` which alleviate fections

are ototoxic themselv producing a minor countertrend of iatrogenic deaf-
.

ness (Schein, 1973).

The available data, however,
.

do not.permit more

regarding prevalence rates over time.

than gross,statements

The necessary,-
. ,

infOrmation on incidence

..,han not/been gathered.- PresenVokn&dledqe about cause's is inadequate Lo identify1'
q 4

significant factOrs which, it Could be predictede.might.contribUte to floc-

,

etuations in the amount of deafness (cf. Chapter VII). -However, the establish-

meat of the Annual Survey of. N ing

DiFraacesa, 1969) provides a ource

teludidation of trench aiming

:mpaiged Children and youth (Gentile and

. . .

of data which, will, in time, enable_

tht laws in New Tetley .and V

conditions, intluding chi

Another sig

mandating. reporti1 systems

neds.!,,When,combined with appropriate

survey teChniques, the registers in states will beicOme valuable tooli
ii

-

.
.. ,

.,

for epidemiologists, as1well as for"ean4 tional and rehabilitation_adminifiletors.

Turning to hearing impairment: sIV

within 'the next.few.Years. First of al

- 1
414.

.'4

.

p

r Y4

4

al factprs indieatelCgreateeprevalenal 1 e"

*4
persons are liying longer wraith :increases

r

41.
I

, . .
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'

,,
prevalence 'rates:

I

I

-
Secondly, noise levels have

cities and,our,p
a. !
%come more urbanized,therffore increasing

,
,

earing impairment due to coustic trauma. .Again, improved meaicai carrni

.

Y

A'
7-39

Continued ,to grew in our

* . 4
% .

the Short run will probably, as in the case of dearness, result in more hearing
y .

** - , . 0>

loss by saving persons assaulted by
.

variousIdiseases and'inturZiii.
4,

A significant counter factor has been the surgioalltreatmen of conduc-

time hearing pain:sent( While 6toeurger'Y is,siill relatively young and
.

long- stpnts of benefits are not yet cencluded,. teChn}ques

hav a Ad:spectacular short -term effects;. Succe4sful treatment

sosorineural impairment,, however, remains for the itturef It would appear,-
, ,

Mien, that tile available data'point teincreasinglprevalence.rates fOt hearing,-

r.

t,and deafness, though their magnitude and pace remain obscure

& Delk, 1974, pi.: 33-34).

7

I

^

-..1

.
I

, .

"'..

'7*

v
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III.,. Demographics.

2-40'

' (Much information in this section is taken from Schein ,& 1974)
6 . .

kr-A'greater prevocational aeafnes1 rate appears in -ages 6 to 24 than

25 to 44 years. The highest rate of prevocational deafness is in the 65-and-:

over eategory. The 6-t0716 year category contains prevocatfrlly deaf per-
,

,-

:,

sons at a rate 38 Percedt greater than the 25-to-44 group amd,12 percent

, greater than the 17-to-24 group, so that, even if-the general population reamigied
.

cOnstant, the proportion requiring special idk-vicei would grow rapidly.

4k .

.

Equally impressive isthe.eivegold increase in the preva4nce rate from the
.-

. . ,

.25-to-44 to the 65-and=ovdr categories. -Doesthis'differenceieflect some
.. H

.
_
substantial epidemics in the period from 1900 to 19207 'hat would,,. of cours

swell the rnimeratc\r in the prevalence ratio. Another possibility is that
1.

death rates -are lower for the 'prevoCationally deaf- group,-thus reducing the

,

403914Aatozdisproportionatelyt

HIS '62 obtainel'a similar thou4h.less egtre* trend. FOr persons with

(

cM

.

age at onset before 17 years, the foliowing prevalence rates appeared:.

present'Age PievalenCe/100,000
4

Under 17 years ( 135

17 to 44 198

-45 to 64- .287

,65 and over', 110 397

A)

lir fness oCcuts.more freguentlly'among males'tlaln emliep,r Thls.

.

. I . 6

findingAIO1 true in the MCDP for all ages. (Table-2-12). (iN 1 the male
.

,excess it'ylery small; ,
,

about 2 percent, which is far kiss thaw' r, generally-

. - -1 "44-;-...

,found (Praser,,;196 Schein, 1973) . The, actual number of -deaf' females* ii, pi
1:

e course, greater that of .deai males, because the United States now has

more females than males ikthe general population. It is the prollortiOn of
e 4

$
.

9L
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." 4- .
..

. ,

Avocationally, deaf Persons in 'each grouprwhichis larger 'for males than females.,
,, I sw . . -

. When significant bilateral hearing impairment is consideed (Table 2-12) the

wale excess emerges, more e6Aatically Again the higherl'prevaIence rates are

2-41.

found for males atevery age level,

'more *closely the &dings of earlier

the bettet than 1.511 ratio-16embles

h.
investigations for deafness, suggesting

0 r a+
.

that the smaller difference roumd for prevocationel, 'deafness may reflect sampling

elit'Orc

4.

and women. The cLa ications or hearing Jandicaps employed, hOWever, are
..

related solely to pure -tone audiometric measurements ana are not related, to

*.

'
4,' -A

..
4.. ,

. . .-

.HES '60 found that the prevalence.of,hearing handicaps'is similar for men

midiscal diagnosis and deliberately disregard- the numerous other .diificurtiesibst

understanding 3 ech.
. X i

_ 0.
HIS '62 reportedthat thel'prevalenee of binaural hearing loss is greater-

. r--...0( ,

. vo,
among malesthan females', and this, held true for each of the age grodps con-

r
,

sidered. The difgerences were, however, much greater for older age groips.

The difference in rates between the sexes iseprimar die tO the di--

'rate among those with the least

hear and understand most

-differ m4ch in the most

. 0

hearing loss,,411. the sioup defined as\ncirf,

en words". -.Rites-for malilarid females do not

e hearing loss grou

4.

.
It

$

.11

47.

ri

V

,

rt
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TABLE 2=11

1REVALENCE4ND FRE*ENCE RATES FOR Pal/A MORAL .DEAFNESS IN THE CIVILIAN,

icisIxerrivrxotarakEO .POPUZArION,-. BY AGE AND SU : UNITED Era ; 1971.
o

-s

Sexikqe,

Both Sexes

All Ages
Under 6
6 to ,16

loratur OW 24
2510 44
45 to 64
65 and over

if Females

Ass
Under 6
6 to 16'
17 to 24
25. to 44 .

45 to 64
65 and over

4

Males .

All Ages
Under 6
6 tO 16
17 to 24.

tf4...7.5to 44-
445 to

F.

,

Niter
Rate per
100.000

410,522 II
8,071

86,278
46,154

203'
38

191

169

,

-56,865 . 119'
93,139 225

:119415 617 .
2141117-7 201

3,796 36
40,844 184
23.40 163 {
28,424 116 .

47.539 t ;14 119

.66.594 '597-
04-

199,795 205
4474 39

45,434- 198
22,624 176
28.441 125

s"..

46.3430
52,722 . .

233
, 644

4.'

Al

11.E

ly1
-

at.

1

4

4.0

.
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"
ItARLE 2-12.

sommunads AND PREVALENCE RATES FOR sx4=1,

'2 -43

BY A= ACID SEX: UNITED STATES, 19

, Rite per
Sex/Age . alumber 100.000

1100 Sexei 6,549,643 3,237

Under 6 , 56,038 262

6 co 16 384,557' 8,52

Irto 24 235,121 862

2,5 to 44 642,988 1,356

4$ foi64 1,870,356 4,478
65 aid over 3,360,583' 17,368.

Frnal4h 2;706,124 2,583
Under 6,
to 16 -%

23,771
153,738

22'7,

701
17 to 24. 81.923 568
.23 to 44 4243,403. 990
115 to 64 610,741 2,783
65 and over 1,590,818 .44,257

Males 3;843;54' 3,938
Wider 6 32,267 295
6 to 16 228,819 997
17 to 24 153,198 1,191
25 to 410: 399,585 , 4,749

tcr 64 1,259,885 6,535
65 an4 over 1,769,765 21,606

.110Ortied is SChallt A'belk. 10 4 29,

4

9

0
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Etbinicityir Hearing-impairment, deafness, and prevocatib 1 deafness

have been found to preponderate among whites. While the evidence for this

predilection is quite straightforward with regard to deelhess and prevoca-

tional dbafnesse, findings concerning hearing lqps are fess clear. Most

searchers, however share the view that these conditions occur More frequently,

among whites (Schein & Delk, 1974). iralils 2:-13 shows the.prevalencerates

for prevocationardeafnesi differentiated by race and sex for the year 1971:

/ TABLE 2 :

FREVALENCES AND PBEVALENCERATES FOR PREVOCATIONAL DEARNESS IN Tn.

CIVILIAN) NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION, BY'RACE AND SEX:

Sex/Race

Both` Sexes
White
Nonw hitb

Female
White
Nonwhite

Male
White
Nonwhite

,pited States, 1971.
1

plumber
Rate per
40-;090

..,.
,

416,522 '202 '
372.516 210
38,006 150

210,72; 201
191.699 210

14,028, 143

199.745 205
180.817 211. . is,wri 159

411 ,'t
Sour6: Schein & 1K,/ 1!4, p. 32. *

1 , 7

-I

... ''..:

f

,r9?efrchers have questioned ehe f )1clingi of many preI valelde studi s
.

on the i of sample bias. (Schein and ik (1974) point oil th4 theIU.S.'Bureau

. t i

of the, C upon which data. many preval ce studies have en based, has

indicate t t it is '-41!!,likely that only BS% f a 1 blacks are co*I
.

unted. This is

il .
.,

.

---attribu le to Such facprs'as low soci onOmic status., Other variaples which

it ;

, ,

P
'v I .

may coniribute to bias' in prevalence I as are the' relative visibility and'
OF

.
;' le

,

saliency of the White and nonwhite deaf pulatfons. Scheiliand De1k.(1974)-have
. g .

.. if
,

observeerthat the white, deaf community appears no4 only
(

to be More orcjahized,'' -
r

.

.-, 4

-95 <
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. .

,''

but thitt4there
4
ie aiso a greater tent Tor white aeaf individuals to affilil

,

It

ais,theiselvestwith organizations.

0.

Thus, studies which rely on agencies and ,

11/

A

other specialized organizalions of deaf persons are likeZy

,preponderance of whites. Nevertheless, the bulk'of-the evidence do es pint
0

an,exCess of dearness and :searing impairment among the white population -.
460. 'fb

OW 413.
So

(Schein. Delk, B974). .- , ,

.

.
a ., 1

Socioeconomic status ----White deaf males are ,employed somewhat more. frequently

than white malei'im general, but nonwhite deaf, males-and7both white and nonwhit
. 4 4'

11104eaf females have far higher,unemploptent rates than theif-general population

I* i .

counterparts - -differences of 1.5 .to 5.3 percent (Schein &-Dalks. 19714).

4
1.

le

%.
,Delf workers aipearsubject-to'consifrable underem?loyment. Forty-three..

t .

ve jobs as clerks;percent of thOse whd completed some p9stsecondary educatio

Iaboter, operators, and service and-household workers.
t

an educational level of attainment above the average fo

4

'Nsification is underemployed; but the NDCP,Alata,-insofar
* _

alone are ap ed indicate

No every person with

s'occupational

as educatlAal criteria-
1 '1

a sizealole amount of underiMplOyment Among' those who

are prevocatilonally deaf (Schein & Delk, 19,4).

The ,average annual income fak-amployed deaf persons.Tell 0,,273be]brolfhe

s$8,188: The pre-f-
a

comparable figurefigure for the general population-$5,415,versu

-vocatidhally deaf vorker's'average

a erage. The neanwhitedeaf worker'

I

i.nCtme s.72_percent of

at !-

earns r the averag lii4.

.as nonwhite workers in general (Schein & Delk, 197 4

4:wts '62 found'thattle prevallinc' of binaural hearing impairment decreased

t,lye-,§eneral

t

62 pegdent 4s
u
much.

t.

, as the,amouniof.famiSy income'

quite similar in"esch Of

size of family and.

udational dttainment,of theiin4ivi
4

creased:- This pattern is
a

(The'alitAors Cau that

were not considered) hein.& Delk, 1974): ."1"1"

Within each' of tile age and sax groUps

the.a4m4grotips considered..

variab144 affedting income
,

,

the rates for ,persons with bina6;t10

1

g,

'A

4.
0

'for*

S

.4
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,
1

Bearing loss are highest for the lowest income groups and, in general, rates
A I N . 0

decree/JR-as f4mily income ,incteOsed 2,241,000 of the persons (approxidateiy
.

.
.

..,

.1. '

,..

, -.1
. 0

55%) with bin4ral he'-a4ng.loes have family,_incomes below $4000 (Schein & Delk,.
.z . - .

i-46
A

197442 .

Education-=The average educalEionattainment of prevocationally deaf

adults falls below that for the general population. Over one third'of the

deaf population 25 to ,64 years ,of age have completed ,high scgool.(12th4grade),
r ft.

.

and 12 percent have gone to college for one or 16ore years, half of whom have

earned baccalaurate degrees. But more than half of the adult deiY population

have not completed high school, and 28percent have only an eighth-grade educe-
,

. tfon or less (Scheyrk,Delk, 1974, p: 51). it is important to note, moreover;

that academic achievement of del studenti differs frog students in general

whp have completed the same grade. The average deaf high shool graduate has
.

A.
4 ,

. .

. probably not achieved. as much academically as his or her.nondeaf counterparts.

-7
A

Grade equiva'ents based on achievement test data athered by the annual stir:-
. ,

,.. .
,

vey of' Heating Impaired Children and. Youth placerthe deaf students several

Years behind:his normal-hearing peers (Gentile-and DiFrancesca, 1969; DiFrancesca,

'

1972 in Schein' & Deli, 1974).

Overall, the deaf saaple is one year below the national-educational level.

ThiSfinding holds for males, females, whitelmalesand white females. Non-white

deaf males on the other hand, exceed the grade' level of general nonwhite males

by OA year, and nonwhite 4ki fern-ales exceed general nonwhite females, by 1.2
w

years (The authors caution ,that tKe nonwhite sample may be unrepresentative)

(Schein & belk, 1974, p. 54).,

'Although the'median grAdd attained is nearly identical for males and fe-

males, the distributions differ
t significantly. 'Fifty-two percent of both sexes

'did not complete 12th grid", but nearly 31 percent of females did not'.complete
./

9
z

1- -

e
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9thgrade. Females.completed one or more years of college at a rate of 10.7

peicent compared to 13.4 percent for males .(Schein & Delk, 1974).

A according to HIS '62 data, among adult persons in the general population

( who have 6ompleted less than 9 years of school there were pr9portionately tore

.

'persons with binaural hearing loss than among persons who had completed 9-12
.

/
. ._ .

years of school or among persons with one year or more.of college attendance.

Biltan(1973) offers a liberal estimate of the prdP8ition of- deaf-per bons who

ever attain a median achievement level of 12th grades being one percent.

The-median grade equivalent in spelling and arithmetic for deaf 16-year-olds

is sixth grade.'.

r ' .- -

Urban Rural--According to HIS '60 adults in rural,areas.were -found,somer
4..

,

what more likely to have a hearing. handicap than those in all urban'areei
.

, .. ,

combined. Within the urban areas, a hearing ban map was more likely to ke
6

found among adulls'in "urbaji places of A,00, or more outside of' urbanized
.

.

.

. 41-,

'. areas" and less likely in large metropolitn areas of "1 to 3 million" (Schein
, \

& Delk, 1974). Similarly, HIS '62 repo ted the,prevalence rate to be lowest- 1

}f )

in urban areas.
.

I /
Geographic Region --When 'the U/8. is quartered regionallyt.the largest

pretaLence raie for prevocational deafness is found in the North Central re-'

gion and lthe lowgst in the..Northeast,-the former having a rate almost 29 per-

cent larger than the latter. The South and West have nearly indentical rates,

*about 20 percent lowertham that tor the North Central regiOn (Schein & Delk-

19747D74-Igy--

"These"rates differ from HAS '62 in which the South had a higher rate

than-the West which in turn had a higher rate than the North Central. The

Northeast again had the lowest prevalence rate. These relationships hold

for all three hearing impairient,though,the magnitude of the

differences varies widely" (Schfin & Delk, 1974, p. 24).

r. 9d J

,
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iftisort.

,"The regional differences in rates forprevocational deafness are also 1r
-.found for hearing impairments, though the magnitude of the diffeiences and

their directions 'were at variance. The highest rate for hearinik imph(rment
.,.

occurs inthe West, no,Z in the North CentrAl as is the case fot prevocational

deafniss.

has a.higher.rat e for heirinTimpairment than the North Central region. The
.

r=ates, for the West, South and North Central regions, however, are fairly

) close--within a range fo 7 percent" (Schein & Delk, 1974, p. 24).

. "The rates for'deafness occurring at all ages have.a-different distribu-

tion than for hearing imphirment and prevocational deafness. ThJ1North

Centralregiar hat the highest rate for deafness, but the West has the s

highest rate. However, for deafness the difference in the rates fo the

South and West is only 4 percent, and'lesS than 1 percent for.prevocational

,

deafneps. Ineshort, the prevalence of deafness appears at a pretty uniform '44'

rate in the-North Central, South, and West, and it is decidedly lowest in

. .

the Northeate, when age at onsetis not taken into account" (Schein & Delk,

1 N

.

1974, p. 24).
. 4 40

.
, .

,

N. Etiology
..,

s
..-

III

,

. . N , . :

.Deafness is multiPly'determined. It is the common result of diverse,

,
, 4111W

lor 'causes. bus, in terms of
.

the heafing loss per se, the cause'may be accident,
1.

. . t .

Ipjury, illness, heredity, or a combination 0 these factors (Schein & Delk,

1994, pp. 115-117).
%, _.

. .
,

, There are several factors which make it difficult to obtain-accurate

S

information about the etiology of hearing loss. In many casepof congenital

, deafness, specific diagnosis was not made, because the cause was unknown

A

at that time; e.g., laternal rubella was only zecently identified as a passible

Air
ti

99:
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Sttmlp Population N Unknown

TABLE 2-14

.

Postnatal

ETIOLOEy OF HEARING LOSS

Genetic Prenatal Perinatalc

Fisch (1973) referred
-children

6G0 25.0% 26.0% 24.0% rubella 14.0% .111

Ruben and
Rozycki (1971)

refeirea,

children
20.0 60.0 20% acquired

1,(

Fraser (1970) referred 2,355 36.2 30.4 5.9 - 5.4 19.7
Children

referred
children

51.5 6:0 . 10.0 30.0Lindsay (1973)

Surjan,

1Dvald, &
Palvavi 6973)

referred
adult

32,397
I

, 1.5 71.8
19.5

19.0
11.0
32.0

approximate total-
prpsbyacusis
noiietinduced
tympahosclerosis
chromie otitis ,a

Wright (1973) referred
young
children

302^ 25.9 12.3 14.4 rubella 10.'2 anoxia
1.6 toxemia ,/ 4.s premature

6.4 kernicterus

17; 5

Buddeh, et al
f1974)

referred
.preschool

500 48.4 k8.2 15.2 rubella 6.4 total
1.2 other 5.25 kernicferus

10.6
7.8.

total .

* eningitis

ScheirCand
Delk (1974)

adult deaf.

supporting

410,522 17.1
-1

7.6
4IP

24.2 total 2.5
"3.2 .rubella

9

42.5

9.7
6.2

total

meningitis
scarlet fever

Vernon (1969) Applicants
to School
for Deaf

1,468 i.4
(loth

pareAts
deaf)

8.t rUbella 11.9 premature
3.1 Rh

.

40.4

8.1
-7.3

25.0

total

meningitis
other infections
other

/ from Bensberg, G.J., & Sigelman, C.K., 1976.

- obi
A
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cause of-deafness (Murray, 1949, reported in Schein & Delk,.1974J p. 117).
w

In manr cases the stated cause of, hearing loss waddatermined retrospectively

after the hearing loss:was discovered, and thus, for many cases 'of hearing

defer VO* early osisdt,the cause is never determined, Ih addition, some

*
.9

adult may never havbeen told as children the nature of the ilIhiss which 7-
.

. caused their deafness. Others may have received only.a partial or an incor-

rect explanation (Schein &,Deik, 1974,p..117). Unilateral loss of congeni-

tal origin is typically discovered late and is'raxely included in population

statistics'(Fisch, 1973). Further, as Gentile and-Rambin (1973) 1140,ilt Out,

there, is some indication. that genetically related causes of deafness are

understated.

The following table, compiled by pensberg and Sigelman (1976, in press),

//--
summarizes the major surveys which have been conducted to.determine the

). ,

etiology of hearing, impairment. As can be Seen, there is wide variability

depending upon the source and characteristics of the sample, the cgmprehen-
,...1

I . -,

siveness of the evaluation and, probably the bias of the clinicians involved.

If one were trying to average the findings of all of the studies, it-would

appear that approximately one-third seem tp have a genetic compOnent, one',

third a post-traumatic ta; ost-infectual etiology, and one-third an nnOtnawn

. ,/ -

etiology.
4 '

Two major sources of etio;pgicaL data are NCDP (197
\
the Annual

purvey ofIlearing Impaired Children and Youth (Gentile & Rambin, 1973).

Both employed questionnaires and/or interviews. We have previously discussed

the procee followed ty (NCDP. In the latter study, all special educational

to theSurvey office (about 775) wereprograms for the hearing impaired known

asked to paiticipate in the p ogram.

tional, p #pgrame (72-percen

-

Reports were received from 555 educe=

). In terms of enrollment, data were received for

102
4
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.

'41,109 students, a:Little more than 85 percent of those estimated to be enrolled
. -

ited to participate. For the mostin the special educltional programs were Inv
a

part; participating schools used data available prom existing school records

7 in c ompletigg the forms. However, three schools on their own initiative

solicited this type of information from parents at, the time of the survey. It -7.,

should Wnotedrthat while NCDP includes both children 'and adults, the Annual

Survey deals solely with childrA.

- Hereditary-genetic. The Annual -Survey reported that pre-hatal.causes

were repOrted almost 700 times for each 1,000 students. These include maternal

rubella, Rh incompatibility; heredity, trauma to mother during pregnancy,

medication during pregnancy, complications of pregnancy, prematurit?, trauma
011(

during delivery, all other specified prenatal causes, onset,of loss at birth'

-but caL not determined, and onset of less at birth but cause not reported. h

If we look at just the first three causes we see that they were reported 256.7

times for each 1,000 students. Heredity alone was reported 74.8 times per

1,000 students.* Among all the prenatalcauses, Maternal Rubella has by far

the highest rate of occurrence- -147.8 per 1,000 students.

NCDP found, on the-other hand, that 31.8 percent of their sample were

born deaf or inherited their deafness: About a foiirth of those born deaf
t.,

stated that they inherited theii"hearing loss (7.6 percent of total) and about

one in six implicates maternal rubella (5.2 percent). The largest-portion--

4

nearly 6 in 10, of those born deaf--could be no more specific than to note that

they did not hear. at birth.

a,
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TABLE 2-15

IPRitC129' .DISTRplUTION OF REPORTED C1WSES 01P hmiummcR,

BY RiCE.AXD SEX OF RESPONDENTS: UNITED STATES. 1972.

1

4

1

2 -52

TJ

Cause Total
White' 'Nonwhite

Male -FeMale Male Female
C

Ail Catisei 100.0 166.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Illness 35.0 3 .9 40.9 41.5 31.9

Spinal Meningitis 9.7 1 .8 8.3 14.1
/

7.1
ScifletFever 6.2 .7. 7.5 4.5 5.1
Measles 4.3 - 4.2 4.5 .6.9 2.0
WhoQPing Cough 2.6 2.7 . 2.3 3.9 *' 4.1 ,
Other Illness 13.2 12.5 13.4 16.1 13.6 -.

Accident of Ifklury 7.6 6.9 7.6 13.4 8.1
Birth Injury 2.5 2.6 2.2 2.9 . 4.1
Fall 3.1 3.0 3.7 1.0 1.0
Other Injuri\ 2.0 1.3 t.7 .9.4 3.0

Born Deaf or Herskdity 31.8 33.1 32.6 19.6 27.1
Inherited 7.9 8.2 2.9 . 4.0
Mother Had Rubella 5.2 6.0-- 5.0 2.6 3.4
Born Deaf Other 19.0 , 19.2 .19.4 14.1, 19.7

Other Cause 7.3 7.9 SA 1%.2

IMIctumsys 17.1 16.3 17.3 19.6 .19.7

Source: Schein & Delk, 1974, p. 118.

1

I

.
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?TABLE 2-16 I

NUMBER 'OF 'REPORTED PRE-RATA CAUIS OF HEARL1440-14S PER 1000 STUDENTS.'
. ENROLLED IN PARTICIPATING SPECIALTEDUCATIONAL 'PROGRAMS FOR THE HEARlfI

MPAI RED BY CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: UNITED ST/KTES, 1970-71 SCHOOL YEAR.

a

..

Pre; natal Causes

. of,
Hearing Loss

.

_

4 Chronological Ais of Students 4? .

Ages
'Under

5 Years 5-7 Veers

-

.

41-10 Venn
.

11-13 Veers 14-16 Years

17 Venn
at

over

46,109-72,527 --I3;759 -4;69---Number of Students 101216 7,529 9,509

ix

'

690.9

.

Number

785.2

483.0

/ ,
of Pre-natal

781.2

4

Causes

637.0 -.

per 1,000 Students

670.4

..

%it
642.7 46

.

639.3
All Pte-nita.1

causes

'fatal ;Speci-
!Ilia causer

I
390.1 54_1_3.2

381.9 -

6.9

.

6:6
-

45.4

22.6

53.5

k
21.0

15.1

-

15.0

149.7

VLL1

57.9

6.5

7.0
,

'54.7

35.1

81,-.8

354.5

108.2

, 5.0
Irs

0'

6.9
.

58.1
.0

34.32/

74.6

322.1 ) 289.1

147.8

6.2

6.6
.

53.7

34.1

74.8

24.2

.

22.3

20.5
4

188.3

212.1

5.9

.

12.7

52.2

34.4

-79.1

,
33.2

7
17.0

'1

16.2,

.

230.3

28.7 1

'6.5

5.5

3.-66.4---

'92.6. '

.

44.6

51.

II

...- I

3.5

-43:3

42.9 .

82.1

17.9

'24.5

24.3

227.6

Maternal Rubella

Trauma To Mother
During -

PrognimY

Medialtion
During .

PrIng'Ff

Prematurity

Rh-Incompati-
bility

Heredity

Other
COmplications
Of Pregnancy

Trauma During
Delivery

All Other
Specified Pre-

natal Causes

Onset of Loss At
Birth But Cause
Not Determined

25.8

25.9

,

24.0

196.7

.

a
25.2 '

-22.9

21.2'

,

189.5

26.5

28.7.
V

, 23.1,
f v.

,

193.4 41

onset of Loss At
Birth But Cause
Not,Raported 112.5 92.2 83.6 121.6 126.4 ' 127.2 122.6

Source: Gentile & Rambin (1973) , p. 3 ,

I 105
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PreRatal environment ;The Annual purvey found that per 1,000 students, trauma to

, .

mother during pregnancy was reported.6.2 tides, medication during pregnancy Wes

. i!,

reported 6:6;iimes-and qrher oomplications of iregancy, 24.2.tlmes.
. .

4.. ...

I .

. , t

,.

.
.._ t

,

Natal environment. In the Surveys rematurity was found-53.7 times per 1000-2

.

students and,trauma during delivery, 22.3 times. NCDP reported that birth in-
.

, .
,

jull account41 fie 2.5 percent4-of all-causes.

.
r

Trauma, accident, or iniur. Per 1,000 students, 10.2'reported'deafness dUe.to
.

trauma in the Annaul Survey.NCDP's data indicate thatf7.6 percent pf deafness

l'--

"loas due to accident or injury; however, if ,we eliminate birth injury the num-
.,

,

ber drops to 5.1. percent.

The. Disease. The Survey indieted that per 1,0011 students meningitis was reported,

49.1 times, m4Imps7-8.5 times, meeales--27:1 tibes,4otitis media-22.5 times and
)

. 4
.

fever--10.2 ti7s.NCDP showed that illness accounted for 15 percent of hearing

impairments. These include spinal meningitis (9.7%),.scarlet fever (6.22),Imeasles

mf

.#

(4.3%), whooping cough (2.6%) and other'illtess.(13.2%).

6 0

Gentile and Bembin'a data strongly,applicateepidemics'as a cause of

lass among those born deaf. By plotting the relative number of births for

varibps etiologies by birthmoath, a remarkable U-shaped distributio

emerged ,for rubella and a relatively flat distribution for heredity. The seasonal

pattern for rubellsdeafened births corresponds to the periods of greatest in-

cidence of communicable d axes. /hey promise further Ahalyses to support

, their contention that other diseases, such as mumps and measles, may also be

#
agents causing prenatal hearing defects. If r ey are correct, we may seeik-

AP ,

further reduction in the proportion of unknown causes. This, it turn, should.

lead to better control over birth defects due to infections of the mother during

pregnancy:

11W

7.

'r
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TABLE *17
. .

I

A ,

"44t1MBEEI OF REPORTED POST-NATAL CAUSES OF HEARING LOSS PER 1 COO STUDENTS
7 PAF1TIClPATING SPACIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE HEARING

MPAIRED_BY CARONOWGICAL AGE: UNITED STATES, 1970-71 SCHOOL YEAR.

,

Post-natat Causes
of _....,.

. Hearing Loss

, Chrono ogical Age of Students . ,

All Under
54 Years

_ , ___ _

--.

11.13 Year*
_

00,
1-7-Years
& Over

4 ,4

Ages

P

5 `rears 840 Years
.___ _

14.1tYears

Number of Students 1,109 2,527 10,216 7,529
.

9,509 6,759 41569

.
Number of Postoatal Causef'per 1,000 Students' .

it Post -natal Causes 365.1

y.

-

'

--ci

-273.8 274.2 419.6 383.51""
185.8.

420.6
I

408.4

ptal Specified .

. 1 1.4' 156.3

--.....

122.3

....-.-./..

206.8 222.1 216.2
-uses r----

Meningitis `'

Mumps

Measles

Ojitis Media .

,
Fever .

Trauma

"-'

All Other,Specified
Posaatal Citsses

Onset of Loss After
Birth But Cause
Not determined

9.1

8.5

27.1

225

153

10.2

48.7

49.7-

72.4

'' 3.6
, ,

* 5.5

'21.0

,.21.4

5.5

26.9

.

.37.6 t

40.8

4.4

12.7

15.7
6

13.1

6.2

___

29.4

p-

' 36.9

59.1

1111:2

32.4

30.2

7157

1" 1).8--

44.1

11.

"
8.9%

31.1

23.5

14.5

(45.6

12.$

v 136'.1
- i

27.2

18.2

'15.5

53.6

9.4

41.1

17.5

134

12.)
_ -

'68.5

57.3

11.1\
--z4-

66.9

,

. 5529

---
.48,7

4

56.4

52.6

.

53.2

Onset of Loss After
"Birth But Cause
Not Reported .

:

1A.0

1

79.9 115.0. 156.3 144.5

.

'142.6 134.8
.- -- , ri.

t

Source: Gentile & 'Reonbin (1073) p.- 4

4.1

14.

107.e I
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At

04,.
-;lige at OnAet; As part of NCDP!i definitiOn-ofipie;tocational'deafnesa,

opset ,

to411 year1713 specified. The actual composition of the )11'revo-
,

,45 m

:Cationallyt,deafomple by age is. positively Skewed.. AlMosi'threeT:Ourths of

the rtlitaiitipleliligualli deaf; i
14
e

'

. ifost -hearing" prior to three years
.

. -7 I

!!-,,,s; ' ,

of

age. By contrast, not quite 12 percent became deaf at or-after 6 yearsof 11,

s

.age.
. t f--..., t>

4
,. ,

. .

Gentile and RaFbin-4 (1973).. found that almost 75perCent of the cases fOr
.. . ..

. . .- ' ,.
,

which meningitis was identified as the prihcipal cause occur prior to age^

threePialdo ab614 63 percent .of the-"Feve pr".cases ocaur'rior, to aga 'three.
.

.
, .

. .
d

Oft the other hand, only 31 pakcent of the "mqmps" *end "Otitis Media" ,cases'
/

A . ,

cl

occur prior a tfiiee.

ale

t

4-

4 l

4

k

410

4

106

.

a

a

4.

4
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V. Life Functions
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eafness is Characterized as a disorder of cammunication,-it is
.

this'life ;unction which is undoubtedly the most impaired. The-deaf person is

- without a Coriventional linguistiCalistem through wi.dchsocietycOqmunicatei with

,

hip and,hewith society. In regard to social-,attitudinal 'functions there is 'no

clear-cut agreement among researchers. Some of the characte4stias of the deaf

, the tendency to be neurotic and

edAhan the hearing. Nz(

4 1'

ity.. Alt1(b4h it has'been
fg7

/

reported that the deaf are egUal to the 'hearing in manual dexteritrand most

notedjazi rigidity, emotional immatur

isol4ted,*and in genargl towappe
. , . . -

simple relationAriips can be found in 'the

.,
- Motor skills related tsdaprk;,they may be somewhat retarded in the areas of _motor

-speed, halancei:and locamotar-coopdination.' Nthe'field of ilealth, it appears
1 -. t.

.. ----r

a . ' ' '' , . ! ..

that approximately one-third of thes-deaf 'have additional handicaps. Regarding
.

, , . .
- .

cOgAitive4ntellectual functions, it has been generally concludedipat'deaf,

.... .

persons possess average mental do sent: . There is same disagreement, hoWever,
6

.... . /

as tetliether they have' the same capacity'for'ibitract:and conceptual thinking.
, ' a

Individual Life Functions

Mobility=-Assessing Ithe possible

is indeed challenging. It iScertain

- the factorsof Speed aiyklebust, 1960i:

a"---

14-

effect Of'deafness itself on motor behavior,

that considerably more, is involved than just

An exampleas the.shuffling gait which has

, '410,6served.by those who work closely with the dek AplyklebUst, 1954). Indivi-
Y

duals with high degrees of duafness typically shuffleNeir feet. when they walk,
,.

and many educators attempt to train deaf children to lift -their feet more rit-
.- .

t ._
1

sally: From observation' such efforts seem not to Dave beeh successful as what-'6

ebex causes- the shuffling gait is not readily amenable'tertraining. FUrthermare,
16- .

,this Characteristic. gait' is not limited tp those with dysfunction of the s -

circular canals. It Can be observed in virtually 411 children havO t is
6 ,

109
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referred to aq profound deafness. skis may reflect the primary nature of

the problem as it indicates that hearing is used monitor the sound ,or

.noise:qUe makes when he walks. Apparently the hearing child learns not to
. .

feit'becausehe hearsand;unconsciciusly reacts to the noise which it

causesa..When one does not hear the shuffling, the total organism is not
. - : .

Made s3ficientiy aware of it; hence, the shuffling gait. This Illiustrates

the, subtle shifts whit result from sensory deprivation and has implications/

'for the` alterations that must be considered when studying the relationships

A -
betwiend9afness and motor Ain t ing.

.
Two of'iha7mdSt common ways

Irforce of

1948; Do Nung,).950).

L...'-concepts are ditiaLcu;lt

/'

speed tests should not

gists have referred to

studying motor capacities are the strength

e motor act, and the speed with which it is performed (Bills,

dependent an hearing..

by deafness. However,

A number of investigators have indicated that speed
, 4.. .

for deaf children. -Hiskey (1955) suggested that

a ' ;

be used in measuring their intelligence. cPsicholo-

the sense of time, and temporalness as being mainly

There, is evidence that motor speed might be reduced

as all such functions are complex, it should not bd

. . 4
expePied that this relationship isfa simple one. Rather, it appeats that

such interaction defends an the nature of the task, on the motor funceons

involved, and how they are measured.

A third way courtly used, to 'appraise motor function is-through the

study of handedness or laterality. A number of studies have shown that

Children having reading, speech, or other types of learning' disorders often

have disturbances of laterality jMorely, 1957). Associated-with these AM-
.

,

culties is an abOve average incidence of left-handedness and mixed right and

left handedness. There is an indication also that these deviationsof

4

laterality are more, common .in those having early life deafness.

r

4

."



There-is considerable evidence from motor and neurologic

-519

C -

studies --

that integritylof.motor-behavior is closely associated with integrity or

)the central nervous system. Therefore, an individual Having deafness. might

Naystmoter disorders chiefly because ofInniir ear involvement or didturbances

. of the central' nervous system; hd might have both of these simultaneous*.

in ucOnstinces., he has deganic damage causing both impaired hearing, and

motor diiability. However, another major consideration is that deafness

itself might alter motor functioning.. in this caseukthe shifts in motor'

behavior are secondary to the sensory deprivation.

Deaf persons are equal to the, hearing in manual dexterity ind most motor

r-

'skills work (Boyd, 1967; Myklebust, 1960). Scores on the Motor

subtest Ofthe General Aptitude Battery are among the evidrince of this

(Kronenberg & Blake, 1966). Most importantly, perhaps,cometence of motor

skilit has been thoroughly-demonstrated by Alidies of the deaf population,

in the -world of work (Vernon, 197.3): Hake it:is'found that 87.5 percent are

emplared in manual occupations

k

er, Altshuler, Kallmann & Deming, 1973).

./"/

,41
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'..\\,\ TABLE 2-13

TABIZ-HEARING IMPAIRED: MOBILIPY

to

'Statement og,..Problem, Dynamics.

Static-evilibrtoof
Inferior on Oseretsky

Tept of Motor Profici-
.ancy about1 yr of 1"

retardation

tocamotor cooridination
inferior ( Oseretsky)

2 yr .retardation at .

10-yr level.

"..)P
Railwalking Test '

Inferior bn'locomotor,
coordination.

t L.

Loss of normal balance
capacities.

Balanoe is inegati4ly
affectedlyiimer ear
defects: Inferior
Weed' of Perfarmance:
Due to;relevance of trial
err pproach. Deaf

many moreerrors.o4
speed taskg,(Minnesote
Spatial Relations Test)

. a,*- -

Inerior on speed rate of
motor performance

(Oseretsky)a-

Mnferdor in general static
ability to use & main-
tain total balance
cap8t4torle (Oseretsky).

Ailipical4lAterafi ty

,higheroindidence of`hose

Source

deaf boyt - various

etiologies

bging at age 9

deaf children 7-15 yrs
inferior.in'early life,
show progressive mature.;
tion, but do not attain
-normal ability:

deafness caused by
meningit4s.

deaf males /2-21 yrs.

air

.Boyd, 1967

Boyd/ 1967

Myklebust, 1960

Myklebust, 1960

Myklebust, 1980

Long, 1932
'Marsh, 1936
. Myklebust, 1960

.

f
deaf childreh8-14 yrs. Myklebust,

.

1960

.4

_Myklaimst , 1'960

deaf children 6 -21 yrs: Mykl et, 1960
.

who were '.eft sided had" .

mixed laterality (Harris)

11 Z
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.4

Table 218 (coned)
2 -61

Statement of the Problem '

. \

High,incidence of leftedness deaf ,children Myklebust, 1960

(Key-hole test) :. -6-21 yrs. .

%.,

. r

Inferior- on simultaneoUs
movement ability to use deaE children mykleOuit,-196.0

'clmommtor component in an 8714.7vs.
.

,activity chile another: :
%

CMmponent is used in
.another movement (Oseretsky) t

At

Inferior oi 4General Dynamic-/ deaf children Myklebust, 1960

generalized integration & 6-14 yrs.
Coordination of motor acti- , \

vity (Oseretsky)

Mang deaf individuals appear ,'or those who suffer' ttyklebust, 1960
to be unable to lift their from .profound-
feet while walking, thereby -

...

caning a shuffling effect.
.

7

. -

source

,

113
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Health--The NCDP found that1 of 3'prevoiationally deaf persons sampled

had an additional. disability. the extra burden of the second disability dhy

/

be far in excess of what it would be fOr the single disability because deaf- -

.4

ness multiplies the attendant problese (Schein, 1974). ,Obtaining medical care

for heart condition; foik example, may become a problem because communi

cation for physicians and nurses is.often difficult: 'SO even those donditions.
2

which may, bythemselve*,.be innocuous can become severely disabling when

opcurring in' combination with deafness (Schein & Delk, 1974, p; 122).
....../

%
.

.

Within the NCDP sample the most frequent additional condition was asthma,

shichlwas rePorted by 8.3 percent of those sampled. Impaired vision was the
0'

next'most prevalent health problem, affecting 3 percent of all deaf persons.
. I

The remaining conditions--neuropsycbiatric diSordere, arthritis, heart trouble,
t

mental reta4dation, cerebral palsy, cleft palate, etc.; -had frequencies of.
..,

, al

less than 3 percenti4Schein & Delk, 1974).,
.- .

Males tended to be somewhat healthier than females. Almost ten percent,

fewer males. reported a health prothem than did females. Females claimed far

more asthmatics (10.percent verCS S.9 percent for males) and arthritiS(2.$

percent Versde 1;2 percent for Sales). Females glso reportedjmore visual

' '
-_' p;o5lems (3,6 percent.versus 2.7 percent. for males). Though the proportions

".

,.....,41.tiny, the rites for cerebral palsy are worthy of note, 0.50ercent for
, .

9malea ..and 1.2 percent for males (Schein & Delk, 1974, p. 122).
r... AL

'°"Nonwhitee generilly, have ahigher rate of addit4161 disabilities.

?iithma-isAfer' more prevalent among nonwhite than white males and females ,,,

NOnrhite females reported the largest percentages for heart trouble, mental

'retirdaiio9, and visual conditions. Nonwhite males reported the highest

.
-r
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TABLE 2-19

romer DISTRIBUTION OF litAi= NNDITIONS REPORTED'

TITAN DEAFNESS RESPONDENTS 1 TO 647YEARS 0t AGE, ET RACE SEX:
. L.-

, PNITEQ STATES. 1972:

;1

1.

t

t ,

2 -63

411_ gondi#ons., ,100.0 100.0° 100.0 . 100.0
No OtheiCoptOtion ;66,4 - .* 71:3. 58.0
4:

Boa -

f Neufaisiich*tric C6ndition
*thrills ,

..: 1.9
0 3.1' . 2.1' i-

2.8 , :41.0P 2.0. -
; 5.0 13.3
2.9,- 2.5
fi

.

2;0lieirt Trouble Z. .1.8
MentatIReardstion

. Cere Pali& 1-

deft Palate w
s

.

1.6-
%,

1.2 ." .
,9 .

.44. 14:4
1/.1

:

4.3 .9
.

1 .9

13.9" 17T.
-

.
OF j.

..;".

,

.

,
'4-

f . $
), A i

. , ,
4 4 ,

Sourci : Sthein Delk,- .1974,
-

123.')?. - , - -
, 8 o s

I t * :
' C : .;,\:. 1 ' . l' ,

' 11 ' -.: d * i r
' . .4 it ', If' . . b

V ' : r '' i , 1, ; , I,'

e
I .4

, Ai* ;

lb

.8

V. 41

I'

100.0
1

63:2
10.0
3..6

.100.0
64.3

9.6
3.3

0. 1.1

100:0
54.4.,
111
59
1.0

2:8 3.1
1.9 1.5 4.9
1.9 . 1.5 4.9

.Ss 1.0
.4-

15.9 15.7 17.7

'S

)

r

040mx".. 4

,411d,

1

,

.4
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_T
opercentage of neuropsychiatric conditions" (Scheln& Delk, 1914, p. 122).

- . .

. When all ages up to 64 years are considered, the proportion of deaf

- g
. .,

. .

personereporting additional health conditions changes somewhat.to 30 per-
.

,

rent. Of theie, trio thirds haVe two or more conditions.' lear-in,Mind that

.
,

- r.
these rates are for the noninstit ionalized population. Persons so "sev-

erely disabled as.to require custodial card'are not included, nor,are the'

1

elderly (Schein.& Delk, 1974, p. 122).

1

Studies of iweaementary.4and secdndly schools indicate

ave a largePm rtion'
d

00that the next generation deaf adults will

2,
with multiple disabilities (Schein & De],k,19/4).:,

Mdrtality data do not reflect the morbidity 'picture. It is likely till,

.0! as with thlir deafness, miny.of the secandary.disabilitles to which pre-

vocationally deaf-persons victim are not life7threatening. . InfOrmation

.

.

stioeiied by theional Fraternal Society of" the Deaf (med.cmr insurereof
.. .

t

-0

deaf plFsons) suggeits that longevity 4n-the deaf population is equal to
./

.

or greater than that in the generalsopulation. Recognizing the noniepresenta-

,- .,

. A . s

tiveness of the .Fraternity ' s membership,; however, more must be lliarned before

t ',

-)
.. y

4 0

this cOnclUsion can be accepted (Schein & Delk, 1974)..
.....; 1-. \

1

.

The Annual,$urvey'of Hearing Impaired ChildreE and Youth, Gentile and
9

o

"rf
. ,

"McCarthy (1973)" presented the number and "types of additional handicapping

conditions reported"for 42,513 hearing impaired students enrolled in the

participating' special educational prograis during.the 1971-72440chooi year.. ,

In a form similar to that of the NCDP-data, almost onethird of the students

for whom data were obtained were reportedr.to have one or.more additidnal

handicapping conditions. 'The three mast freqUentlt(reported additional handi-

.

capping conditions were "Emotional or Behavioral Problems," "Mental Retar-

r.

.11b,

;

.
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TABLE 2 -20
'so

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF CONDITIONS'REPORTED PER

RESPONDENT4- UNITED STATES, 1972.

2-65'

VP.

44
Number of _

Conditipna Reported Number I Percent

-4

Total . 5945 100.0
, \

No
t
Conditibn 416 &' 70.1

Y

One Condition 579 .9.7.

. ,

Two Con*Iions , '814 13.7
.,

/..Three or More .384 6.5

'Source: tChein & Delk, 1974, p. 124.

/
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dationP and "Visual Disorders" (Schein & Delk, 1974).
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TABLE 2-21

LIFE FUNCTION TABLE --NEARING IMPAIRED: HEALTH

Statement of the Problem Dynamics Source
4

2 -67

Asthma is a frequent
conditioi.

Impaired vision

Deafness multiplies
attendant,problems of
second disability.

High frequency of(s
additional health ).

conditions.'

p

1P '
'Inadequateiedical
care.

High frequency of
additional handicaps fn
Children - almost oriel-

third have one or more.
Most frequent are
emotional or behavioral
problems, mental retar-
dation, and visual dis-
orders, and perceptual-

,, motor disorders.

8:3% of those-sampled Schein & Deik
by NCDP reported asthma (1474)

ss a health problem
making i the most frequent
additiOnlel condition in the
deaf.

The, secondmost prevalent Schein & Delk
health problem is impaired , (1974)

vision, affecting 3% of all
deaf perso*

The extras burden of a second
disability may be far in excess

vof whaimpit would be for the
'1Singlenisibility because of
complication of deafness.

At all ages up to 65, the
proportid of deaf persons
with additiorial handicapping
conditions is,9843%:4,of these
po thirds have two. or more
conditions.

-

Because of difficOlty in Schein & Delk
communicating symptoms to (1974)

doctors and other health- --
care workers, deaf people's
health problems may become
severely disabling.

Schein (1974)

6

Schein & Deik
(1974)

More frequent iri males; no
general ethnic differende,
although cerebral palsy is
more frequent in Whites and
mental retardation and heart
disorders are m frequent
in non-Anglos. . A itional
handicaps associat with
extezit of hearing .l ss and
onset,at birth.

Gentile & McCarthy
(1973).

4

r.
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Communication--Deafness hasbeen characterized as a disorder of

2-68

communication in the same sense that blindness has been called a dis er of

*Mobility.. the interference frith. communication pervades all aspects of a

deaf person's life. A.,:direct correlation exists between adequacy of
t.

't
communication in the deaf population and level of education Is well as

w 4

betren adequey'of communication and income. HoWever, the majority 'Of

deif adults do not See themselves in need of further assistance irideveloping

. . .

communication skills (Schein & Dellc, 19744.
.0, . _

Difficut es of communication resulting from hearingi loss in children

leads to .nOnparticipatiqn in group social and/ recreational_ Act,i.vities iwhich____ ,

.0

are available to normally hearing children. Since learning to faaiImlas- -1

;, armember of a grodp is essential in preparation for meetingp1ife's challenges,

the deaf dhild's'communication problems have far - reaching consequences'($rce,

1956) .

I

,t

2

t a

3
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. TABLE 2-22

LIRE FUNCTION TABLE - HEARING IMPAIRED: COMMUNICATION

Statement of the problem Dynamics Source
. ,

Low reading Comprehension
or functibnal illiteracy.

Poor or limited s aking
Ability.

.
4

Less than 19% of the deaf
'population read at or
beyond the 7th grade.

The average deaf 16 yen.r.p
olcrhas only attainedl:the
rea4in4 skille of the
average fouith gradei.

Most deaf persona learn
to communicate reasonably
well using sign language
but their formal language
skills, as exemplified by
reading comprehension and
written communication, are
very prr.-

Only 17% of group which
, completed 9 grades and 31%

of those completing 9,to
12 grades rated their
speech "good"- and nearly.
16% of the former and 9% of
the latter reported no
speaking ability.

Unwillingness to use verbal Even though 7 out (du).
,speech inNstore transac- persons in the NCDP saspl

/tions. ), rated their speedh "good"'
or'"fair", only about 3 4'

* i10 used speech alone in
making a purchase.

Negative influence of
inability to carbine
-speeah'and manual gestures.

Bolton, (2973)

Schein & Delk
(1974

4

Schein
(1974)

At work, the group Which Schein--&

uses only manual communi- (1974)

cation or gestures do the
worst financiilly while

4 highest average earnings
oc lin the speech - gestureg.

.ti

.
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6Table.2 -22

r

`is

.''

a.

. .

Statementi;f Problem, / Dynamics

1'
-

*, 2-70 ,

L..,

, / Source

Low hearing thresholds

15

Perceptual\ motor disorders

Vidual Disorders

4 1968-69
13.8% school age

1969-70

l0 skr1968=69

10.7%:49-70'.
16.3%: 70-41

13.2% school age children

children

10% school age children.
1970-71

doss of perception of
sow..degrees of noise

Mild to moderate losi of
(rarely exceeds 60db
or-70.db)

i Use of healek aid can

i. result in satisfactory
hearing functioning

Sensorineural, impairment.

Loss of 'tonal. clarity

'Loss of loudness S, sound

Clarity of words is

ek,

Sound awareness impaired

torted

'

Interference with the
abilitY-to perceiye &
interpret sound, par-
ticularly speech

Inability to hear faint .or
distant speech clearly

'title to dysfuhetion of the

Outer.= middle egr

results from lesiOns-of.
outeror middle ear

r

when
r

lesions are in outer"
, ,

or. middle ear

results from dysfunctidn of
the inner ear or the nerve
pathway_from the trifler ear

to the brain stem.
7

,due to inner ear sinsorneural.

due Io inner ear.pensorneural
impairment .

due to inner ear senap*neurai

4oPairmime

:due to inner ear sensomaeural
impairment

due' to central hearing,, loss

Schein & De1
6

0 t

characteristic of an individual Illinois Commission
with "slight," hearing impair7 on Children

went ; (x.968)-
.

122
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Table 2-22 cont'd.
-0151111

2-71

Statement 'oi Problem Dynamics _Source

Difficulty in understanding
convetsitiorial speech

at a distince'Of more
than..5 _feet

4

Conversational speech
st be 'loud to be .'

rstOod'

Difficulty hearing it;
classroom discussion

. .

Deviationsof articula-
tion and voice

s.

Deficient in. language

usage and comprehen-
sion

Limited vocabulary
_j

HoarinTlimited to.
ability to hear louh,
voices about 7 feet
from ear

Hearing limried to .

abilityto identify
entirohmental sounds

Ability to discriminate
vowels but not all
consonants

Spiech4 language likely
to deteriorate

Mere ,of vibrationimore
than tonal patterns

, a

1,

. lies4on vision rather
than'hearing,as primary
avenue for communication

chftracteristic of an indivi-

dual with.a mild hearing
impairment

co

characteristic of an in-
dividual with a marked
hearing impairment

charicteristic of an in
dividual with marked,
heating impairment

P

.1"

characteristic of indi-
,viduals with severe.
'hearing impairment '

N

11 N

. 4
..characteristic of indiai,

viduals with'severe'&
axtremarhearing iMpair-
ment 4.1!

characteristic of indi-
viduals With extreme
hearing impairment

, 11

Illinois Commission
on Children

. 41

4

(1968)

1,

N 11

N 11

11 N

- 1 23

4
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Cognitive - Intellectual- -Next' to the auditory mechanism itself, un-

. *

. doubt *mist studied characteristics of deaf persons,is their intelligence.
,

.:
.

Over fifty stares of IQ dating backito the early 190bacdemonstrate rather
. . . .

'conclusively that intelligence Js distributed essentially the lame in the leaf

,... *
population as it is among the nondeaf (Vernon, 19689. Corollary to these

findings on intelligence, it has alsq been demonstrated that deaf persons have

. , .

the same capacities for abstract thought as in the nondeaft(Furth, 1966: Vernon' ./
& Koh, 1960) . This -is most readily exemplified by the nember of deaf profee7

siOnal mathematicians (Rose, 1967). Levine (196o) however, writes'"subsequent

4.
studies tend to the conclusion that although the deaf as a group are of average

mental endowment, functional lags exist in the areas of conceptual- thinking

and abstract reasoning".

The cognitive skills' of deaf children ap41 youth have been extensively

_PP

investigated. The question of singular importanct concerns the impact of

andifory depAdation on intellectual development and functioning. Since deaf-'

ness isalmostsynonymout with linguistic retardation (as evidenced by

poveriagedfrading and writing skills), the question reduces to the ielation-
.

ship ?between linguistic facility'a4 cognitive development. A large nundier

of brtrestigatiiihs conducted durin44the past 50 years have conclusively demon-

. , if
,strafed that intellectual development and functioning are not dependent on

language skills and that deaf personas possess normal intelligence. This is a

very important condlualonbecause it, implies that deaf persons have the

potential to achieve to the same degree as hearing persons (Bolton, 1973).
,

Most comparativestudies have concluded that there is no significant

difference between deaf and hearing samples on learning tasks whiCh do not

. ,.

require verbal mediation andp therefore, that fanguage is not a necessary

00
Laois for ablitract thinking and problem solving: Two points should be stressed:

, .

1) Manpstudies haVe found differences favoring hearing wilects, but these

. /.
,"

, 11,

.. :,

124.
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Small 44fferences reflect the caltural disadvantages and ladk of utestwiseffese

that penalize any minority group on psychological tests, and 2) strictly .

1

2 -73

speaking, the conclusion is debatable because almost all deaf persons possess

some minimallahguage skills

.
Vernon (1968) r*

amd.similarly demonstrated- ather conclusively that intelligence is distributed

ank, 1.965; Bornstein & Ray, 1973).

over fifty studies dating back to the early 1900's

essentially the same in the deaf population as it is among the nondeaf. He

points out, however, that almost all of the-investigations in'olve only

samples.-of deaf children who work in school programs for the hearing impaired.

(No study of the intelligence of the adult deaf has been reported in the

literature). It is interesting to mite that the studies done by investigators

whowere experienced in the psychological tasting of deaf children at the time

they-did their work yielded results showing the. deaf and the hearing more

4
nerly equal in intelligence. As the experience of the examther has strong

direct bearing on the validity of test, results, these studies must be given

L

1
r

special emphasis in any consideration of
*
the,reliidve intelligence of deaf

r and hearing children on IQ measures. 4A141 concludes that it is obvious

that the range of intelligence non those with profaned hearintxloss is as great '

. .

as the range among the normal hearing. lean IQ values arealso similar based

on an overall consensus of the studies: However, lame of the more recent in-

vestigations (Anderson, Stevens & Stuckliessj 1966; Fresina, 1955; Vernon,

r
1966; Vernon, 1967a; *nail, 1967by Vernon, 1967c) suggest that there may be

a diiproPO2tionately higher prevalence of low IQ's among those in schools MOP

thdeaf andhard of hearing when compared to expected values for IQ distri-

-butions. Similarly,' ltudies of retarded polouletions suggest' a higher prevalence

4 1

of impaired hearing, but tuft necessarily deafness, than is found in nonretarded

pcnilations (Mftthak,' 1957; Koaman 'et al., 1963) .

125.
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Vernon' (.966, 1967a, b, c) also 4nvestigated the r ationship of etiology

of deafness to intellrgence, and the changes in etiology growing out of

medical advances in treatment after possible explanations of this dispropor-

tionate* p of ;ow IQs. Based on these studies and on an understaading-of the

disease conditions causing deafness, it LS apparent that many of the etiologies

of profound hearing loss are also responsible for other neuolocical impairment

whi ch. freqUently results in lower intelligence. Ste point to. be made 'is that

the relatithip, if any, between mental retardation and deafness

causalibut due to the comp& etiology which brought abowhoth the deafness

and the-retardation, The tact-thit certain-Of-tsse etiologies-and-conditions. .N ::" ,

- maternal rubella, purulent meningitis of early onset, premature birth, .

9 4

.

tuberculosis, meningitis, etc. - are responsible for an increasing percentage

. .

of the deaf school-age popu;ition suggests that there may be, proportionately

more retardation among deaf children in the future.

Vernon also noted that the is no relStionship between the degree of

heariqg'loss and IQ or 'age of onset of deafness and IQ. Exceptions were

))Nlk found in the case of certain etiologies, such as meningitis (Varnoll,j1967).V
-In sum, the implication of the' research of the last fifty years which

cciaper the IQ of the deafwith the hearing and of subgroups of deaf children

indicat that when there are no cbmplicating multiple handicaps, the deaf and

.41

hard of hearing function st approximately the same IQ level on performance

intelligence tests as do the hearing.

sarzoarger'61 Jarrik (199) conducted a ccmparativc study of twins to

. ° , 4. , 4 0
... .,

,U:1111(ntl:I. t- 10 of ructt; of doa rtio:,:t I HI 1110a: Ill ral ) I f ' I III I' 1 ,1 (q:( 11.11 I )01" Con1110.11Cl: ., '11 i Nr
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-*Pound that early profound deafness is apt to curtail significantly 11 dual

performance as conventionallyjneasured. Earl, -onset of severe deafness lowers,

,IQs on language dependent tests by ipl:rOximately 2A pdints.' moreover, it

should be emphasized that this estimate has bean of the average rather, than

the MAXiMUM effect- of deafness. -Although the deaf obtain performance scores

comperible to those of_hearing subjects, they should not be expected to com-

pensate to such a egree,ae*to surpass the hearing group.

Furth (1966) conducted numerous investigations of the ability ofdeaf
I

children and adolescents to master a variety of tasks in the areas;of:

I) concept discovery and control - sameness, symmetry; and opposition,

simulation, part-whole concepts;

te
2) memory and perception - visual memory span,,gesialtlaws of visual

' perception; --
*

3) Piagtype tasks - conserfttion of Weight, conservation of,amount Of
. . N

.
*

.
i liquid; and . IP

"'
. . .

.

4) logical classification - classification transfer,conceptual per--.

. forMance, logical symbo7 ls, disCovery and,ese.'"He found there are no consistent-
.

results in any of the areas of intellectual functioning. The only possible

exception is the area of verbal medittpmil4lere curiously enough, the deaf

perform in a tanner consistently similar to'theheaing and on Piaget's tasks

in which deaf children are uniformly retarded but eventually reach a mature

level of response. On didcovery and shift tasks the deaf treat times kehind,

but frequently are not different from the hearing. Onzotia learning, in"visual
, .

perception and immecliate memory, there 'are no notable differences between the

.

4 tdua2a<-the hearing, nor did the deaf' perform below the hearing on logida].' ` i

12i
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nlassifications'and in the use of logical syMbols (Furth, 1966).
. - *

. 1,.

1. . It. seems then that the il,:_llectual deficiency of deaf people, where it
.

,

.

.,1,, '.dbeieltist, is 'associated with_samespecific-situat-Igrq which our investigations
-,

1 I 1 ,

- - .

al. F-

.

are beginning to highlight,

.

The deaf are often insecure in an. instructional(
a

- -situation of intellectual discovery and are accordingly slow in seeing what }nay
.

. . -

mare readily obvious t the hearing peer. Furth states that he has'not'founa
t--..=--____ - .--.

... .

,-that the deaf were incapable understanding or of applying a principle as

tve11 as the:hearing, once was understood. But in some cases the deaf find

I',' i' 4
s 'it hard to'discover.the basis or reason for thinking. In general then, on tanks

. I

using a'discovery principle the deaf lagged behind, but on tasks requiring corn-
.

prehensidn and use of a principle they equal to the hearing (Furth, 196 6).
,

.

Furth
-

(1966) holds that the deficient performance of the deaf on some intellectual

peas can be mor ,adequately accounted for by expereapial than by linguistic
4. ti

'Aieficiencz,,insofar its the former is far morevaried and flexible and relates

speoifiially to the particular area in which the deaf are'observed to fail,

while-.1inguistia deficiency-is alm ost4seneral and could only awkWarell. be

Jslated to an,
.

intellectual performance that was not generally efitarded. By,

rexpetential, deficiAncy,:we indicate socio-econa0.c factors which unfavTbly
.4%

influence tle'cleaf child's development. This defialen4,beCoMes manifest in

the intellectual area, not so math in any Sack of basic capacity to understand-

or to apply principles, but rather in a sphere which may be called intellectual

motivational and which concetns the spontaneous initiation Or discovery of the

inquiring mind:

t In-his conclusions Furth (1966) writes:

The deaf illustrate some, of the effects of linguistic deficiency.

it a) As a direct result of linguis

li

c incompetence, the deaf fail at or

are poor at all tasks which aje sppcific verbal or'on a few nonerbal tasks

in which linguistic habits afford a direct adv= tage.f

126
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b.) As an indirect result of linguistic incomatence the 41eat. are
.

trequently.experentially deficient:
14

1.) They do not know facts; tb:y lack information:

2) They exhibit a minima. degree Of intellectual curiosit51,.

3) They have less opportunity and training 't think.

4) They are insecure, passive, or rigid in wisructured situations.

Some of'theseeffects are more notable at.younier age levels and
.

.
disappear altogether in adalthood.

c) Apart from these tested effects, die asic development and ,structure

11.

of the intelligence of the de af in comparison with the hearing is remarkably
,I., . 1.

4. unaffected by the absence of verbal language. -One can/reasonably assume that
,

the major area in whithe deaf appear tobe'differen from the heeFing is in
N

variables-relateci-to-Perscalality,'Motivation and-values-. 'If- dif--

ferences are found, they will .likely be due to experiential and social factors

of homey school and the deaf community (Furth, 1966).

The experiential deficiency is tied to linguistic incompetence but it is

proposed that this outcome would.be av4dale if nonverbal methZds of instimct.ion''

and communication-were encouraged. both at, hone in the earliest years and in

formal school education (Furth,. 1966, npa.'226.-227)..
.

".

The difficulties in measoling intelligence nonverbally is a-complex and
T

4 1

involved problem. Nonlanguage mental tests must be Used with those whose deaf-

ness' dates from the pre-speech age if the deafness preclUded the use of hearing

acquiring language. Although verbal and nonverbal tests cotrelatesignificant-

lp, it is apparent that they measure different aspects of intelligence.. Tests

requiring verbal fability correlate most closely with those abilitie's required

.
for learning academic materials. Non verbal tests are not as, useful for predicting

this type of -learning (Furth, .1966).

129
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11) Memory for patterns of pavement. Hidkey (1955) found the'deaf

child inferior to the hearing on memory abilities. He explained this as a

liiiiation in. symbolic behavior. Bliir (1957), however, compared deaf and

hearing children inn investigation using matched pairs on theKnox Cube

Test.' The age range of the 'subjects wad from seven to, thirteen years. All-

oNtldren had intelligence levels within the normal range. He. found a statis-

tically significant difference between the deaf and the hearing on the test,

in favor of the deal. Costello (1957used this tent in aetuply of deaf and

hard of'hearing Lhildren aftd,she, too, found a significant' difference with

4
the deaf being superior. In discussing this phenomenon Myklebust (1960) ex-

plains that a shift in perceptual Organization must take place ip order for

the organism to sustain contact withjeality and thereby assure the degree

of psychological equilibrium required for adjustment. This is accomplished

primarily through vision, the remaining distance sense. The individual *ith

deafness from early life is of necessity dependent on visualClues which are

. .

irrelevant when hearing is normal. Therefore, his visual perceptual processes

--do not entai verbal symbolic behavior, they may develop to an extent not

required when sensory capacities are normal. In other words,- if the psycho..

logical process involved conforms4to the basic monitoring mechanisms of the

individual but not to those of the person with normal hearing, the deaf may

show superiority.

(2) Memory fOr designs. Blair (1957) employing 'the matched pair tedh-.

1

nique, used the Graham Kendall Test to study tdis ability in the deaf. He

found the deaf to be sugerioir to the hearing. Interestingly,/he observed

that the hearing attempted to make associations such as, "Thiel looks like a,

I 130
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box" or "This looks like a letter". Behavior of Vlis type was notobserved

in the deaf, who simply obierved and reproduced. "Although complete explanation

is difficult, it may be presumed that the deaf performed the task more con-
.

...

creiely,, iheir'performance being'ai a more perceptual leiiel$

'1
(3) Motor memory. Ap,his study of the growth of intelligence in deaf

children, Fuller (1959) used a test of motor me-gory developed by Van der Lugt
.

,

, , i,
.

(1948) in which the subject traces raised mazes w hile blindfolded. He found

the deaf- superior to the norm for hearing children as provided by *van der Lugt.

These norms were' established oi Euiopean children so direct comparison may

be tenuous. Nevertheless, this study indicates that deaf children rely more

on tactual -motor organization psychologically and hence, perform at a higher.

.,

level of ability as- -compared to the hearing.

.. - .
.

(4) Memory for object location.. Blair (1957) used the method of allowing
. . .

the childto observe the objects-for twenty seconds then requiring him to

.place his set of identdcal opjeots in the same positions in which he had
4' -

viewed them'on a board. He found the deaf comparable to the hearing but not

superior. These results were in agreement with those of Morsh (1936); how-

. ever, in Morsh's study, there mita trend for the dear, to be superior.

Apparently alteration of memory processes, which might result from deafness,

4

does not affect the functions measured by this test. The deaf child observes,

localizes, organizes, retains and r'produces the position of objects in a
6

'-given space with equal facility as compared to the hearing:

1

%../16).Sparetests on which the deaf show inferiority. Blair (1957)' used '

three types,of span tests in his study ofmenOry in deaf and hearing children.

These were Picture Memory Span, Domino Span, and Digit Span. In each test

one item was presented at a time; the-memory task was to remember. the

...specific serial. The deaf were inferior to the hearing on,el three measures,

the differences being statistically significant.

4-31



Fuller (1959) easo,studieoUthe Visual digit s

. 44
, .

and his'results are in

close agreement with those of Blair. Moreover,, both Blair and Fuller noted

D

an unusual characteristic of dear children on the Digit Span Test. The deaf
N

U

did almost equally as well-on.digits reversed as they dj.d on digits forward.

1Blair found that the mean score on teversed digits actually was higher than

the mean score for digits forward. It seems' that the pzocedies of "recording",

, '

"organizing ", and retaining might be different neurologically and psyoholo-
,

gically.

1 3
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TABLE 2-23

LIFEUNCTION TABLE - HEARING IMPAIRED: COGNITIVE INTELLECTUAL

Statement Of.the Problem Dynamics Source

5

' Lack of "testwisenoft ess"

Many' etiologies of
profound hearing loss also
result in lower intelli-
--gence.

Conventionally measured
intellectual performance
is significantly impaired.

J
Retarded verbal mediation

Slow in seeing what may
be more readily 'obvious
to the hearing peer.

Difficulty in 'undp-rstanding
the basis or reason for
thinking.

Failure at tasks which are
specifically verbal.

inact results of

lingo incompetence:
Lack of knowledge of facts
Lack of information k

Minimal degreevof intellec-
tual curiousity
'Lack of opportunity and
training to think.

.112EX:
impaired visual digit span
?n digits forward.
(Picture Memory Span,
Domino Span, and Digit Span)

Functional lag in the area
of conceptual thinking..

This penalizes the deaf
on psychological tests.

-

The relationship- between
deafness and mental -

retardation is not causal
but due to the cannon
etiology which brought
about both of these conditions,

. .

Blank, 1965;
Bornstein & Ray,
1973.! %

Vernon, 186 and 1967

Deaf children are '

uniformly retarded in this
. area but eventually reach
a mature level of respofise.

I

Due to insecurity, in in-
structional setting of
intellectual discovery.

'Linguistic incompetence
also influences # few
nonverbal tasks in which ,

linguistic habitsAafford
a direct advantage.

Mainly observed at younger
age levels and sometimes
disappear altogether in
adulthood.

Deaf, children and

teenagers:

During childhood, usually
evaporates with the
advent of adulthood,'

Salzberger & Jarrik,
(1969).

Furth, 1966

Furth, 1966

Furth, 1966

Furth, 1966

Furth, 1966

Blair,

Levin,

1957

196
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Social- Attitudinal. Studies of the personality and social adjustment

of deaf\children.and adults have'yielded inconclusive and 'conflicting results.

.
BerlinskY (1952), after reviewing 15 studies concluded, that while-the deaf.do"

'

.

.
.

.

show a'few, albeit inconsistent differences in adjustment when compared to thee
. . . '

hearing population, both groups appear to reach the same overall level pf adjust-
- A

.
t. .

..3...ment. On the other hand, terker, et al. (1953) reviewed the same studies and
, . ; A

reported.that deaf children in.residentialsOlools appear to -be more poorly
.

adjusted, more emotionally enstable, and more neurotic than childrinvith nor- .

p

mal hearing. Due to inadequacies of tang of these studies, they refused to*draw
,

any conclusions about deaf adults. DiCarlo and Dophin (1952) have also criti-

cized many personality studies of deaf individuals especially for poor research

design and inadequacy of measurement techniques. 41

A more recent study JSchuldt & Schuidt, 1972) considered 20 eLical'

sersonalitv.studies of deaf children and concluded that deaf children manifest

f
less adequate and more abnormal.nersonalitv characIteristicS when comnared to

. normal hearing children.

Levime(19631 also believes that many deaf people manifest. weaknesses and

deficits,in ability todeal effectively and knowled4eably with complex problems

of everyday life. Before concluding, howNer, that such traits'are particularly

-/
characteristics of the deaf personality, it should be remeTbered that most deaf,

o

4P
individuals grow up in a restricted environment, and as a consequence of their

disability, tend to lead more constricted lives. cking opportunity for the

development of manx coping skills,it is not surprising that certain behavior

patterns should be delayed in their appearance.

. '

As a possible explanat ion for the emot3 a1 immaturity associated with deaf-

ness, Mykelbust (1964) sugge'ts the "organic shift hypotpesis" which he de7cri:les

._b9aow:

1 3 4
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A sensory deprivation limits the world of experience. It
deprives the organism o,some of..the material resources from
which the mind develops. Because total experience is reduced,
thsrAis an imposition on the balance and equilibriumHof All
psychological processes. When one type of sensation is'lack-

,

ing, it alters the integration-and function of all of the
others.' Experience is not constituted differentlyi.the world,
perception, conception, imagination, And.thought have an altered
foundation, a new .configuration (1964, p. 1).

A'

-!
'As:laming thtlanguage'is not ofily a significant variablie'in the

went ofsocial relationships and a facilitator of interactioAk but an inte-

.gral means by which sensory hind other experienqe Is internalized and stored,
.

the proposed language deprivation associated' pith deafness L71.1,...t,ild be accomp-

anied by "a reciprocal restriction in ability to integrate experien,e".

a -1

(Myklebust, 1964, p. 119). Following this line of reasoning; lyki
1

believes thiq the personatlity of a deaf individual consequently might be "less

t (1964) ._

structured, more "at , less subtle, and more sensorimotor in character"

(p. 119).
41. .

.

,-Alvillidr,r:--. c, ..,9v,1-:. .,r'nitifild- lownrd d,..1111(1::: m;tW,.aln delineated:
i

. \. I
(1) the actual attitudes head by hearing persons, and (2) theattitudes

that deaf persons believe that.hearing persons hold (perceived att tides).

,

Both aspects of attitude toward deafness are potentially detriment to

deaf people: actual attitudes may result in real barriers to educe on,
*.

employment, etc., while perceived' attitudes influence the deaf prion's

motivation and estimate Of self-worth. The available evivnce indicates

that deaf persons devalue deafness more 'than hearing persons and thatthey,

believe that hearing people hold more negative attitudes toward deafness

than they actually do. these-Conclusions eve clear implications for

educators of deaf Children and youth, as well as rehabilitation counselors

working with deaf adults. The interestedeader is referred to Schroedel

mid Sekiff (1972) for a'review oethe research evidence.
e

1
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A9cordihy to 04rth (197.3) shi.veyH in Ncw York, in aditimore, and in

the Washington, D.G.,CiOagopolitan'arei demonstrate that On the whole deaf.

,

persons have a low crime rate and few driving violations (Schein, 1968).

However, under the stress of ,unusual circumstances or of mental breakdown,

-impulsive and overly aggressive behavior may Se a more typical reaction in

deif persons than other forms of aggreisive'behavior found in the hearing

population. We can summarize this state Of affairs in clinical language by

tating that certain defense mechanisms that are widely' available to the

hearing persons'and that are perhaps Mainly deriyed from interned verWal

language may not be available to deaf pedple. 0n.the other hand, deaf persons

no-doubt have some special defense mechanisms that allow thentorrithstandilh
, ,

. ,

objective-pressures (for example, school failure, the difficulty of ccamuni-
.

, --)

cation) which would cause severe behavioral and,emotional-disorde0 rien,the
1

. .

. : I ,

average hearing person. i

The 0ent'r for Research in Thinking and Language at4Ahe'batholic
..

University df America undertook a study/ of dealbadolescents> in the course

of-which personality traits of these youths were invest (cited by

Furthr'1973). A behavi ral ilNientpxy that ta ire eadimensiOns of personal -....."
, _.L 1 .. -

, ... -. . . 1 i
interactionb.was contra ed., Egiat*.dimensi had a position and a negative

polp.and wastapresente by tenvtatem s evenly divided' between the two

Poles. TflizbAerve ah *wall'acquainted w tth the atudents were asked
J-

.
4

to concentrate on 9 rre perscin 'at a time-and go over .the ninety, items,

4

indicating whether .a specific stateript was true (Or more true than. false)

r ealsd (or mare false than true) for the partitmlar persons. This was

done; for 27 young-deaf men around age 18-1/2 representing a typical sample

of deaf perions entering adu1thoodi The control

130
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hearing boys` at a residential school. Their mean af ,was .two years younger than

tbe'deaf adolescents; however, they were comparable to the deaf boys in that they

lkWeie in the Last grades of zehigh school. Table. 13-24-summarizes the needsiofq.be

' deaf and hearing impaired inathe social-attitudinalvlife function. '

-

r

t
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TABLE 2-24

yIPE ruNci/oN TABLE - HEARING IMPAIRED: uquia, ATTITUDINL.

Sthtement of -tile PrOblemr Dynamics Source

.ire introverted
more problems of
-typo (Bernreuter

More rigid in behavior
(Bars )

neurotic
P.I.)

Inferior in conceptgal
thinkinti, had limited
interesits and-were emotional-,
lyeXture- 'covered to
h (Rorshach)

S,chizophrenic signs ;Make a
Picture Stor)'. Testi'

Hard of hearing adults

Deaf children

.
Deaf children

.
Rubellacdeaf children

deafness from
r etiologies.

Males bevel*, .feelings; of .

greater loss from their-
sensory dePrivation as comp

Joared to .fesaal.eii - saw ,

',Nearing loss ajobeing a *.
greater handicap,.

isolation - ,

maibtained primary identi-
fiCation with the -normally 1

-,hearihg.

a.,

Feelings of isolhtica,
with det ht and ,aggeetpr.

sive attempts to cmsperisatte.

Inferio in sooial. miturri(T
(Violen.ce social maturity %

-scale)

inabfity to care- i.for tehelf
,. ,o assist # the_stire of

others.
%.

-

tootiontkl, immaturity.
pirsona, l,ity constriction.

:Deficient emotional
acceptability, .(Rorschach)

Welles, 1932
I .

Hard of 'fearing-adults .

at -onset of symptoms

4

,

Hard of .hearing adults. *

at onset of symptians Aj
I" (

I

ati

Hard of harioti adults
-

I

X
4

7

c

. .t
y -severe. deafness ..`Levine, 1960

.

McAndrew,drew, 1948

Levine, 1956

Bindon, 1967

4

Myklebust., 1960

hi
. myklebus.4t, 1960

f

.1
Myhlebust,, 1960

^

Mylileaust, 1960
myklebust,' 1954

T Myklebust & I,

Burchard, 1645
1937

a

Ii\

.138
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TABLE cont'd.

Statement of the Problem Dynamics Source

Neurotic defenses -
1) oveircompensatiima.

outgoing, striving, an-
exaggerated display:of' 4

Jovial behavior with
great eapAasis upon,palking.

2) denial of hearing lops.
3) retreat from society
4) neurotic diSplecement

of anxiety into the sphere
of somatic preodcupation
and complaints
5) neurotic exploitation

'of ,heavy lotto (heavy aid--

bodge 'id)
Fear using thought stugd,
;oneliheie, insecurity in'
social sitaatilk.

paranoid reactions -
Deafnesi eisms 16-be a

powerful stimulus to any
latent paranoid trend; may
make-an oversensititve person
en duly suspicious of hostility
in others.--

Lack of empathy - lack of
atslminding of and regard for

lings of others.

*

'Egocentric view 'of the world

Gross coerci dependence -
adaptive a adh'is.character-
ized by tive riddance
t) ugh action - preferrid deafen
sive reactions and
aniiety'are by s

ertainty as
4

to consequences
mete behavior inadequate-

insight into a behavior and its
consequences-in 'seriatim to others
and conflsed awarenamitof self in
relation to others.

Sudden tiearirig lois in
adults

Sudden hearing loss in
adults

Onset Of symaoms in
adult assocideed with
depression.

0

Congenital"deafness of
acquired deafness in
preverbal years.

Knapp, 1948

of

Knajpp, 1948

Ramidell, 1962

Altshuler, 1969

Altshuler, 1969

Altshuler,,1969

Altshuler, 1969

139
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Statement of the Problem Dynamics Source

lmpoverished.in relations & 2

limitalinns in both emotional
interbhange7end ability-to
abstract ,essentials from a
Situation interferes eith the
establishment of firm object
relations.'

Emotionammaturity -
-fears are more unrealistic
thanthoseof'hearing dhildren.
Lack of delay of gratificition

PsychoneUrptic tendencies, -
higher incidence of behavior

problems.

Leis adequate social relation-
Ships:

,
Inferior social grouping Appears in
to limitation in language,- -cent age -...

sought other°deif children- as thereafter
playmates.

_tf ,

Congenital deafness or
acquired deafness in
preverbal years.

Onset of symptoms
childhood

Onset of symptoms
Congenital and
acquired.

o

Altshuler, 1969

in Pintner, 1946

preadoles6
disappears

More aggressive and competiiIM04---Oneet of symptoms .
. - .

leader b the deaf ,d5pended-mbre early life deafness
, on admiration than onArginizetion
and direction of acti ties: 4 .

Mmmaturdemotionalli:duet.c- t

language'limitation..d(Pim4lit'tasks)

Moaner' eutotic
More intro/eFted'
Less damitehi'

(Bernrentee:.Perdi 11;700

The heariniiPaired child Onset through
indulges Lomb, frequently to adaption:
social antrecreation 0
activities."

.

-Under mesa of ugusuml_ .
ctrcumegepces, tlip hearing
impaired may. become impul-

sive or overly aggreesive

, 0

104

Springer, 1938
,Springer & Roskow,`
1938.

MyklebUst & Burchard,
1945.

Gregory, 1938

Nafin, 1933

-------

,

Pellet, 1938

Pintner, Ftisfeld,

. Aranscwig, 1937

.

Force', 1956.

. Furth, 1973.

I
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VI. Functioning as a"Member of Society

The literature provides information about functioning inettEtabor force and

2-SS

in the community by the hearing impaired.

o
Functioning as a Member of theabor Force

The employment pictUre of the deaf and hearing impaired population is consi-

derably brighter than that of many other disabled *groups. A 1959 study conducted

by Lunde and Bigmaefounda maximum unemployment rate of 6.3% among deaf persons.

Ai the time of this survey, the overall unemployment rate in the United States was

5 %: Considering that a certain pgrtion of this sample was not in the labor force--

that:is, weastudents, sick or too disabled to,work, or not seeking employment for

other reasons--thA figure is remarkedly low. Any generalizations drawn from this

'

studr about the employment status of the deaf population as a whole, howeier,

should be tempered by the fact that the Lunde-Bigman sample was overwhelmingly'

biaied in-favor of whites. Only 3% of the sample were becks..
x

Nonwhite deaf males reportedly have an unemployment rate nearly five times

it of white deaf males. -Nonwhite deaf feliales are'also uWeimployed significantly

more frequently than white deaf-females. White deaf females are employed ne3arly-

twiCe as frequently as nonwhite dead' females (Schein & Delk, 1974).

As of,1972, less than' three, percent of deaf males were unemployed, a figure

whit compares favorably with the unemployment rates for'all males for the same

time periOd--4.9 percent. Qeaffemales are also more frequently unemployed than

their hearing counterparts (1 out of 10 deaf females compared to 1 out of 15

hearing females) (Schein & 1974).

She proportion of prevocationally deaf persons in the labor-force is slightly

higher'than the proportion of the general population.PFUlly two-thirds of the

prevocaeionally deaf are in the labor force--approximately 831 of prevocationally

deaf males and around 50 Percent' of the females (Schein & Delk, 1974).. Table

2-24 shows the distribution of prevocationally deaf adults by laWOforce status.

. .., .
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TABLE 2-25)1

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR FORgi STATUS-BYBACE AND SIX,

RESPONDENTS 16-64 YEARSOP AGE: UNITED STATES, 1972.

2-90

Respouslents'
See and Ram N

Labor Venn Status Employment Status

Total
P.144 hi

Labor Faros

Is Labor Faree
.

EasPloyall

Umaillarled

Deaf Goal Pop. Art Gael Pap.

Vile
Nonwhite

Females

While
Nonwhito

2707

' 2427
280

2512"

2286

266

100.0

t00.0
100.0

100.0

100.0

, 100.0

17.3

16.1

28.2
30.6
50.4

52.3

82.7

83.9

' 1.8-
91j.4

A
47.7

79.7
79.6'
73.7
43.9 .
43.2

411.7

97.1
97.8

89.4
89.8

90.5
13.5%

2.9
2.2

10.4

111.2

9.5
16.5

4.9
4.5
qv k

r6
5.9

113 ,

Source:. Employment itdEarnings,,U.S. Department of Labor, Bureami of Labor
Statistics, (Vol. 2009), March, 1974 in Schein & 1974,-p.475.
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Deaf persons are currently. holding positions in all industries, thou most

prevocationally deaf people work for private companies (as opposed to the federal

government) Table 13-26 prepared by Schein & Dhlk (1974) delineates the prin-*

lk.

cipal occupations reported byileaf people in their comphrehensivi survey under-

taken in 1972. While the largest number of deaf people in this survey were

machine operators orqdraftsmen, substantial numbers were employed as technicians

"and other professionals. here is ,some evidence, however, that the'number of

deaf persons in specific employment categories is not proportional to the numbers

'4

in the 41110ral population.- For example, there are fewer deaf lawyers, doctors,

and dentists than would be expected in the general potation (Schein & Delk, 1974).

Williams and SusSman (1971) have also noted that many deaf - people are under-

employed --that is, working at positions that are not congruent with their-capa-

bilities., They report that almost-43% of deaf adults who have completed 13 years

or more of scho6i are working either as clerical, transit and nontransit Opera-,

1

tors, farm and nonfarm workers, and service or domestic workers (cited in Schein

Vocational Rehabilitation.data indicate that

/the_

hearing impaired and deaf

clients haVe a high,success ratio. For every unsuccessful client, there are

. .

approximately 8.21 successfully rehabilitated deaf clients,. Within this general

categoty, impairments.ogher than deafness, however, appear to do best (a ratid

of 10.82). Deaf peolilkwho,are unable to speak do worst--a ratio of 4.60. the

latter tio, is reportedly higher i.har the average for all disabilities (3.52)

Schein a Delk, 1974).
IC

negativeThat des, persons are often the victims of negative employer attitudes has
t'

been evidenced by a number Of studied (e.gT, Rickard, et al., 199.TWilliams,

1972). Rickard, et al., (1963) report that when employers were asked to rate
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'TABLE. 2-26

2 -92

1,

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION or PRINCIPAL OCCUPATIONS OP EMPLOYED RESPONDENTS

16 TO fol YEAU OF AGE, BY SEX AND RACE: UNITED, STATES, 1972.

All occupations
Professional and Technital
Nonfarm Manager and.Administraton
Sales
Clerical
Craftsmen
Operatives Nontransit
Operatives Transit
Laborers Nonfarm

ta.

Farmers and Farm Manager
Farm Laborers

'Service Workers 41

Private Household Workers

1

Male lemmas

Total White Phowlile
.

..

Taal Whir NwswIlls

100.0
9.2
1.9

8.1
29.0
31.1

1.9
8.2
1.2
1.1

8.0 ,

.1

_

100.0
9.5
1.8' .

.11".

8.3
30.5
30.6

1.9
7.5
1.3
1.2
6.9

- .1.

400.0
6.1
3.0-
6.1

13:7

35.5
1.5

15.2--
18.8

i

),

100.0
8.1

..5

1.0
17.7

7.3
41.2
.i...

2.4.
- -.---
'.2

11.3

`.2

100.0
7.6

.5
1.1

28.6
7.9

40.6-
1.9-
.3

11.2
.3,

100.0
12.1

- .
19.4
2.4

46.8-
7.3

- ..:-
12.1

Source: Sdbein a De lk, 1974, p. 82.
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"applicants" by disability status, deafness was fated as worse than tuberculoilis .

and wheelch4r-bound, but better than epilepsy, ex-convict, and ex-mental patient.

Williams (1972) asked 108 Minnesota employers about hiring persons with ten

specific disabilities. Only 45% said they would readily hire a deaf person

for a production dob ("alwayi" or "usually, but mot always"). Asked about man-
.

agementPjobs, the employers wer*even more negative tower; hypothetical deaf

applicants, 75 percent saying they would neveror not usually hire a deaf per-
.

son. Fifty one percent, however, said they would hire a deaf person for a
A

clerical position. Williams and Sussinin (1971) point out that this job "stereo-

typing" undoubtedly contributes to the underemployment of many deaf people.

Phillips (1973) elicited a number

safety risks; inflexible, difficult to
4

of employer stereotypes ofdeaf workers:

train, and more. While the majority of

the persons intetviewed said they had no experience with deaf employers, most -
miP

expressed a willingness to hire deaf persons.

The single largest employer of deaf people in the United States is the

federal government. A study of employment practices in the civil service did

not reveal any pattern of overt prejudice toward deaf employees,(Bowe, Delk, &

Sdhein, 1973).

Functioning as a Member of the Community Air

iSchein and Delk (1974) report that nine out bf tin deaf persons have parents
w

who are neither deaf themselves' or have no experience with deafneis. Obviously,

the deaf child of hearing parents faces more familial adjustment probiems'than

the deaf child of deaf parents (Mindel& Vernon, 1971). Kindel and Vernon (1971)

recommend' enlightened and, early professional intervention to help parents ac-

cept their.child's impairment and learn hots hest to foitennormal and adequate .

air

coping skills. .

145
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'Deaf children of deaf parents apparently seem to acquire language more

eadily than deaf children of hearing parents. The most likely reason for this

advantage is the deaf parents' ability to readily teach and community with their,

..444`.Thchild in a language tt is uniquely adapted to their needs. (Schlesinger &

Mea4ow, 1972 cited in Schein & Delk,..1974).

Rainer, et al. (1969) report on a New York state study designed twelicit

information from deaf persons regarding marriage, community participation, edu-

cation and vocational adjustment. Information gathered in this study suggests

that the deaf differ from their hearing peers with respect to the prevalence and

nature of sexual experimeptation.and activity during adolescence. 'The, study

also found that among male deaf individual*, homosexual activity teems to be

moreCommon than heterosexual behavior, at least during the adolescent period

Ottainer; et al., 1966).

Rainer et al., (1969) found significant differences in the marital status

`of,congenitalIy deaf males and those with acquired deafness* two-thirds of

. ,

the acquired deaf men were married compared with only one -third of the congeni-

tally deaf. The authors suggest that attitudes toward one's own deafness and

communication skills are undoubtedly associated with the figures cited above.

They found that more respondents who are disturbed by their impairment remain

single than those who appear to have made a successful adjustment.

f

Other inter-Eating information obtained the Rainer, et al (1969) study

includes the finding that excellent communicators are more'likely to report

poor marital adjustment (including separation and divorce) than those with

moderate communication skills Persons whose ability to communicate is poorest

Are found to be least likely to.mairy, but once married, the likelihood of

post - marital distord vas about the same as that noted in the group of excellent

communicators.
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Schein and Delk (1974) report that 54.8% of the deaf malgs in theifsample

were married at the time of the study,..and 40.1% had never been married. The

remainder were widowed, separated, or divorced. A slightly greater percentage,

62.8%, of the females were married at the time of the study, 27.5% said they

had never been married, and 9.7% were widowed, divorced, or separated. When

race is taken into account, these rates vary widely. More white deaf males

I

were married than nonwhite deaf males, and a similar trend was fo

females, with the majority of the discrepancy being accounted for

among the

single per-A

sons rather than divorce or widowhood. The overall diVorce rate 4-found to

be nearly four percent (Schein & Delk, 1974). A\

Most deaf persons appearN4D prefer other deaf persons as marriage partners.

Schein and Delk (1974) report that 81.5% of the Males aft 78.9% of th females

ried deaf

d among

in their sample indicated a preference fo; deaf partners and-most

persons had deaf spouses. A tendency to select hearing mates was

the better7educated deaf persons in the sample.,

Sae
.1?

chil n than mariaget of Members of 'she hearing population.' The authors. point

out that such data suggests some restriction in family size -- consciously or

iner, et al. (1969) found that deaf marriages iendto prod e fewer

tuansciously--by the deaf populati6n. Most children born.to deaf parents, how-
.

4

ever,have normal hearing, though the incidence of hearing impaired or deaf off-

spri40 increases if both parents are congentialky deaf.

The New York State study reported by RaineP, et al

half*of the respondents reported having hearing'as well

. (1960) found that almost

as deaf friends, but ,

4
.one third indicated friendships limited to deaf persons. There was no meaningful

correlation between the likelihood of having friends and-the individual's con-

ception Of the attitude of hearixtg persons toward the deaf.' Almost one third

of the-deaf respondents felt that hearing Alipple ,possess negative attitudes to--
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ward tie deaf, but as previously stated many of these respondents also indi-
.

Gated haliring normal hearing friends.

Procuring insurance has.not been a problem of any great magnitude for the

deaf population. Schein and Delk (1974) foOnd thiat most males in their study

reported 'experiencing few problems in obtaining insurarce of various types.

.
Nonwhite males, however, had twice as many coilaints as whites. Ten percent

of the nonwhites said they paid extra,premiums orlif* insurance; only three

percentof-the whites indicated a similar probtea.

While the situation with regard to life and health insurance forthe deaf
,

is*favorable, the case changes significantly when *utomobile insurance is'con-,.
sidered. Sixteen percent of the Schein and Delk (19.4) respondents felt they

were either paying too much for automobile insurance were required to Vey

exorbitant and prohibitive premiums for the coverage th y wanted or needed.

Schein (1968) has observed.that,from all available evide ce, deaf drivers v-
..

pear to be as safe, if not safer, thanCthe general

t

4
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1. ,tanguage and communication trainingGenerlly one of thiee basic

approaches are employed..

(a) .Traditional oral method - dresses speech reading and skills of

speech(O'Heill, 1968; DiCarlo, 964; & Oyer, 1961;, Bruhn, 1949;

Vie, 1950; Hunger, 1961; Neal*, 1942; MorkoviA, 1960).

(b)' ified hearinTmethOd focuses on listening as'a'learned skill

(Pry, 1966) .

(c) "Total communicatiOn" Method - encourages the use aCtinger spelling
.4

and manual signs {Vernon & !Soh, 1970). .,

. -, .
,

. _ . r

2. Auditory trainingconcerned with training via the use d amplified

sound such as with hearing'aids; desk hearing aids, Auditory training units

(O'Neill, 1964;.Mcgonnell, 1968; GOldstein,L1939; Hudgins, 1953; Wendeisber9,
,

.

1951; ding, 1968 4,1964; liewis, 1951,76iCarlO, Geberina,*1969; Martin &

Pickett, 1968; Haspiel, 1969; Clark, 1957).
.(,.

k .

3., Telicommunications=-enables deaf-to gain additional benefit from

l

television, telephOtks, etc. (Schein at al, 1974; Freebaitn, 1974).

4. electronic Commulicitionpexmit

.persons from remote locations°, (Sdiein & Freebairn,

ary signalling to deaf

5. Medical and Surgical Treatment
, v

(a) Surgical techniques -.AVairable fbr such hearing aisOrdera as con7

ditions affecting tie:conducting apparatus,aka:result of infection,

;Al

con-

veliggeni defects -add the disorder causin oor Meniere's disease.

Include Myringoplazty, tympanoplaaty, fenetiraticel surgery; stapes,,and

mobilization stapedectomy. SuccesSfulhomoglaft transp' ants of complete

r-
/ middle-ear structures have been reported recently (HeariAg, language and

.

speech disorders, 1964 & 1969).

14.9
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(b) Drugs - Small amOunie of dbdium fluoride appeaNto reabso0rb the

overgrowth of spongy tissue and restore hearing due to otosIlerosis of
.

the cochlea (Hearing,' latiguage and speech isozdetig, 1967). Chloramphenicol,

used after shrgery and in casegoof carbnistrefractory,etitia4Rlia, may

actually cause deafness (Heating, language and speechodisordersi_ 1969).

(c) Rreschool ScreeningeoeMbella Damage (Hearing, language and

speech disorders, 1967 &.1969)..

(d) Radiotherapy (Hearing, language & speech Borders, 1964)

1..

(e) Temporal Bone Bank Pro ad - studies begueathed'inner ear
,. .

structures for persons with long-medic al hist4ty of hearing problems (Hearing,
.

. .

j c

language and speech disorders, 1967).

(f) Electrical a lation - electrodes :tezmanent'ly implanted in the

auditory nester aid earing (Hearing, language and speech disorders, 1967).
. I

_, .
_.

,,

6. Educational Programs--Basically there are bur types.of.organized
,-

-

educational programs for the deaf.

-(a), Residential achoola

(b) Day schools for the deaf
Ole

Day class programs fbr the delfr6ahousedin same.adhool buildings

acolimmodate the hearing

(d) Integrated classes with.the hearing.

Other programa include home programs for teaching speechlt;eri young deaf

children; a few specialized programs for the child With two or more4tandi-

-

caps,.oneof which is,4eafness; apuMbir of centers; both private and pub-

lic, which offer diagnostid services or speech:--tirainin/ f4dvisory Committee'
.

on the...Educatioa of.the Deagi 9 5) r '

7, Vocational )repdratory vocationeirevaluation,

vocational adjustment,' skill training And job placement (Solion, 1974).

'40 150
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IZGISLATION AFFECTING THE*13EAF' (1968)

COde Sec. 213, with,regarci to _Medical expenses,
,

o

2-99 r'

'...>/
.

incOme tax dedu ion i limited to that portion of -a taxpayer's expense

'.2111141 exceeds 3 perdent of lusted-grosa income: For -.grapple, tuitiona:14
. 011p

. ...

employing. expense and the cost of f-employing a note taller for a deaf student 'at a-
: .-.:-

.

c-
. . . .

4 .
re9tlar college qualify for the medical expense deducittcsk,however, the

4.

deaf student's room and goard.is not deductible. 1,4A. Baer Est.
114641,..

26 TCM
. ,

",(1967).:
1

Costs icurred in attending a training school',41ip reading,

sign and speech)' are 'deductible. 'Rev. Rule 68-212 (1968). Costs
r

4ppeciincurred ,4 al training sdhool4r hospitals, including meals, lodging,
1, ,

. .

.
travel Altuitionialsoi6lify. 2110'1:214r1 (eXeXa). Meals and lodgings

.7.,.
.

.

`qual ify for a dqductibn if.the resources -of the institution for alleviat

44* IL.

the handicap are'prineiloal asons for the deaf person being there:

1:213-1 (e) (2) (ivj.:

National iechnice/Ihtitute for the peafAAProvides'arelident*1

facility for post-secondary technical train4ng and education. ,
6'

18A USCA 621 (1968) requires early and pre = school- education of handl.-

Capp4d'ohildren.
4

,
gip

Loan Service of Captioned Film:I.and Educatio6al'Media for'thejleaf A'
, v,

Alois amenderd'to substitute the words *handicapped persons" for "deaf persons".
.

, ' ; ,, r '

reaitbsned films, originally for the cultural and educational-enrichment 'a
.

: .
. , i.4.

the deaf, have pz9ven 'so succesdful that persons with ether hIndicaps will Amovv.

px154bly benefit by this amendment. 42 USDA 2491,(1965).,(OrantA970) Y
ti

orr ' r.

or
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Service DeliVOty
7

f.,,

One:of the chief problemsin the areavpfsyrgte'delivery is the severe

*

MN/

2 , 1 0 -

shortage_ of w. atified manpower. ApproximateloWihterpreters are
, - AP ,

.. . , . -

available to serve the death =et, however, have not received formal training.

Clinical and consulting psychologists trainediio work with the (164 ike in
, .

. extremelshort supply. Only a few communities provpi psychiatric service
- .

for this.pdpulaaon,,,(,/hose who arehospitilized usually do not "receive

therapeutic aid due'to the lack of psychiatrists posssSsing the necessary

I

ccermute.anon skills. (Probably fewer than a dozen paYchiatriats,have been
- -.. .

. ._
trained so as tp boable to communicate with the deaf) . 'Similarly, social

, s...

workers m
.

id' skilled evaluators to work at diagnostics-evaluative and work
.

1-,
,

.

AdOustme#t)cinters is extremely small. .
. I

II V
1

Presently there are about -176 rehabilitation counselors%specializing in
4

..work with the deaf: Most state vocati4mal rehabilitation-agencies have at

.

least one counselor trained sr serve the
...,.-

deaf and nearly half the states
. . .

employ coordinators to develop statewide Ilkograms for this disability group.
, ..

, .
.

WAS OF FACILITIES

mental Health Centers for the Deaf--Only state mental health programs

and one national prograk with limited inake presently exist'for deaf
.

. . 44.

persons. None aretsta4ed toserve,childran. This' situation is to part due

to the ,scarcity of qualified ppraonnel.
.

,

. .

., !, .
.Community -Service Programs for the Deaf--Aids deaf in uailig a;Veille

routine serviceagencies...May proVtdiQnterpreting services to agencies with

dea.tiltints,diagnostiC andevaluation elliillb, counseling for deaf and
%.-

their families,,employment placement and adult education,programs.

fir

,

C
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Rehabilitation Centers for the deaf--The Rehabilitation Act# of 1972

Sind 1973 include authorization for rehabilitation centers for deaf indivi-

.."

duals to Make,it possible for those deaf persons who cannot b served,at

existing facilities to obtain the intensive diagnostic and training services

thii they need in order to achieve economic and social Independence.

o

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
/01

National Association of the Deafprinciple-spokesman and advocate for

the deaf donsumerrsponsors national, regional state and local programs

which elevate the level of4services fOr the deatj increases public awareness.

Council of Organize terving the Deaf--nabrella agency of organi-

40.
rations of and for the de i serves as an information center for dissemination

of knowledge of deafness:

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf - maintains national registry of

professional interpreters; assists in the development and operation of state

chapters.

Professional Rehabilitation workers With-the Adult Deaf- provides

opportunity to cross 'disciplinary lines to share information and knowledge
Os

about deafness; issues quarterly journal, a newsletter_and annual Deafness

publication documenting federally supported research and training projects.

(Adler & Williams, 1974 ).

.SIIPPORT FOR RESEARCH

`WINDS, othet. Institutes within NIH, and other segments of HEW supply

the most of all funding for research in huima comtinication MO& disorders.

.
Slightly more thln one -tenth of the NINDS research effort is in this

.

direction, with expenditures exceeding-,.$8,000,000. NINDS supported approxi=
.

JI '1 a
mately one-third of all projects listerin the Science, Information E*chance

during 1975. The remaining 'Institutes sponsored another sixth of the tal

while-other agencies of HEW ,funded another sixth. Almost alittof the

:153 '11
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. \

. .
, .

'''thireof tie projects are under-the aegis pf Federal agepcies outside DHEW,
..

T.1 i

especi4ly the Aimed Forces and Veterans Administration. Thus, only 7'percent
0

of.the,pkojeets'%nown'.--to the Science information service were not budgeted

through Federal channels.

PriVate agencieleand the%acadeMic:ccm umnity also support - research on

-
Sf

human cOMmunication asorderses Althsigh the monetary expenditure is

impossfble to ascertain, 'one can be sure that the amount is sizeable.
'0

411°44--
4

101SUPPORT or TRAINING

NINE'S spends almost $4,0 , 60 annually to suppoitprograms,for training

investigators in communicatph sciences, both"basic and applied. Other

Pedeialsagencies are expending at least twice this amount to fostek.

grams'whose primary aim is to prepire teacher?, clinicians, and othet

service pegsonnele the non-Federal effort supplies approximately this pitch

.

againi andlit, too, fosters preparation of 03 Majority of service-oriented
.

graduates. ..

( N.
.

Note; mmication disorders include disabilities' other than.Inst

.

. .

./mow`
, e

. .

deafness, such at' speechlorodesses and central csimminicatiire processes.

Detailed-figures are available in Hnman.Ccmmunication and its disorders:

An overview (MINAS) 4970, pp 26-42.

414
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